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ropes of cloth through all the stages of the bleaching process. this continuous 
process used a pulley system, and the cloth ropes were pulled through the walls 
separating the various bleaching and dyeing rooms via glazed bricks with large 
holes in them, known as pot eyes. as the 19th century progressed the separate 
processes of bleaching and dyeing were usually combined on a single site. In the 
late 19th century this continuous process was supplemented by the use of high-
pressure kiers (large vats) for batch processing and, in the 20th century, were 
replaced by long multi-process linear continuous process machines that could 
be used for bleaching and dyeing.

the mechanised bleach and dye works were characterised by a central core 
of buildings (including bleaching and dyeing crofts, multi-storey warehouses and 
offices, and stables), f lanked by artificial reservoirs and a complex leat system 
which exploited a local river. It was the latter two elements which had the 
greatest impact on their surrounds. some of the largest bleach and dye works in 
lancashire and yorkshire (where most of this industry was based in the 19th and 
20th centuries) covered tens of hectares with their reservoirs and leat systems and 
led to a fundamental reworking of their immediate landscape. 

linen usually underwent a further process called ‘beetling’, in which the 
cloth was pounded by heavy wooden hammers mounted on a cylinder, often 
driven by water power in northern Ireland, and later by steam power. this 
gave the linen cloth its hard, shiny appearance, which was then finished off by 
‘calendering’, or passing the cloth between cylinders. the latter process was 
frequently undertaken by the bleachworks although specialist calendering mills 
were built. linoleum and floorcloth factories are characterised by the great height 
of the drying stoves in which loops of linoleum are cured, after linseed oil and 
cork is pressed into jute cloth.

the use of fast colour dyes in hand block printing was first introduced into 
europe in imitation of Indian fabrics around 1670 and the first english print 
works to use this method was founded on the river lea at West ham in east 
london in 1676. this early process initially used engraved wooden blocks up to 
12in (305mm) square, but from the mid-18th century copper plates from 1ft to 
1yd (305–914mm) square became very popular because of the ability to create 
more finely detailed designs. both printing processes involved stretching the 
fabric across a table, the blocks being applied by hand using pins as guides. a 
print works would normally have a number of tables in one or more rooms, and 
there was usually a print carriage, or small trolley on rails, that ran parallel to 
the blocking tables, which carried the dyes for refreshing the blocks or plates. 
this early printing industry remained centred on london until the 1780s, with a 
notable concentration in the Wandle Valley. 

the introduction of cylinder printing coincided with the shift of the calico 
printing industry from london to southern lancashire and Manchester. the 
earliest experiments in the use of wooden hand block printing in the county 
took place during the 1760s at the Mosney Works in Walton-le-dale, at bamber 
bridge, and at brookside in oswaldtwistle by robert Peel. the industry did 
not take off, however, until the later 1780s, when many lancashire printers led 
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by the Manchester merchants started to adopt cylinder printing. by the early 
19th century cylinder printing of linen, silk and wool had also been developed, 
allowing the mechanised printing industry to spread into those areas of britain 
with these industries.

although initially water power was used to run the cylinder rollers, steam 
engines rapidly took over this role early in the 19th century. steam engines were 
also used to power the new steam fixing kiers, washing machines, heated drying 
rooms, and calenders which were needed to finish the printing process and to 
cope with the increased through-put of printed cloth. cylinder printing remained 
the normal means of production in the cotton and woollen industries down to 
the mid-20th century, and as with bleaching and dyeing, the woollen printing 
industry became concentrated in yorkshire and the cotton printing industry in 
the lancashire area.

textile print works from the 19th and early 20th centuries were usually 
sprawling single-storey complexes, associated with a series of leats and reservoirs, 
in valley or upland locations. Multiple chimneys and boiler houses tended to 
dominate these sites and the only architectural embellishments were to be found 
on the main offices.

Key sites
despite the decline of the industry in the mid- to late 20th century, and the 
demolition of hundreds of mill sites, standing textile buildings remain common 
in south-west england, north-west england, West yorkshire and the scottish 
borders, and scattered examples, sometimes grouped in towns, sometimes in 
rural river valleys or standing in splendid isolation, can be found across the 
rest of the british Isles. In northern Ireland, small scutching mills do survive 
in rural areas, and a beetling mill at Wellbrook, cookstown, county tyrone, is 
preserved by the national trust. In england more than 200 mill buildings are 
listed although many other fine examples are not. a few are now preserved as 
museums with working machinery: these include the Cambrian Mills at drefach 
Felindre in carmarthenshire in Wales, now designated the National Woollen 
Museum; Helmshore Mills in lancashire, with intact fulling stocks; Coldharbour 
Mill, uffculme, devon, which demonstrates worsted combing and spinning by 
both water and steam power; Quarry Bank Mill, styal, cheshire, a cotton mill 
owned by the national trust; Queen Street Mill, burnley, lancashire, one of the 
few places where the scale of powered weaving can be appreciated; Stanley Mills 
on the river tay near Perth, run by historic scotland (see also chapter 1.4); and 
Stott Park Bobbin Mill in cumbria, owned by english heritage. In dundee in 
scotland, the Verdant Works, run by the dundee heritage trust, tells the story 
of jute manufacture in the locality. others have been given World heritage site 
status (The Derwent Valley Mills, New Lanark, and Saltaire).

during the 20th century most archaeological research on the textile mill was 
concentrated on the upstanding remains. since 2000, however, there has been an 
upsurge of interest in the excavation of such sites. the redevelopment of brownfield 
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sites has led to the targeted excavation of dozens of mill sites, mostly in north-west 
england, but excavated examples are known from glasgow and london. Most of 
this work has been done ahead of redevelopment and consequently much remains 
to be published. the existing published material covers work in the greater 
Manchester area, including the cotton spinning mill complex of A & G Murray 
in ancoats, Manchester, which was surveyed and the boiler and engine houses 
excavated as part of the restoration of the site; the excavation of the wheel and engine 
houses of the 19th- and early 20th-century Portwood Mills site in stockport; and the 
excavation of a large part of one of the bleachcrofts at Wallsuches Bleach Works in 
horwich near bolton. this work demonstrates the kind of structures likely to be 
encountered on such sites (building foundations, drains, pits and vat bases, engine 
beds, boiler foundations, machine bases, restraining rods, flues, chimney bases, pipe 
works, and even remains of the steam engines and water wheels). understanding 
the development of different types of process machinery and power features such as 
engine houses, boiler houses, and wheel pits, is a way of revealing the technological 
history of a textile site where there are no standing remains.

the rural location of many mills, especially in the east Midlands and 
south-west england has made them prime locations for housing conversion, 
such as Maythorne Silk Mill near southwell, Bliss’ Tweed Mills near chipping 
norton in oxfordshire, Dunkirk Mill and Stanley Mills in gloucestershire, all 
now converted into flats (Fig 5.13). Mills in the urban textile towns of northern 
england and central scotland have presented more of a challenge: a continuing 
industrial use is difficult because of the changes in methods of transport and the 
lack of car-parking space. however, netherdale Mill in galashiels has found an 

Figure 5.13 dunkirk 
Mill, nailsworth, 
gloucestershire. 
the earliest building 
in this complex 
was water powered 
and dates from 
1798. the elegant 
chimney was built 
for a steam engine 
added about 1820 
while the sections 
on the right were 
unpowered loomshops 
built in the 1820s. 
the complex has 
now been converted 
to residential use 
but includes a small 
museum run by the 
stroudwater textile 
trust (© Marilyn 
Palmer)
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appropriate reuse as the school of textiles and design of heriot-Watt university, 
and the massive former jute mill in dundee, tay Mills, houses students from 
dundee university. the growing demand for urban apartments has saved some 
of them, notably Murray’s Mills in Manchester where the canalside location is 
marketed as an asset. Ironically, the very importance of the derwent Valley Mills 
and their inclusion in a World heritage site has made reuse more difficult. this 
has been achieved successfully at Belper North Mill, where some commercial use 
is combined with a Visitor centre and small museum. Cromford Mill has proved 
more difficult, despite the extensive excavations that have taken place in the 
interior courtyard to ascertain the original water courses, but the interpretation 
of that major site is moving forward. In contrast, the World heritage status of 
the cotton mill colonies at New Lanark in the upper clyde Valley and Saltaire 
in yorkshire came after most of the conservation and restoration work had been 
completed at these sites, and has been an aid to the marketing of the complexes.

Further reading
any study of the archaeology of the textile mill in britain should begin with the three 
pioneering studies of the 1990s: c giles & I goodall, Yorkshire Textile Mills: Buildings 
of the West Yorkshire Textile Industry 1770–1930 (hMso, 1992); M Williams with  
d a Farnie, Cotton Mills in Greater Manchester (carnegie, 1992); and a calladine 
& J Fricker, East Cheshire Textile Mills (hMso, 1993). these three volumes provide 
the foundation for the understanding of the development of the processes in the 
standing buildings of the cotton, linen, silk, and woollen branches of the textile 
industry. e Jones’ Industrial Architecture in Britain 1750–1939 (batsford, 1985) remains 
the best introduction to the influence of the architect on industrial building design 
and has several chapters that deal with textile mill design, although P belford’s 
article ‘Monasteries of Manufacture: Questioning the origins of english Industrial 
architecture’ (Industrial Archaeology Review 26:1, 2004, 45–62), provides more of a 
social archaeology perspective on mill design. since 1990 an increasing amount of 
developer-funded planning archaeology has been focused on the excavation of the 
remains of the textile industry. M Fletcher, ‘old Mill, congleton, cheshire – brindley’s 
grand design’ (Industrial Archaeology Review 30:1, 2008, 49–70), and J Milln, ‘Power 
development at the northern end of Quarry bank Mill, styal, cheshire’ (Industrial 
Archaeology Review 18:1, 1995, 8–28), show the potential of targeted excavations on the 
power systems of a textile mill. however, most of this material lacks any synthetic 
overview and remains unpublished as grey literature, such as the important study 
of Manchester’s first cotton mill, the 1780s’ arkwright’s Mill, undertaken by tV’s 
Time Team in 2005, although this is available as a pdf from the Wessex archaeology 
website, http://www.wessexarch.co.uk/reports/59471/arkwrights-mill.

Many more developer-funded evaluations can be downloaded from the ads 
website archive. a useful introduction to the importance of textile mill excavation 
is provided by M nevell, ‘excavating the cotton Mill. towards a research 
Framework for the below-ground remains of the textile Industry’, in P belford, 
M Palmer & r White, Footprints of Industry. Papers from the 300th anniversary 
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conference at Coalbrookdale, 3–7 June 2009 (bar british series 523, 2010, 153–68). 
a summary of the kind of archaeological deposits that can be encountered on 
textile sites is given in d dungworth & s Paynter, Science for Historic Industries; 
guidelines for the investigation of 17th- to 19th-century industries http://www.helm.
org.uk/upload/pdf/science-historic-Industries.pdf (english heritage, 2006).

Industrial Archaeology Review is a good source of individual and methodological 
case studies, containing over 30 articles on the textile industry, including two 
special textile mill editions: Industrial Archaeology Review 10:2 (1988) and 16:1 (1993). 
amongst the highlights in these two volumes are a calladine, ‘lombe’s Mill: an 
exercise in reconstruction’ (16:1, 82 –99); r s Fitzgerald, ‘the development of the 
cast Iron Frame in textile Mills to 1850’ (10:2, 127–45); and c giles, ‘housing the 
loom, 1790–1850: a study of industrial building and mechanisation in a transitional 
period’ (16:1, 27–37). recent work at stanley Mills in scotland is presented in an 
exemplary volume by M cressey & r Fitzgerald, Force and Fabric: Archaeological 
Investigations at Stanley Mills (archaeology report no. 5, historic scotland, 2011). 

since the three classic volumes published in the early 1990s there have been 
further significant regional archaeological studies that include the archaeology 
of textile industry such as the derwent Valley Mills World heritage site 
Partnership, The Derwent Valley Mills and their Communities (2001); M Palmer & 
P a neaverson, The Textile Industry of South-west England: a Social Archaeology 
(tempus, 2005); d gwyn, Gwynedd: Inheriting a Revolution. The Archaeology of 
Industrialisation in North West Wales (Phillimore, 2006), chapter 4; c rynne, 
Industrial Ireland 1750–1930. An Archaeology (the collins Press, cork, 2006), 
chapter 8; and s nisbet, The Rise of the Cotton Factory in Eighteenth-century 
Renfrewshire (bar british series 464, archaeopress, 2008).

noteworthy case studies of groups of mills or individual sites include:  
a calladine & J Fricker, ‘Pickford street: a study of Macclesfield textile Mills’ 
(Industrial Archaeology Review 10:2, 1988, 146–61); r n holden, ‘the end of 
an era: elk Mill 1926–1999’ (Industrial Archaeology Review 26:2, 2004, 113–27); 
a Menuge, ‘the cotton Mills of the derbyshire derwent and its tributaries’ 
(Industrial Archaeology Review 26:1, 1993, 38–61): I Miller & c Wild, A & G 
Murray and the Cotton Mills of Ancoats (oxford archaeology north, 2007), 
which combines excavation, historic building survey and documentary analysis 
to form a textbook holistic study of this nationally important urban cotton 
mill complex; and M Williams, Bridport and West Bay. The buildings of the f lax 
and hemp industry (english heritage, 2006). a useful study of adaptive reuse is 
Northern Lights, Finding a Future for the Weaving Sheds of Pennine Lancashire 
(lancashire county council in conjunction with english heritage and the 
heritage trust for the north West, 2011). the lesser textile industries of felt 
hat making and jute production have been less well studied but two useful 
archaeological introductions are: M nevell with b grimsditch & I hradil, Denton 
and the Archaeology of the Felt Hatting industry (the archaeology of tameside 7, 
tameside Mbc and the university of Manchester archaeological unit, 2007), 
and M Watson, ‘Jute Manufacturing: a study of camperdown Works, dundee’ 
(Industrial Archaeology Review 10:2, 1988, 175–92) and his Jute and Flax Mills in 
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Dundee (hutton Press, 1990). historic scotland has carried out a re-survey of 
listed buildings in the scottish borders mill towns, published as part of the The 
Scottish Burgh Survey in partnership with the cba between 2006 and 2010: see 
especially M rorke, d gallagher, c Mckean, e P dennison, g ewart, Historic 
Galashiels (2011). Historic Dunfermline was published separately by dunfermline 
burgh survey community Project (2007) while Hawick and its place among the 
Borders Mill Towns is available as a free download from historic scotland – see 
http://www.historic-scotland.gov.uk/hawick-burgh-publication.pdf

the development and identification of textile machinery, and its context 
within the various branches and buildings, is covered in a fine series of booklets 
written by experts on the subject and published by shire Publications ltd.  
a benson provides a very good overview in Textile Machines (1983). Machinery 
for the cotton industry is covered by chris aspin in The Cotton Industry (1981); 
f lax is covered by P baines in Flax and Linen (1985); s bush writes about The 
Silk Industry (2nd edn 2000); and c aspin covers The Woollen Industry (1982). 
Finally, two volumes deal with specific parts of the textile process: a benson & 
n Warburton, Looms and Weaving (1995) and h clark, Textile Printing (1985).

studies placing the textile mill in its landscape, social and technological context 
include: b cooper, the transformation of a Valley: the derbyshire derwent 
(heinemann, 1983); s d chapman, ‘the arkwright Mills – colquhoun’s census 
of 1788 and the archaeological evidence’ (Industrial Archaeology Review 6:1, 1981–82, 
5–27); r n holden, Stott & Sons: Architects of the Lancashire Cotton Mill (carnegie, 
1998); r n holden ‘Water supplies for steam-powered textile Mills’ (Industrial 
Archaeology Review 21:1, 1999, 41–52); r n holden, ‘lancashire cotton Mills 
and Power’, in a horning & M Palmer (eds), Crossing Paths or Sharing Tracks? 
Future Directions in the archaeological study of post-1550 Britain and Ireland (boydell 
& brewer, 2009, 261–72); I Mellor, ‘space, society and the textile Mill’, in  
d gwyn & M Palmer (eds), Understanding the Workplace. A Research Framework for 
Industrial Archaeology (Industrial Archaeology Review 27:1, 2005, 49–56); M nevell, 
‘the archaeology of Industrialisation and the textile Industry: the example of 
Manchester and the south-western Pennine uplands during the 18th century, 
Part 1’ (Industrial Archaeology Review 30:1, 2008, 33–48) and Part 2 (Industrial 
Archaeology Review 30:2, 2008, 97–100); and M e rose with k Falconer & J holder, 
Ancoats: Cradle of Industrialisation (english heritage, 2011).

5.8  The hosiery and lace industries
the east Midlands, particularly leicestershire, were known for the quality of 
the wool produced by local sheep but the area never developed a large weaving 
industry like east anglia or the south-west of england. the origins of its hosiery 
industry lie in domestic hand knitting which dominated the trade until the end 
of the 17th century, well after the invention of the stocking frame. Most hand 
knitting took place in the ‘open’ parishes not subject to manorial control, where 
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the supply of labour outstripped the level of 
agricultural work, and the poor supplemented 
their wages by knitting hose. 

In addition to the invention of the stocking 
frame, what prompted this growth in hand 
knitting was the transition in men’s fashion during 
the 16th century from long robes to doublet and 
hose, putting the legs on display. aristocratic 
stockings were knitted of silk, but knitted 
worsted and later cotton stockings also became 
popular. It is generally accepted that William 
lee of calverton near nottingham patented 
the stocking frame in 1589. the machine was 
undoubtedly one of the major textile inventions, 
nearly two centuries before equivalent developments in mechanised spinning or 
weaving. the early frames were used in london and then in France, centres of the 
fashion trade, and there is little evidence for the existence of stocking frames in the 
east Midlands before the second half of the 17th century. the adoption of the frame 
was faster in nottingham than leicester, probably because both nottingham and 
derby concentrated on the production of silk stockings, whereas leicester continued 
with the hand knitting of worsted stockings before the frame was adapted to cope 
with worsted yarn. by the time of the Framework knitters’ report, a government 
enquiry into the poverty of the stocking knitters in 1844, 90% of the hosiery 
industry was located in the east Midlands. nottinghamshire specialised in cotton 
stockings, leicestershire in worsted (the largest sector) and derbyshire in silk, with 
nottingham following on behind. at that time there were nearly 4000 silk hosiery 
frames within reach of derby, nottingham, and belper, the main putting-out 
centres. In 1847, nearly 6000 people were employed in the silk factories of derbyshire 
and nottinghamshire, 13.7% of the total in england.

hose were knitted flat on the stocking frame, being shaped to fit the leg, and 
then seamed up the back by hand. consequently, the early hosiery industry was very 
much a family concern, the men using the frame, the women seaming the stockings, 
and the children winding bobbins for the frame. by the end of the 18th century, 
the frame had been adapted to knit gloves (Fig 5.14), produce ribbed fabric, turn off 
three or four stocking pieces at once – in fact, it is said that by 1800 it could produce 
40 distinct types of fabric. one of the most important developments was the 
invention of the thread carrier which saved the knitter laying the thread across the 
needles by hand, and so enabled wider pieces of fabric to be made. this wide frame 
was the genesis of the east Midlands knitwear industry, enabling knitted fabric to 
be made which could be turned into combinations, shirts and so on, thereby greatly 
increasing the versatility of the frame. although resisted at first as the fabric could 
also be cut into stockings, which were cheaper, although poorer quality than those 
produced on the narrow frame, wide frames were to prove the salvation of the 
leicester industry once men’s fashion changed in the early 19th century and long 
hose were no longer required, merely socks to go with long trousers.

Figure 5.14 a german 
postcard showing a 
family at work on a 
glove frame c 1890. 
the man on the right 
is working the glove 
frame, while the 
women are engaged in 
finishing the gloves
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Historical development
by the late 18th century, the yarn for hosiery was usually being spun in factories, 
whether silk, cotton or worsted, which are themselves an important aspect of the 
industrial landscape. the yarn was distributed by master hosiers, who usually 
owned warehouses from which the knitters had to collect their yarn on a weekly 
basis and where the finished products were kept; these were often more elaborate 
in design than the spinning factories. some hosiers as well as knitters made use 
of middlemen to distribute yarn and collect the finished products. the system 
created a series of nodal points throughout the east Midlands, with knitters in 
scattered villages working for hosiers in the towns.

Stocking knitters’ houses
the hosiery industry was one of the last branches of textile manufacture to survive 
in a domestic environment as hosiery factories did not really develop until the 
second half of the 19th century. the surviving buildings are therefore important 

Figure 5.15 elevation 
of a master hosier’s 

house, albert 
street, nottingham, 

showing the attached 
workshop for stocking 

frames (© gary 
campion)
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as one of the rare opportunities to see how the domestic system functioned and 
are more fully discussed in chapter 6.2. It is important to remember, however, 
that homes adapted to house knitting frames were probably in the minority and, 
as with handloom weaving, many operatives just worked where they could find 
a space. 

although purpose-built stockingers’ houses continued to be built into the 
second half of the 19th century, an increasing number of unpowered workshops 
were constructed, where frames could be grouped together and worked under 
supervision. some of these were added to master hosiers’ houses, as in albert 
street in hucknall, where the style of the hosier’s living quarters differs sharply 
from that of the attached workshops (Fig 5.15). separate workshops were often 
built to house wide frames which were unsuitable for domestic use, but this 
was not always the case. the two museums of framework knitting are both 
housed in former workshops at ruddington in nottinghamshire and Wigston in 
leicestershire. some hosiery workshops survive as they were taken over by the 
boot and shoe industry later in the 19th century when hosiery factories began to 
be built, especially in south leicestershire.

The growth of the mechanised factory
by the middle of the 19th century, house and workplace had generally become 
disassociated and the truly domestic aspect of the industry lost, although women 
still seamed the stockings and children wound the bobbins. the principal drivers 
of the move to powered factory production were, firstly, the development of 
commercially viable powered knitting machines from the 1840s onwards; secondly, 
the development of the sewing machine; and finally, the emergence of a mass 
market for hosiery and associated clothing for the british middle classes. Pressure 
from cheaper european imports, particularly from germany and america, further 
accelerated the trend. there were, however, many entrenched practices that led to 
the domestic hosiery industry proving surprisingly resilient when compared with 
the impact of mechanisation in other areas of textile production. the merchant 
hosiers, on the whole, preferred to tie up their capital in stocks of yarn and finished 
goods rather than in buildings and plant. equally, many people made money out 
of rents to framework knitters and acting as middlemen or the distributors of their 
products. the education acts of the 1870s, by insisting on a period of compulsory 
primary schooling, broke up the family unit of production and deprived the knitters 
of the services of their children, although the oral evidence from people living in the 
20th century shows that the effect was not immediate and that many children were 
obliged to wind and seam out of school hours. Finally, renting frames out to workers 
in their own homes was becoming increasingly anomalous and was finally abolished 
in 1874. this all paved the way for the growth of the powered hosiery factory.

Viable power-operated knitting machines were late in development when 
compared with mechanisation in most other segments of the textile industry. 
Various inventors, including sir Marc brunel in 1816, developed circular knitting 
machines; none were taken up by the industry to any significant extent. It was the 
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work of the Pagets and others from 1844 onwards, and of Matthew townsend in 
developing the latch needle in 1847, which led to the development of a practical 
circular fabric knitting machine. developments in stocking machines were even 
slower as automating lee’s hand frame, with its complex reciprocating motion, 
and the need to narrow or widen the knitted piece, proved very difficult. It was 
not until 1864 that William cotton succeeded. cotton’s early machines were sold 
to a restricted group of manufacturers, thereby further limiting take up. the 
concurrent development of the sewing machine in the 1850s produced a further 
incentive to move seaming operations from domestic workshops into factories. the 
production of true hosiery (stockings and socks) long remained the biggest single 
part of the industry by volume and value, still representing 41% of the total output 
value of all knitted products in 1937 but dropping to 23% of the total by 1969 as 
fabric production and fully fashioned outer garment production played a more 
significant part.

the 19th-century industry was concentrated in the area covered by south 
derbyshire, south nottinghamshire, and leicestershire, with a significant outlier 
in the scottish borders, especially hawick and galashiels, where luxury knitwear 
predominated by the 20th century.

Lace factories
although lace made by hand using a lace pillow was a feature of many areas 
of britain from the 18th century onwards, the extensive lace industry of 
nottinghamshire owes its origins to the knitting frame. this was adapted to 
produce a regular mesh or ‘point net’ which could then be hand embroidered. 
hand-operated lace frames were worked in buildings similar to those for 
framework knitting, often in upper storeys of houses as the industry tended to 

Figure 5.16 bridge 
Mills, long eaton: 
a late 19th-century 

lace factory alongside 
the erewash canal 

(© Marilyn Palmer)
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be urban-based. John heathcoat’s bobbin net machine of 1809 broke new ground 
by producing net with a regular hexagonal mesh, which was stronger, and came 
to be known as twist net, while John leavers patented a machine in 1813 and 
developed it to produce more elaborate patterned lace. these machines required 
power, usually steam since they were mostly based in towns, and so the lace 
industry adapted to power and factory production before the older framework 
knitting industry. until the mid-19th century, lace factories were small and 
often indistinguishable externally from workshops, as the steam engines were 
comparatively small and contained inside the mill, though some did sprout tall 
chimneys. however, later in the century, as machines got larger, particularly with 
the attachment of the jacquard for curtain lace, huge multi-storey factories were 
built in the nottingham suburbs by speculative ‘room and power companies’, such 
as that of ernest terah hooley, and let out to a number of producers who shared 
costs of heating, gas lighting, and steam power. by the end of the 19th century, the 
multi-storey lace mill was being replaced by single-storey buildings which could 
accommodate heavy machines on the ground floor. a further important building 
in the lace industry was the warehouse from which the finished product was 
marketed; these were much more elaborate in design than the mills themselves in 
order to attract customers. Many of these had heavily fenestrated attics for lace 
mending, which was also a feature of some of the mills themselves.

Key elements and plan forms
the first factories were frequently based around master hosiers’ houses and 
warehouses with extensions being built to accommodate powered machinery. 
the first purpose-built hosiery factories typically consisted of two or three 
storeys and a cellar, often with an arched entrance to a rear yard. north-light 
extensions behind the main building are rarer in early factories. In some areas the 
director’s window, a first-floor oriel window, frequently over the archway, was a 
prevalent feature. typical construction was of brick with a slate roof. the internal 
structure was hardly ever fireproof as hosiery manufacturing was a comparatively 
low fire-risk process, and the norm was for timber floors with timber beams 
carried on cast-iron columns. Few powered factories were built before 1860, the 
major part of the first wave of powered factory building being from 1880 onward. 
Many early factory developments contained very tightly grouped buildings, 
producing a canyon-like effect in towns. 

the second phase from around 1900 to 1920 produced generally larger factories, 
still typically with two to three storeys, cellars, and an entrance arch, but with a 
trend towards more ornate decoration on street frontages, often with extensive 
use of terracotta mouldings. Internal construction was still mainly timber-floored 
but concrete or steel frames appeared in some factories. a few were built more 
than three storeys high, and the area of north-light buildings behind the frontage 
building tended to be larger as a proportion of total f loor area.

In the expansion of the early 1920s and 1930s, most new development moved 
out of town centres for reasons of space as well as to exploit pockets of female 
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labour in smaller towns and large villages. single-storey frontage buildings  
to north-light single-storey factory premises predominated. some post-World 
War II factories were built but these, in general, were indistinguishable from 
other factory buildings of this period.

through the whole period some of the larger manufacturers constructed buildings 
with much more architectural pretension. corah was one of the earliest, followed by I 
& r Morley and the lewis family’s Meridian business. several smaller manufacturers 
also built warehouses with more flamboyant architecture. the smaller suppliers 
proved remarkably resilient and grouping of businesses was not a significant factor 
before the last quarter of the 20th century. related industries included dyeing, the 
characteristic buildings for which tended to be clustered by small streams or rivers, 
and the construction of the machinery needed in the industry.

the hosiery industry was characterised by relatively low power requirements 
per square foot of factory space when compared with spinning. early factories used 
small steam engines that were not large enough to produce a distinctive engine 
house. gas engines were prevalent from the 1880s onwards and hosiery generally 
adopted electric drive far earlier than many other areas of the textile industry.

In the nottinghamshire region there was a degree of cross-usage between 
hosiery and lace manufacturing, while in the south of the region, a similar 
situation applied between hosiery and boot and shoe factories. leicestershire also 
developed a modest worsted spinning industry to support the hosiery industry. 
In hawick in scotland, many weaving mills were given a second lease of life as 
hosiery and knitwear factories in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. 

Key sites
examples of unpowered workshops and domestic framework knitters’ houses 
can be found in chapter 6.2. hosiery factories, mostly unpretentious, have 
proved amenable to other industrial usages, and so survive quite well in the east 

Figure 5.17 the 
anglo-scotian 

Mills, Wollaton 
road, beeston, 

nottinghamshire. 
one of the few lace 
tenement factories 
with architectural 

pretension, it dates 
from 1892 and has 

been converted 
for residential use 

(© Marilyn Palmer)
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Midlands. For example, the large factory of Atkins in hinckley, leicestershire, has 
been converted for mixed use, including creative studios and office space. Brettles 
in belper in derbyshire had a huge number of home-based knitters working for 
them, and their 1834 warehouse survives. the results of an important project 
to document the east Midlands hosiery industry can be found at http://www.
knittingtogether.org.uk/home.asp?cat=594 (accessed september 2011). hosiery 
was also a major employer in baldock, hertfordshire, in the mid- 20th century 
and Kayser Bondor’s Art Deco factory has been converted into a superstore. 

the larger lace mills have had a mixed fate. some have been converted to flats, 
notably Victoria Mill, draycott, built in successive blocks by terah hooley and 
completed by Jardine from 1888 until 1907, which eventually reached over 600ft 
(183m) in length; Springfield Mill in sandiacre in its canalside location; and the 
unusually elegant Anglo-Scotian Mills at beeston (Fig 5.17). Long Eaton in derbyshire 
remains the best place to see a landscape of large and small lace mills, while Lace 
Market in nottingham, especially the Adams Building, dating from the 1850s 
onwards, is a prime example of the urban landscape of lace warehouses (see Fig 8.4). 

Further reading
there is a substantial literature on the east Midlands hosiery industry. overview 
works on the development of the industry include s d chapman, Hosiery and 
Knitwear: Four Centuries of Small-Scale Industry in Britain c. 1589–2000 (Pasold 
studies in textile history, oxford university Press, 2002); s Mason, A History 
of the Worshipful Company of Framework Knitters (the Worshipful company 
of Framework knitters, 2000); s Mason, Nottingham Lace, 1760s–1950s (alan 
sutton, 1994); M Palmer, Framework Knitting (shire Publications, 1984, reprinted 
2010); and F a Wells, The British Hosiery Industry (barnes & noble, 1972). 
a more archaeological approach to the industry can be found in d M smith, 
The Industrial Archaeology of the East Midlands (david & charles, 1965) and  
M Palmer & P a neaverson, Industrial Landscapes of the East Midlands (Phillimore, 
1992). a contemporary 19th-century study is provided by W Felkin, A History of 
the Machine-Wrought Hosiery and Lace Manufactures, originally published 1867 
but the centenary edition included an introduction by s d chapman (david & 
charles, 1967). historic scotland’s re-survey of listed buildings in the scottish 
borders mill towns included some hosiery workshops and factories, especially for 
galashiels and hawick (see Further reading 5.7).

the buildings of the hosiery industry are dealt with in several articles 
including g campion, ‘People, process and the poverty pew: a functional analysis 
of mundane buildings in the nottinghamshire framework-knitting industry’ 
(Antiquity 70, 1996, 847–80); g campion, ‘Familiarity breeding contempt? 
understanding and conserving outworking buildings and landscapes’ (Industrial 
Archaeology Review 27:2, 2005, 195–216); and M Palmer, ‘housing the leicester 
Framework knitters: history and archaeology’ (Transactions of the Leicestershire 
Archaeological and Historical Society 74, 2000, 59–78).
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chapter six

housing the workforce

6.1  Introduction
Industrial-period housing took a variety of forms from the country houses of the 
elite to the cellar dwellings of the poorest. this section looks at the archaeological 
and standing buildings evidence for housing directly associated with industry 
during the 18th, 19th, and early 20th centuries: structures commonly known as 
workers’ housing. although many such structures were superseded or replaced 
from the mid- to late 19th century by social housing and large-scale speculative 
housing projects, considerable quantities of industrial housing still survive, long 
after their associated factories have closed and been demolished.

the major difference in the type of workers’ housing was between those 
dwellings that combined work and domestic functions (the workshop dwelling) 
and those that were purely domestic in function (industrial dwellings associated 
with factories). both types have been studied since the beginning of industrial 
archaeology as a discipline, but workshop dwellings, with their strong association 
with proto-industrialisation and their survival into the early 20th century in some 
industries, have attracted more systematic study, from the woollen workshops of 
the textile industries of south-west england, lowland scotland, and yorkshire, 
to the boot and shoe workshops of the east Midlands. they could, however, 
be found across much of britain, particularly where raw materials and poor 
agricultural land encouraged the search by poorer tenant farmers for a second 
income.

Industrial dwellings, from the terraced house to the tenement, have been less 
intensively studied, with research focused upon groups of standing buildings 
that were erected adjacent to manufacturing sites either with money from the 
factory owner (as factory colonies) or as early speculative developments that were 
rented to the factory workforce. however, factory colonies associated with textile 
production have attracted more attention, particularly those in World heritage 
sites such as the derwent Valley of derbyshire (strutt and arkwright mills), 
new lanark (dale and arkwright mills), and saltaire (titus salt mill). since 
1990, and especially during the economic boom decade of 1997 to 2007, developer-
funded archaeological work has enabled the targeted excavation of many areas 
of workers’ housing in some of the most important industrial urban centres of 
britain such as glasgow, london, and Manchester.

although much of this material has yet to be published as either technical 
monographs or synthetic studies, it is already clear that the excavation of large 
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areas of workers’ housing allows the archaeologist to look at the way in which 
industrialisation changed people’s domestic lives, as well as their work lives. 
Furthermore, the analysis of material culture from such sites provides a way of 
charting increasing consumption and the globalisation of trade networks during 
the industrial period.

6.2  Workshop dwellings
the workshop dwelling, also known as a vernacular workshop, was a composite 
building used for a variety of hand-production processes from textiles and hat 
making to metal working and boot and shoe manufacture. the domestic rooms 
could be on either ground or upper floors. the workshop was a room in which 
a skilled workman or woman had a degree of control over the rhythm and 
intensity of the processes undertaken to produce something which could be a 
finished article or only one component of that article, regardless of whether any 
mechanical power was used within the workshop. such structures are found 
all over britain, including the two-room, single-storey, woollen weavers’ cottage 
of lowland scotland; the two-storey, ground floor and cellar, cotton weavers’ 
workshop of north-eastern lancashire; the two- and three-storey woollen 
weavers’ workshops of West yorkshire and south-west england; the three-storey 
silk workers’ workshops of east cheshire; and the integral as well as garden 
workshops of the east Midlands boot, shoe, and hosiery industries.

Workshop dwellings were one of the most successful building types of the 
industrial period, their history running from the beginning of the 18th century 
to the end of the 19th. their construction reflected the vernacular traditions and 
buildings materials of the regions of britain, and thousands of examples survive 
into the early 21st century, many of them listed.

Historical development
the handloom weaver’s cottage was probably the earliest workshop dwelling 
to emerge as a distinctive building type. Its origins lie in the investment of 
some of the capital generated by the growing woollen domestic-based textile 
industry of the late 17th and early 18th century, particularly in south-west 
england and West yorkshire. the spitalfields area of london emerged in 
the late 17th century as an area of silk weavers’ workshop dwellings, with a 
distinctive hybrid workshop-tenement building type (see below). the wills 
and inventories of parishes in gloucestershire, lancashire, and yorkshire 
often refer to ‘shops’, meaning workshops, being used for metal, shoe, textile, 
or some other form of domestic industry by tenant farmers from the late 17th 
century. by the beginning of the 18th century many farmhouses had either a 
dedicated room for domestic textile manufacture or an additional one- or two-
storey workshop range (Fig 6.1). separate and dedicated three-storey textile 
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workshops began to be built in the valleys 
of the cotswolds in the late 18th and 19th 
centuries, and attracted hostile responses 
from the weavers who preferred to work 
in their domestic environments. such 
workshops were also built in the Pennine 
valleys around leeds and Manchester, and 
came to be used for cotton spinning and 
weaving in lancashire. by the early 19th 
century, however, a two-storey variant 
which might have the workshop on the 
ground f loor or on the first f loor had 
emerged in north-eastern lancashire and 
in the bethnal green area of london.

such workshops, along with the one- 
and two-storey farmhouse workshop additions found in upland areas such as the 
Pennines, were a physical expression of the growth of the textile industry during 
the 18th century. they reflect two different ways of organising production. the 
first of these was artisan production which was the domestic manufacture of 
textiles by independent, skilled, craftsmen. In these households a significant 
proportion of the total family income was derived from the manufacture or 
processing of such goods for sale. such artisan production was very common 
in the woollen-producing areas of West yorkshire and in the uplands of south-
east lancashire around rochdale, littleborough, and oldham. the second 
was merchant capital production whereby the preparation, manufacture, and 
finishing, as well as the marketing, of textiles was organised by a few clothiers 
but carried out by many workers on a commission or order basis. Within the 
woollen industry of Wiltshire and gloucestershire and the lancashire fustian 
and cotton industry, this was usually done on the ‘putting-out’ system, where 
the entrepreneur clothier raised the capital to buy the raw material and then 
organised production by putting-out parts of it to spinners, weavers, and finishers 
working at home. In other words this was dispersed production under a central 
capitalist control. the boom in the fustian industry of lancashire encouraged 
speculative house builders, and during the mid-18th century hundreds of weavers’ 
cottage were built and rented to fustian weavers in the area now known as the 
northern Quarter of Manchester. clusters of wool weavers’ houses were also 
built in villages and in many of the towns in Wiltshire and gloucestershire, 
particularly trowbridge and bradford-on-avon (Fig 6.2).

although mechanisation in the cotton and woollen industries during the 
early 19th century slowly brought an end to domestic textile production in 
these manufacturing areas, the building type survived for a surprisingly long 
time in silk, cotton, and woollen weaving and even more so in other less 
mechanised industries such as hosiery where outworking remained popular 
down to the end of the 19th century. spinning was successfully mechanised 
well before weaving, and the increased output from spinning mills from the late 

Figure 6.1 a 
reconstruction of 

oakdene cottage, 
Mossley, tameside. 

built in 1755 using 
local material, the 

farmhouse had a front 
workshop with an 
elongated window, 

possibly used for 
textile production, 
which was typical 

of many upland 
farmhouses in this 
period (© Michael 

nevell)
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18th century onwards encouraged the construction of workshop dwellings for 
handloom weavers well into the 1830s and for even longer in the silk industry. It 
is important to remember that mechanisation in one branch of an industry did 
not mean that other branches immediately followed suit: it was a long drawn-
out process.

Key elements and plan forms
the earliest type of purpose-built workshop dwelling appears to have been a 
two- or three-storey structure with a single workshop space occupying the whole 
of the upper floor and lit by long rows of mullion windows in at least one wall at 
this level. these could be found in the late 17th and early 18th century in london, 
the south-West, the Midlands, northern england and southern scotland. a large 
window frontage is one of the hallmarks of a weaver’s dwelling, its function being 
to allow as much natural light as possible into the working area (Fig 6.3). access 
to the workshop was through the house itself, via an internal stair, but often the 
upper floor included an external taking-in door to facilitate the movement of 
materials. they can occur attached to a farmhouse, in individual pairs or in long 
rows. some cottages, particularly in lancashire, also had a half-cellar workshop 
which was used for spinning and was lit by similar windows. 

since handloom weaving persisted for so long in the woollen and silk industries, 
many examples of houses built or converted for weaving survive. Most have larger 
windows than normal, and the workshops could be placed on one or more 
floors of the house. a schematic diagram of possible positions of workshops is 
illustrated in Figure 6.4. 

Figure 6.2 a weavers’ 
terrace in trowbridge, 
Wiltshire: part of 
the original drawing 
showing ‘the new 
intended street there 
to be called yerbury 
street’, signed by 
the developer John 
ching, a local 
plumber and glazier, 
in 1793 (reproduced 
by permission of 
Wiltshire and 
swindon archives)
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It is difficult from the physical evidence alone to identify archaeologically 
which form of production was taking place in any particular workshop, not just 
whether these workshops contained cotton, fustian, knitting, lace, linen or wool 
production, but also whether they were associated with artisan or merchant 
capital production. however, by comparing the documentary evidence for the 
vernacular workshop with the physical evidence for these buildings in areas such 

Figure 6.3 a set of 
three, three-storey, 

handloom cotton 
weavers cottages built 

by John and ann 
Morehouse, landlords 
of the adjoining gunn 

Inn, hollingworth, 
tameside, in 1781. 

these appear to 
have been built as 

speculative housing as 
part of the boom in 

handloom weaving in 
the Pennines during 

the period 1770 to 
1810 (© Michael 

nevell)

Figure 6.4 
a suggested 

classification of types 
of weaving workshops 

in gloucestershire 
and Wiltshire. Most 

urban workshops 
were of types d4 and 
d5, while rural ones, 
with less obstruction 
of light, tended to be 
d1 or d2 (© Marilyn 

Palmer)
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as Wiltshire, gloucestershire, lancashire, and yorkshire, it is possible to suggest 
a very broad correlation between rows of workshop dwellings which appear 
to have been sponsored by merchant capital production, and those workshops 
(including the one-, two-, and three-storey varieties) associated with farmsteads 
which appear to reflect artisan production.

the hosiery industry was one of the last branches of textile manufacture to 
survive in a domestic environment as hosiery factories did not really develop until 
the second half of the 19th century. the surviving buildings of the east Midlands 
(particularly in leicestershire and nottinghamshire) are therefore important 
as one of the rare opportunities to see how the domestic system functioned. 
the main characteristic of stockingers’ houses is the existence of long or large 
windows to enable as much daylight as possible to reach the frame; many rooms 

Figure 6.5 single-storey framework knitter’s 
workshop in caythorpe, nottinghamshire, 
c 1910. It is possible to count at least six 
frames inside, indicating that the workshop 
was still in use at this date. the drawings 
are by the late John severn
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which housed frames are through rooms with windows on both sides. It is 
important to remember, however, that houses adapted to house knitting frames 
were probably in the minority and, as with handloom weaving, many operatives 
just worked where they could find a space. there are three phases of stockingers’ 
houses in the east Midlands:

•	 the insertion of workshops into existing timber-framed houses, which can 
be recognised by additional windows. good examples survive in sutton 
bonington (nottingham) and shepshed (leicestershire);

•	 the construction by speculative builders of purpose-built houses with 
workshops incorporated, generally financed by people outside the trade 
as a means of investment. Most of these date from the very end of the 
18th century and continued to be built until late on in the 19th century; 
an example at calverton in nottinghamshire has the date of 1857 in brick 
headers in the gable end of the row of houses. those in urban areas usually 
had the workshop on the top floor to maximise light penetration; as late 
as the 1880s the industrial town of hucknall in nottinghamshire still had 
rows of two- and three-storey terraces with functioning attic workshops 
for outworkers of the hosiery industry. In villages, where interruption to 
light was less of a problem, stockingers’ houses often had the workshops 
on the ground floor as this did not have to be strengthened to support the 
frame; good examples survive at calverton, particularly Windles square 
which dates from 1834;

•	 In the third phase, purpose-built stockingers’ houses continued to be lived 
in and even newly built. their occupants may well have carried out tasks 
such as winding bobbins and seaming stockings in them, but increasing 
numbers of unpowered workshops were constructed, where wider frames 
could be grouped together and worked under supervision. these are 
further discussed in chapter 5.8.

Within the textile industries, silk weaving in three-storey domestic workshops 
continued to be a significant part of the industry in eastern cheshire and 
northern staffordshire during the late 19th century. the boot and shoe industries 
of northamptonshire used domestic workshops until the late 19th century, built 
at the back of the terrace house or even against the back garden wall, often with 
a separate alleyway providing access to the rear. these were generally heated 
and rows of small chimneys above a back garden wall can still be seen in, for 
example, earls barton and kettering. the lace industry frequently made use of 
similar houses to those occupied by the framework knitters of the east Midlands 
and it is difficult to tell except from documentary evidence to which industry 
they belonged from the late 18th century onwards, particularly in nottingham, 
where good examples survive at bramcote and stapleford. Many others have been 
demolished during urban renewal.

the domestic workshops of the metal industry sometimes took the form of 
the three-storey workshop familiar from the textile industry and common in the 
West Midlands. some of these can be seen in the birmingham Jewellery Quarter 
(Fig 6.6), the buildings of the sheffield steel cutlery industry, and the watch-
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making industry in, for example, Prescot in lancashire. one- and two-storey 
workshops attached to the rear of terrace houses continued to be used until the 
end of the 19th century. a decreasing number of workshops for the outworkers 
of the boot, shoe, and hosiery industries of the east Midlands, and those of the 
felt and straw hat industry around denton and stockport in the north-West and 
luton in bedfordshire, continued to be used into the 20th century.  

Key sites
standing workshop dwellings can be found in many parts of the country in 
both rural and urban locations. however, they are most common in the five 
great industrial textile districts of england: the silk zone of eastern cheshire 
(in Congleton and Macclesfield) and northern staffordshire; the woollen zone 
of gloucestershire and Wiltshire, notably Trowbridge, Bradford-on-Avon and 
villages in the gloucestershire valleys such as Chalford; the lancashire cotton 
region (especially in and around Blackburn and Manchester); the woollen zone 
of West yorkshire, including the important Saddleworth district now in greater 
Manchester; and the lace making and hosiery making areas of leicestershire 
and nottinghamshire. elsewhere, silk weavers’ domestic workshops can still be 

Figure 6.6 the 
interior of J W evans’ 
silver Factory in the 
Jewellery Quarter in 
birmingham. opened 
in 1881, its contents 
remained intact after 
its closure and it was 
taken over by english 
heritage in 2008. 
behind the frontage of 
four terraced houses, 
the workshops retain 
their original drop 
stamps and f ly presses, 
and are packed with 
thousands of dies for 
the manufacture of 
silverware, as well as the 
whole of the working 
equipment, stock and 
records of the business 
(© Marilyn Palmer)
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found, heavily altered, in Spitalfields in london; boot and shoe workshops survive 
in parts of northamptonshire, while metal workers’ domestic workshops can still 
be seen in the centre of birmingham, notably in the Jewellery Quarter. single-
storey weavers’ cottages remain common in lowland scotland, where there is a 
well-preserved planned weavers’ village at Newcastleton, dating from the decades 
either side of 1800.

Further reading
the best starting point is P s barnwell, M Palmer & M airs (eds), The vernacular 
workshop: from craft to industry, 1400–1900 (cba research report 140, 2005). 
this contains many articles on the regional variation of this building type in 
england, and is introduced by a more theoretical article on their role and function 
by M Palmer, ‘the workshop: type of building or method of work?’. her rolt 
Memorial lecture, ‘Industrial archaeology: continuity and change’ (Industrial 
Archaeology Review 16:2, 1994) was one of the first to draw attention to the 
importance of the variety of surviving domestic workshops.

other useful regional studies include several more from england for the east 
Midlands, the north-West and the south-West: g campion, ‘People, Process 
and the Poverty Pew: a Functional analysis of Mundane buildings in the 
nottinghamshire Framework knitting Industry’ (Antiquity 70, 2001, 847–60); 
M nevell, ‘From linen Weaver to cotton Manufacturer: Manchester during 
the 17th and 18th centuries and the social archaeology of Industrialisation’, 
in M nevell (ed), From Farmer to Factory Owner. Models, Methodology and 
Industrialisation. The Archaeology of the Industrial Revolution in North West 
England. (archaeology north West 16, cba north West, 2003, 27–44); M Palmer 
& P a neaverson, ‘handloom weaving in Wiltshire and gloucestershire in the 
19th century: the building evidence’ (Post-Medieval Archaeology 37:1, 2003, 126–58) 
and ‘home as Workplace in nineteenth-century Wiltshire and gloucestershire’ 
(Textile History 35:1, 2004, 27–57); d shrimpton, ‘buildings for Framework 
knitters in ruddington, nottinghamshire’ (Industrial Archaeology Review 8:1, 
1985, 70–7); g timmins, ‘handloom Weavers’ cottages in central lancashire: 
some problems of recognition’ (Post-Medieval Archaeology 13, 1979, 251–72) 
and his ‘domestic Industry in britain during the 18th and 19th centuries: field 
evidence and the research agenda’, in d gwyn & M Palmer (eds), ‘understanding 
the Workplace: a research Framework for Industrial archaeology in britain’ 
(Industrial Archaeology Review 27:1, 2005, 67–76). the workshops of the boot and 
shoe industry in northampton are covered in k a Morrison with a bond, Built 
to Last? The Buildings of the Northamptonshire Boot and Shoe Industry (english 
heritage, 2004). the domestic metal workshops of the Midlands are discussed 
in J cattell & b hawkins, The Birmingham Jewellery Quarter. An Introduction and 
Guide (english heritage, 2000), and J cattell, s ely & b Jones, The Birmingham 
Jewellery Quarter: an architectural survey of manufactories (english heritage, 2002). 
For hosiery and framework knitters’ housing, see chapter 5.8. 

the surviving physical remains of the domestic woollen weaving industry in 
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lowland scotland is covered in J dent & r Mcdonald’s Farm and Factory: Revolution 
in the Borders (scottish borders council, Melrose, 2001), whilst the workshop 
dwellings for the slate industry and woollen industry in north Wales are covered in 
d gwyn’s Gwynedd: Inheriting a Revolution. The Archaeology of Industrialisation in 
North-West Wales (Phillimore, 2006). the weavers’ cottages associated with the silk 
industry are also covered in depth by a calladine & J Fricker in chapter 2 of their 
study of the East Cheshire Textile Mills (rchMe, 1993) and references to those 
in spitalfields are included in P guillery, The Small House in eighteenth-century 
London (yale university Press, 2004). M Palmer & P neaverson place the domestic 
woollen workshop in the wider landscape and industrial development of the south-
West in The Textile Industry of South-West England (tempus, 2005), while r leech, 
Early Industrial Housing: the Trinity Area of Frome (rchMe, 1981) was an early 
study of urban dwellings adapted for weaving. 

6.3  Industrial dwellings
In the late 18th and early 19th centuries the introduction of factory working 
transformed many rural communities into small urban centres and boosted the 
growth of existing urban centres. to house their workforce, the mill owners built 
new communities, factory colonies, which might initially be a few rows of houses 
grouped around a single mill, but some of which such as crewe and swindon, 
became towns in their own right. Factory houses and colonies were built either 
to attract workers to rural industrial sites whose location was determined by the 
availability of mineral resources (coal) or power sources (water), or in order to 
attract workers with specific skills. the type of accommodation built reflected 
the economic environment, function, prestige or legal requirements of the period.

the phenomenon of housing springing up around the factory, coal mine or 
large industrial enterprises such as engineering works was to continue throughout 
the 19th century and during this period the most common type of dwelling 
constructed by employers or speculative builders for the workforce was the 
terraced house. although variants existed, the typical terraced house was of the 
two-up-two-down form: that is of two storeys with two rooms on each floor. 
contemporary commentaries on the houses of mill workers are a testimony 
to the frequency of this form. leon Faucher, writing about the houses built by 
thomas ashton for his workforce at the factory colony of Flowery Field near 
hyde, cheshire, in 1844 noted that ‘each house contains upon the ground floor 
a sitting-room, a kitchen and a back yard and above are two or three bedrooms’. 
Many employer house builders provided only a basic level of housing which might 
include poorly built back-to-back and blind-back housing. however, the influence 
of social reformers and philanthropists throughout the 19th century, from robert 
owen who established a model factory colony next to the cotton mills at new 
lanark from 1798, to the garden village begun in 1888 by William hesketh lever 
for the workers at his soap factory in Port sunlight, encouraged the spread of 
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model housing that later influenced the adoption of local bye-laws, helping to 
raise the quality of new housing stock. In london, the Metropolitan association 
for the Improvement of the dwellings of the Industrious classes was inaugurated 
in 1841 and in the next 40 years provided over 800 dwellings and tenements as 
well as lodging houses for 300 men in east london. another philanthropic body, 
the Peabody trust, founded in 1862, had housed more than 14,600 people in 
london 20 years later and many of their tenement blocks survive; the trust still 
manages more than 19,000 homes across the city. 

Historical development
the origins of the terraced industrial dwelling lay in the row houses of late 
medieval and early post-medieval towns, although other forms such as the back-
to-back house and cellar dwellings were products of the rapid population growth 
and high land values found in the growing industrial towns and cities of the late 
18th and early 19th centuries. textiles, coal mining and engineering all required 
large labour forces and the two-up-two-down terrace became the standard form 
of dwelling in areas with these industries.

the evolution of the two-storey terrace, as with most forms of workers’ 
housing, was to a large extent determined by economic and social factors rather 
than by the requirements of the occupants. the earliest terraced houses were 
rented to workers by proprietors eager to maximise the potential of available 
building space and the terrace admirably suited this desire. the traditional 
dwelling of the working class had been the single-storey cottage, and remained so 
in some areas, especially in rural Wales and scotland. the two-storey terraced 
house provided the same amount of room but in a more confined space, thereby 
reducing land costs. this can be seen clearly in the valleys of south Wales, where 
terraced houses cling in sinuous rows along the slopes, housing the workforce for 
nearby coal mines and ironworks (Fig 6.7). the terrace also saved on building 
costs, since less material was required for walls and roofing than in detached, 
single-storey, buildings.

Figure 6.7 terraced 
houses in the 

rhondda Valley, 
south Wales 

(© Marilyn Palmer)
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although the earliest terraces were built adjacent to water-powered mill sites, 
the widespread adoption of steam power in the early 19th century removed many 
of the restrictions placed on the siting of mills and their attendant communities: 
factories could move into the established towns. here people other than the mill 
owners were involved in house building. speculative builders responded to the 
increasing demand for housing by acquiring small plots of land and erecting as 
many properties as possible on them. this form of development tended to lead to 
the construction of the less hospitable dwellings, such as back-to-back and cellar 
dwellings, where the living conditions of the occupants were not at a premium. 
despite some of the more extreme forms of housing, the terrace remained the 
predominant form in the expanding urban communities.

Factory colonies often presaged the improvements in housing seen after the 
introduction of local bye-laws, with an emphasis on one outside toilet per family, 
running water and heated rooms. the factory colony at new lanark, south of 
glasgow, included an Institute for the Formation of character, nursery, school, 
and village store as well as tenement housing. the factory colonies at bank top 
and egerton, both in lancashire, were built between c 1800 and c 1850 by the 
ashworth family, local cotton mill owners. although of generally a high standard 
with two-up-two-down terraces with heated rooms, at bank top there were 
several back-to-back houses and others without private backyards or back doors. 
saltaire, yorkshire, built between 1853 and 1863 by the woollen textile mill owner 
titus salt, was perhaps the pinnacle of the early to mid-19th-century factory 
colony, with a grid-iron of streets and terraces differentiated to reflect the status 
of the overseers and mill hands. there was also an evangelical church and a 
park, although no public houses. akroydon, also in yorkshire, was built between 
1861 and 1873 by another mill owner, colonel edward akroyd. here the terraces 
were of gothic design by the architect sir george gilbert scott, in the style of 
almshouses.

While the terraced house remained the most common form of industrial 
dwelling throughout the 19th and early 20th centuries, changes took place 
which affected the building’s appearance, plan and the functions of its rooms, 
many of which were the result of the examples set by the factory colonies and 
the new bye-laws. Many colliery companies laid out planned settlements close 
to new mines in the late 19th century (Fig 6.8), with planned green spaces 
and public buildings, such as those built by the bolsover colliery company 
at bolsover, new clipstone, and cresswell in nottinghamshire. the quality 
of workers’ housing in general improved from the mid-19th century onwards, 
largely as a result of a growing awareness by both national and local government 
of the need to assert a degree of control and planning in urban areas. outside 
london, bye-laws from the mid-19th century onwards stipulated the minimum 
widths for streets, the provision of outside privies, and the minimum sizes for 
backyards, ceiling heights and windows. attempts were also made to improve 
the quality of building construction, including walls and chimneys. such 
controls were often introduced through local improvements acts, but excavation 
at hamilton Place in chester showed that it could take decades for such 
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improvements to be enforced on existing housing. by the end of the century 
most houses were built by commercial construction companies, although some 
factory colonies continued to be built for collieries, the food industry and other 
newer industries such as crittalls in essex. 

Key elements and plan forms

Terraced housing
the standard two-up two-down terraced house consisted at ground-floor level of 
a heated living room and a wash-house, or scullery. a stair rising from the scullery 
led to two bedrooms, the front one usually heated. entry into the living room 
was usually directly off the front door, although sometimes a small vestibule was 
constructed to reduce draughts. the living room was the main room in the house, 
where most of the household life was conducted, including cooking. the scullery 
was a service room and was where all washing operations, including bathing, took 
place. typically the scullery had a water boiler in one corner; this was a brick 
structure with a cast-iron flue built into the wall. Where a house was supplied with 
water, it usually took the form of a single tap in the scullery, set over a shallow stone 
sink known as a slopstone. the scullery was also where food was stored, as was the 
area under the stairs. a door from the scullery led into the backyard, in one corner 
of which, for those privileged households, was a privy. In cases where there was not 
one privy per house, the privies were usually arranged in groups to the rear.

the external treatment of the terraced house tended to be simple and could 
be monotonous within rows. the vernacular tradition of stone in the uplands 

Figure 6.8 terraced 
housing provided by 

the bestwood Iron 
and coal company, 

nottinghamshire, 
in 1874; note the 

elaborate company 
crest in brick and 

terracotta (© Marilyn 
Palmer)
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and brick in the lowlands was largely adhered to, although the cheaper and 
more mass-produced brick became the increasingly dominant material as the 
railway network spread during the mid-19th century. nevertheless, the houses of 
individual factory communities often took on a particular identity in the form 
of small architectural details that reflected the company that built them. at 
bestwood in nottinghamshire all the houses built by the bestwood coal and 
Iron company in the 1870s bore their crest in rubbed brick (Fig 6.8). the railway 
town of swindon, built by brunel in the 1840s and early 1850s, included rows 
of two-storey, brick-built, two-up-two-down terraces and pairs of two-roomed 
cottages with elizabethan details such as diamond-set chimneys and projecting 
gabled bays. larger end-terrace properties with five or even eight rooms appear 
to have been set aside for the foremen and their families. however, multiple 
occupancy of many of the cottages and terrace houses became common due to 
the high rents charged by the great Western railway.

a common development from the mid-19th century onwards was the addition 
of an extension at the rear of the building. this was typically of two storeys but 
narrower than the width of the full building plot. the result was known as a 
‘tunnel back’ (Fig 6.9) and the increased room space which was created allowed 
a change in room function. the ground-floor room in the extension became the 
scullery, while the back room in the main part of the house became the kitchen 
and living room area. Most of the main activities of the day took place within this 
rear room, which was now also heated. the front room of the house became the 
‘parlour’, a showpiece room set aside for ‘best’. the parlour was rarely used but 
contained the most expensive furnishings within the household; it functioned as 
a room for guests and may have been used by the family on special occasions and 
perhaps for sunday dinner. In tunnel backs, which still exist in large numbers 
in many industrial towns, access into the parlour could be directly by the front 

Figure 6.9 some 
examples of late 
19th-century local 
board housing 
from the carrbrook 
textile community, 
stalybridge, 
tameside, 
showing the room 
arrangements. left: 
a through-house 
from long row, a 
stone-built terrace of 
21 properties built in 
the period 1872–76. 
right: an example of 
one of seven tunnel-
back properties 
from beaconsfield 
terrace built in 1878 
(© Michael nevell)
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door, but increasingly a hall, in the form of a narrow corridor, separated the two. 
although of lowly status in this situation, the function of the hall as the first 
point of entry for guests harks back to the rooms of a more grandiose past. the 
hall introduced into the terraced house a choice of room circulation by containing 
separate doorways into the rear room and parlour, which also gained in privacy. 
another addition to the late 19th-century terraced house was the front garden. 
this very often took the form of a shallow paved area enclosed by a wall, but had 
the significant function of distancing the front door from the street. usually the 
rear of the house took the form of a cramped yard still with an external privy 
and a coalshed. excavation can reveal this progress, as with examples investigated 
at ancoats in Manchester, where progressive backyard development, particularly 
the introduction of one privy per household, was noted. 

the external treatment of the later 19th-century terraced house was in some 
respects even more monotonous than that of the earlier terraces, largely as a 
consequence of the standardisation brought in with bye-law housing. doors and 
windows became of regulation size and the houses themselves took on a more 
uniform height. despite this general regularity, the facades of some terraces did 
display a development not only in architectural styles and building materials but 
also in terms of aesthetics and the changing attitudes of the occupier. the use of 
pressed, machine-made brick, with its polished red or yellow appearance, became 
commonplace, with houses often incorporating different coloured brickwork. 
ornamental brickwork or terracotta was also frequently found on the terraced 
house. the use of stone as the sole constructional fabric became less common, 
but its use as a facing material only was popular in the late 19th and early 20th 
centuries. a further significant development of the terrace was the adoption of 
the bay window, popularised in factory colonies such as swindon, which with the 
abolition of the window tax in the 1850s became a popular form among all types 
of buildings. the external embellishments of the terraced house, whether in the 
form of a garden, a bay window or a terracotta panel, all indicated the relative 
wealth and status of the occupants, as can be seen at saltaire and akroydon. the 
backs of houses, which were unseen from the street, were not affected by such 
developments.

Back-to-back housing and its variants
several other industrial housing types, notorious at the time and which were 
the product of the rapid urbanisation brought about by industrialisation, rarely 
survive as standing structures: back-to-back houses, cellar dwellings, and court 
housing. cellar houses and back-to-back housing were outlawed in the mid- to 
late 19th century by a succession of housing acts giving local authorities the 
power to improve sanitary and health conditions in their areas. as a result 
such types of housing were either demolished or so radically improved that few 
examples now survive. leeds has a significant grouping of converted back-to-
backs, whilst converted cellar dwellings can still be seen in chorley, lancashire, 
and in Manchester’s northern Quarter. In most regions excavation is the best 
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way of recovering archaeological information about their evolution and use  
(Fig 6.10).

back-to-back houses were found in most of the industrial towns of midland 
and northern england and in the larger industrial cities of scotland (glasgow) 
and Wales (cardiff and swansea). each back-to-back house shared a pair of brick 
chimney stacks whilst on the ground floor was a door and a single window. the 
staircases were located against the central spine wall, except for those in the side-
to-backs. the upper rooms were lit by a single window, heated, and were open 
to the roof space. such properties only had one wall facing outwards and were 
thus badly lit and poorly ventilated. unlike ordinary terraced houses they lacked 
space for an outside privy. Instead, these were set up on spare ground nearby. 
excavations in a number of cities (glasgow, london, Manchester, and york) have 
all shown that these structures were poorly built with one-brick thick outer walls, 
no running water and sometimes only clay floors. even the chimneys could be 
rudimentary, whilst some examples only had ladders giving access to the upper 
floors.

cellar dwellings were found, as the name implies, in the basements of 
buildings and were notorious for their poor living conditions. these were 
almost always converted cellars from earlier housing, although some examples 
of excavated back-to-back houses in Manchester were built with cellar dwellings. 
these were built during the peak period of that city’s population expansion, the 
decades from 1800 to 1840, and this seems to be a common theme across britain. 
documentary accounts indicate that they were common in many of the industrial 
towns of the Midlands and northern england as well as london, and occur as 
early as the 1790s in both london and Manchester.

the courtyard house was also a product of rapid population expansion and 
rising land values. these were small-scale structures, usually two rooms but 

Figure 6.10 the 
excavation of back-
to-back houses with 
yards on loom street, 
ancoats, Manchester, 
by the university 
of Manchester 
archaeology unit 
in 2007. these were 
built during the years 
1831–48 as part of the 
many rear courtyard 
developments in the 
city during this period 
and are an example of 
the way in which such 
houses were crammed 
onto every available 
plot of urban land 
(© Michael nevell)
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sometimes just a single room, built on the rear yards of earlier housing. In historic 
city centres, such as those of glasgow, london, and york, this might be on the 
rear plots of the medieval burgages, and such structures could only be accessed 
via narrow alleys between the property boundaries. excavations off angel street 
in Manchester showed that the foundations of some of these structures had been 
built directly on top of the earlier paving of the yard. like cellar dwellings and 
back-to-back terraces, this form of housing was noted for its insanitary conditions 
owing to poor construction, lack of lighting and the lack of adequate privies.

courts can occasionally be identified by surviving plaques on walls, either 
with a number or the name of the court; those in nottingham, for example, were 
unrealistically given names such as ‘Pleasant Place’ or ‘Vine court’.

Tenement housing
tenements were a common form of shared housing in scotland and europe 
from the 17th century onwards, but were rarer in england. according to adam 
smith, writing in 1776 as industrialisation took hold in britain, ‘a dwelling-house 
in england means everything that is contained under the same roof. In France, 
scotland, and many other parts of europe, it frequently means no more than a 
single storey’. early tenements usually had three or four storeys, were two rooms 
deep, might contain four two-storey apartments, and were often built in ashlar 
stone. early examples often occurred in pairs but more commonly in the 19th 
century as terraces. Many surviving tenement blocks from the early 19th century 
have a circular or turnpike stair at the rear, accessed from a passageway that ran 
from the front to the back of the property, whilst the ground-floor flats on the 
street frontage had separate entrances. 

tenements could be found in 18th-century london and the spitalfields 
district contained a large grouping used by silk weavers. these structures were 
a cross between the artisan workshop dwelling and the scottish tenement: 
one-room workshop homes with a front communal staircase. tenemented flats 
above commercial premises first appeared in glasgow in large numbers during 
the mid-18th century and contained multiple apartments used by the merchants 
and middle classes. the preference of glasgow’s inhabitants, or at least its house 
builders and architects, for multi-storey tenement dwellings ensured that this kind 
of structure emerged as the dominant working- and lower-middle-class building 
type during the period 1770–1846 in the city’s new industrial suburbs. beyond the 
industrial city, some of the earliest surviving tenements are those built by robert 
owen at his new lanark Mills in the early 19th century. these terrace tenements 
were stone-built, three- and four-storey structures, with shared staircases and 
washrooms. Whilst tenements remained a popular housing form throughout the 
19th century, their construction came to be dominated by commercial building 
companies, many examples of which were excavated in glasgow along the line of 
the M74. the tenements themselves showed little in the way of development from 
earlier 19th-century examples. 
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Key sites
some early factory colonies survive around the water-powered mills of the 
cotton industry in the east Midlands, dating from the late 18th century; among 
these are Cromford (Fig 6.11), Belper, Milford, and Darley Abbey, now part of the 
derwent Valley Mills World heritage site in derbyshire. Many towns retain 
large numbers of 19th-century industrial housing, although in the early 21st 
century government plans to rebuild many urban communities saw large numbers 
of terraced houses demolished. often the terraced houses survive long after the 
associated factories have been demolished as at Whitefield in burnley, lancashire. 
the survival of exceptional sites, such as New Lanark and Saltaire, can give a 
misleading impression that most such housing was of high quality, although 
recent research at the factory colony at Egerton in lancashire shows that even 
colonies had variable standards of housing. surviving examples of other types of 
industrial housing such as back-to-backs and cellar dwellings are very rare due 
to concerted campaigns of clearance and conversion since the md-19th century, 
but the national trust has preserved four back-to-backs in Birmingham. In most 
cases excavation is more revealing. amongst the most important excavations of 
workers’ housing since 2000 are those along the M74 corridor in glasgow, in 
london, in Ancoats and the Northern Quarter in Manchester, and the large urban 
project at Hungate in york. 

Further reading
a good starting point is r W brunskill, Houses (collins, 1982), which covers 
all the principal house forms from the late medieval to the early 20th century 

Figure 6.11 schematic 
elevation of north 
street, cromford, 
showing the 
workshop windows 
on the top f loor. 
built in 1771 by sir 
richard arkwright 
as accommodation 
for the workers in his 
cotton mill, who were 
mainly female, the 
workshops facilitated 
male employment in 
weaving (© suzanne 
lilley, university of 
york) 
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likely to be encountered in the field. Particularly useful for industrial housing is  
J n tarn, Working-class housing in 19th-century Britain (architectural association, 
1971), which deals with the different motives for the construction of various kinds 
of housing. l dewhurst’s article, ‘housing the Workforce: a case study of West 
yorkshire, 1750–1900’ (Industrial Archaeology Review 11:2, 1989, 117–35), places the 
new industrial housing forms of the late 18th and 19th century in their urban 
context, as does her Workers Housing in West Yorkshire 1750–1920 (rchMe and 
West yorkshire Metropolitan county council, 1986). M Miller’s English Garden 
Cities: An introduction (english heritage, 2010) includes an introductory chapter 
on the wider influence of the 19th-century industrial village. 

key regional studies include two small books by J lowe published by the 
national Museum of Wales, both reprinted in 1985, Welsh Industrial Workers’ 
Housing and Welsh Country Workers’ Housing. see also M horsey, Tenements 
and Towers: Glasgow working-class housing 1890–1990 (rcahMs, 1990); t 
crosby, a garwood & a corder-birch, ‘Workers’ housing in essex’ (Industrial 
Archaeology Review 20:2, 2008, 101–26); t burke & M nevell, History and 
Archaeology of Tameside. Volume 5: Buildings of Tameside (tameside Metropolitan 
borough council with the university of Manchester, 1996); and c newman & r 
newman ‘housing the workforce in 19th century east lancashire: past processes, 
enduring perceptions and contemporary meanings’ (Post-Medieval Archaeology 
42:1, 2008, 181–200). the tenement housing of 18th-century london is discussed 
by P guillery in his article entitled ‘housing the early-modern Industrial city: 
london’s Workshop tenements’, in a green & r leech (eds), Cities in the World, 
1500–2000. Papers given at the Conference for Post-medieval Archaeology, April 2002 
(society for Post-Medieval archaeology, 2006, 117–32).

a good overview of factory colonies is provided by s hughes, ‘Institutional 
buildings in Worker settlements’ (Industrial Archaeology Review 27:1, 2005, 153–
62). useful studies of particular model villages include t crosby, ‘the silver end 
Model Village for crittall Manufacturing co ltd’ (Industrial Archaeology Review 
20, 1998, 69–82) and g timmins, ‘housing Quality in rural textile colonies,  
c.1800–c.1850: the ashworth settlements revisited’ (Industrial Archaeology 
Review 22:1, 2000, 21–38). r Markus, Buildings and Power: freedom and control 
in the origin of modern building types (routledge, 1993, 284–99) provides an 
intriguing discussion of workers’ housing, including an analysis of the meaning of 
new lanark. J cattell & k Falconer, Swindon: Legacy of a Railway Town (english 
heritage, 2000), includes a detailed account of the growth of swindon railway 
Village.

there are several published excavations on workers’ housing worth reading for 
the way in which they marry artefactual and historical evidence with a study of 
the plan forms and the use of social space. e c casella’s article on estate workers’ 
cottages at alderley sandhills in cheshire provides a rural perspective, ‘the 
excavation of Industrial era settlements in north-West england’, in d gwyn & 
M Palmer (eds), Understanding the Workplace. A Research framework for Industrial 
Archaeology in Britain (Industrial Archaeology Review 27:1, 2005, 77–86). see also 
e c casella & s k croucher, The Alderley Sandhills Project: an archaeology of 
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community life in (post) industrial England (Manchester university Press, 2010). 
n Jeffries & a owen’s work on backyard clearance groups combines historical 
and artefactual evidence to suggest new insights about urban living: a owens, 
n Jeffries, d hicks, r Featherby & k Wehner, ‘rematerialising metropolitan 
histories? People, places and things in modern london’, in a horning &  
M Palmer (eds), Crossing Paths, Sharing Tracks: Future Directions for Archaeological 
Study of post-1550 Britain and Ireland (boydell & brewer, 2008, 323–49).  
k Matthew’s study of 19th-century housing at hamilton Place in chester provides 
a type-site for the way in which archaeology can show how the introduction of 
bye-laws and regulations could take decades to affect existing housing; see  
k Matthews, ‘Familiarity and contempt: the archaeology of the modern’, in  
s tarlow & s West (eds), The Familiar Past? Archaeologies of later Historical 
Britain (routledge, 1999, 155–79).

extensive published overviews of the developer-funded excavations of workers’ 
housing during the 2000s are, as yet, still rare. M nevell, Manchester: The Hidden 
History (history Press, 2008), provides a summary of the work on 18th- and 
19th-century workers’ housing in the centre of that city, much of it in areas written 
about by the social commentator Frederick engels during the 1840s. a further 
article, entitled ‘living in the Industrial city: housing Quality, land ownership 
and the archaeological evidence from Industrial Manchester, 1740–1850’, is 
in press for the Journal of Historical Archaeology. summaries of the important 
excavations of 19th- and early 20th-century workers’ housing at hungate, york, 
the living conditions of which were recorded and published by the philanthropist 
seebohm rowntree in 1901, can be found in Current Archaeology 215 (2008, 26–33) 
and two articles are in press for the Journal of Historical Archaeology: P connelly, 
‘Flush With the Past: an insight into late 19th century hungate and its role in 
providing a better understanding of urban development’, and J rimmer, ‘People 
and their buildings in the Working-class neighborhood of hungate, york, 
uk’. a detailed overview of the recent work along the M74 corridor in glasgow 
which involved the excavation of more than 60 tenement blocks, back-to-backs 
and factory houses, is currently in press. however, an overview of the project is 
provided by d Morton, ‘Involving the public in glasgow’s Industrial archaeology: 
the M74 dig’ (The Archaeologist 74, 2009, 36–7).
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chapter seven 

Moving around

7.1  Introduction
adam smith stated in the first book of his The Wealth of Nations (1776) that

good roads, canals and navigable rivers, by diminishing the 
expense of carriage, put the remote parts of the country nearly 
on a level with those in the neighbourhood of the town; they are, 
upon that account, the greatest of all improvements.

transport is often treated as a discrete area of study in contemporary 
economic history and industrial archaeology; it is, however, a key primary enabler 
to most other industries. the cost of transport related to total product cost has 
always been critical in establishing broader markets for products. raw materials 
and goods have little value if they cannot be moved to their point of conversion 
or consumption at a competitive rate. Most developments of transport routes by 
both water and rail in the mid-17th century were driven by the need to access 
raw materials. the coal and limestone industries were frequently the earliest 
to try to improve routes suited to carrying these commodities in bulk. other 
than between large towns, most early inland routes covered comparatively short 
distances, usually conveying minerals from their point of extraction to a point 
of shipment by waterborne transport. an exception to this was the number of 
droving roads that allowed livestock to be moved over large distances on the hoof. 
turnpikes allowed more rapid movement of people and mail but were never a 
solution for moving large volumes of raw materials or finished merchandise over 
large distances. early transport developments on core routes were, in turn, often 
followed by more speculative developments which normally aimed to benefit  
developing the economy of an area through enhanced transport links. 

new techniques of manufacture usually produce improved efficiency, and hence 
reduced costs, in the manufacturing process. these improvements are, however, 
of little value to anything other than a local market if the costs of transport cancel 
out the saving brought about through new processes. as industries became more 
capital-intensive in the early modern period, they required a growing market to 
drive larger sales volumes in order to show an acceptable return on capital. such 
markets only became economically accessible through reduced transport costs and 
the ability to ship higher volumes and obtain sufficient raw materials. similarly 
the regional concentration of certain industries that developed during this period 
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and beyond could only happen when efficient and economical transport was 
available for both inbound raw materials and outgoing finished goods. Industries 
such as the staffordshire Potteries and the lancashire cotton industry illustrate 
this.

the development of transport also led to the migration and acceptance of 
new manufacturing techniques, which were frequently followed by the collapse 
of local craft industries. ease of transport also produced a growing acceptance of 
mass-produced goods in distant markets; these often replaced locally produced 
craft-based items. In many areas the survival of antiquated, local, low-volume 
industries can be seen in direct relationship to the non-availability of cheap 
transport. In the late 19th century the reduction of transport costs brought 
about changes in patterns of retailing with the development of national chains 
of shops. the growing Victorian cities, particularly those in an inland location, 
were dependent on transport, at a reasonable cost, to service the ever-increasing 
demand for food. this volume of demand then produced concentrations of food 
processing plants, such as f lour mills, in ports and large cities. 

the evolution of most transport systems was, therefore, driven initially 
by the desire to reduce costs and increase volumes on a given route. as the 
route developed, factors such as speed of movement, the ability to handle 
even greater volumes, and interconnection with other routes to permit greater 
geographical coverage gained an increasing importance. as more competition 
appeared, secondary factors such as ease of use, the removal of multiple trans-
shipments, the size of economic shipping units, and security became important. 
two key measures that recur when considering all transport systems are speed 
of transit and cost per ton mile. the relative importance of each depends on the 
merchandise being carried. Items like postal packages are at one extreme, where 
speed is critical, and materials like bulk minerals at the other, where cost per ton 
mile is the key factor.

In great britain there were a series of distinct phases in the development 
of transport. these can be split into pack horse routes, drove roads and other 
early roads, river navigations, coastal shipping routes, turnpike roads, inland 
navigations, horse-worked early railways, steam-powered main line railways, and 
a further phase of, post-railway, motor vehicle-based road development. all these 
phases overlap and have degrees of mutual dependency: the river navigations and 
coastal shipping were fed by pack horse routes and early horse-drawn railways; the 
canal system used early railways as feeders. In some areas, such as birmingham, 
railway companies continued to use canals as feeders carrying goods for onward 
movement by main line railways.

In the development of all types of transport systems there are a number 
of common factors that needed to be considered. these include the potential 
volume of goods and people for a particular route, the availability of capital to 
build and develop the infrastructure, the civil engineering capability to construct 
the route, and the mechanical engineering ability to provide motive power to 
operate the route. It was essential that any proposed new transport route could 
attract sufficient capital to allow it to be built. only in scotland and Ireland 
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was any significant level of funding made available through the government, and 
elsewhere the initial attraction of capital for the earliest developments of specific 
modes of transport could be difficult. the earliest canals, once completed, 
paid large dividends and saw substantial increases in the value of their shares. 
this made subsequent developments easier to finance until the canal mania of 
1790–1810 caused many badly conceived schemes to be floated, though a number 
of these were never built or only partially completed. the second and third 
generations of canals saw much poorer returns on capital than the early canals. 
early railways were usually privately financed as they were frequently built by 
local mineral owners, who tended to negotiate wayleaves with local land owners 
rather than purchasing freehold land. Few main line railways produced the same 
level of return on capital as the early canal companies did, other than those where 
fraudulent payments of dividends were made by dipping into capital funds. the 
pattern of investment largely followed that set by the canals, with growing investor 
confidence until the railway mania of 1846. the huge number of proposed lines 
that were never built at this time caused many people to lose significant sums in 
poorly considered and even fraudulent schemes. Following this mania there was 
a period of investment famine in railways until progressive mergers, producing 
larger companies, reintroduced some stability into railway finances.

as the profession of civil engineer developed throughout the 18th century, first 
roads and then canals and railways became more ambitious in their routes. as the 
relative cost of larger earthworks was reduced, so building routes on a more direct 
and shorter alignment rather than following the natural lie of the land became 
more practical. this is particularly reflected in the differences between early 
and later canals, the former, together with many early railways, running on long 
contour-based routes to avoid heavy engineering works. similarly many road and 
rail routes were shortened by the ability of civil engineers to build longer-span 
bridges which could cross rivers further downstream.

all early transport developments relied on either animal power or natural 
forces, such as wind for coastwise shipping and gravity for some early railways. 
the development of mechanical engineering in relation to transport saw its 
greatest leap forward with the advent of the steam-worked railway running on iron 
and later steel rails. developments in mechanical engineering had little impact on 
turnpikes and canals until well into the 19th century and punitive legislation 
effectively stopped the development of steam as a viable motive power force on 
roads. coastwise shipping and inland navigations were both comparatively slow 
to take up steam power. electrical traction had a significant impact on transport 
patterns in urban areas in the late 19th century with the introduction of electric 
tramways in many towns and cities and underground railways in london and 
glasgow. road transport only started to eat into the near monopoly of the 
railways with the development of lighter-weight internal combustion engines and 
this began to have real effect only after World War I.

thus it can be argued that, as technology advanced, the spread of markets and 
industrialisation in the Western World was driven by cheaper manufacturing 
costs and reduced transport costs. In the late 20th century this process was 
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reversed and Western markets which had successfully resisted the cost advantages 
of the east could no longer do so. again and again, once the combination of the 
removal of tariff barriers and huge reductions in transport costs and transit times 
occurred, the advantage of many home-based industries was effectively destroyed. 
this could not have taken place without the development of air transport as 
well as sea-borne containerisation on which so much of our global economy now 
depends. 

7.2  Roads and turnpikes
between the departure of the romans and the turnpike acts (see below), the 
road system of most areas of the british Isles saw little, if any, development. 
nevertheless, people and goods did move around the country and John ogilby’s 
road atlas, the Britannia of 1675, portrays a web of eleven major routes centring 
on london. Most roads were unsuitable for wheeled traffic throughout the winter 
and frequently for much of the rest of the year. the carriage of most goods over 
any distance was by pack animal, which could carry loads of up to 250lb (113kg) 
on special wooden frames and could cover up to 25 miles (40km) per day. In the 
north of england the galloway pony was a much-favoured pack animal. a typical 
pack horse train would have 30 or 40 animals, sometimes under the control of 
only one man. all sorts of materials were carried, from heavy minerals and salt 
through to finished products like woollen cloth. the pack horse era produced a 
group of distinctive routes, often on radically different alignments to our modern 
roads. the constant wear of hooves produced sunken tracks or hollow-ways, 
which could easily degenerate into water courses. Where stone was available, 
many of these were built up and paved with a single or double row of f lagstones 
and were known as causeys. one of the best known derbyshire causeys crosses 
stanage edge from near hathersage and then forms the long causeway towards 
sheffield. 

associated with these routes were pack horse bridges, mainly built from 
the 16th century onwards; these were usually narrow with low parapet walls to 
clear the pack. Many distinctive single-arched, hump-backed examples survive. 
alongside established pack horse routes, inns developed to provide overnight 
accommodation and stabling. Many of these survive, often with names that 
refer to pack horses, although the stable blocks have usually been demolished 
or adapted for other purposes. as road improvements during the 18th century 
permitted the use of wheeled vehicles all year round, the use of pack horses 
declined, although in remote and hilly areas, such as the north Pennines, where 
the rate of road improvement was slower, their use persisted well into the 19th 
century.

drove roads for cattle and sheep were wider than pack horse tracks and 
unpaved, usually running between walls and hedges to contain the stock. Many 
of these survive as green ways, for example in the Pennines. the vestiges of these 
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old road systems are still recognisable in the present upland landscape, but while 
many lowland routes have disappeared beneath modern road construction, old 
names such as ‘salter’s Way’ still survive. 

The coming of the turnpikes
Prior to the passing of turnpike acts, the care and maintenance of roads was 
the responsibility of the parish through which the road ran. this system was 
formalised by a statute of 1555 ‘for the mending of highways’. under this statute 
each parishioner was required to spend four days a year on road maintenance. 
despite later statutes that increased the number of days required, this system was 
frequently inefficient and failed to provide any form of consistent maintenance of 
the highways. It worked moderately well where the principal users of the roads 
were local, but where a nationally important road, such as the great north road, 
ran through a parish it became increasingly difficult to supply adequate labour for 
maintenance from the parish.

these circumstances led to the passing of the very first turnpike act in 1663. 
under this act local justices were empowered to erect gates and levy tolls on 
a section of the great north road in hertfordshire, huntingdonshire, and 
cambridge. although seven more trusts had been authorised by 1700, it was not 
until 1706 that the first act was passed to allow the appointment of independent 
trustees empowered to raise tolls. the act enabled a trust to be set up with 
powers to collect road tolls and use the revenue to maintain the road and to raise 
loans against the security of the toll income. Most turnpike acts were passed 
between 1751 and 1772. at the peak of the turnpike system in the 1830s there 
were over 1000 trusts covering 18,000 miles of road. this represented about one 
sixth of the national road mileage total. acts were generally valid for a specified 
number of years, after which a renewal had to be applied for. Investment in 
turnpike trusts was appealing as they gave higher rates of interest and security of 
capital than many other forms of contemporary investment. Most acts covered 
relatively modest distances of road, typically between 20 and 40 miles. the new 
roads, with superior standards of surfacing and more even gradients, led to a 
major improvement in the speed of long-distance land transport and delivered 
significant benefit to both the local and national economy. the turnpikes were 
only one part of the complex story of the development of road transport in this 
country. In some cases they took over existing routes, normally trunk routes, 
and improved them, but in other areas they built completely new routes. Major 
through routes were usually controlled by several trusts, not all of which were 
formed at the same time. It took nearly 50 years to turnpike all of the london 
to bath road westwards towards newbury, which was managed by six separate 
trusts.

although most roads were built with commercially raised capital, in the 
scottish highlands a different pattern of road building was employed. here, 
following the Jacobite uprising of 1715, general george Wade was commissioned 
by the british government to build military roads to control the highlands. 
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between 1725 and 1737 he built over 300 miles of road including the notable bridge 
over the tay at aberfeldy. however, the gradients of many of his roads were too 
great for them to be used by commercial wagons and coaches. his successor 
William caulfield built a further 800 miles of military roads up to his death in 
1767 when the programme ceased. several of these roads still form the principal 
routes through the highlands, although many sections were improved in the 
second half of the 20th century. In the lowlands, the first turnpike act was passed 
for Midlothian in 1714, but other counties did not follow suit until the second half 
of the century. In south Wales, some turnpike acts were passed from the mid-
18th century onwards, but abuse of the system by some of the trustees, including 
the multiplication of toll gates, led to the rebecca riots of 1842–43, during which 
many gates and toll houses were destroyed. as a result, south Wales became the 
first region where roads became the responsibility of county boards. 

turnpike roads developed consistent methods of road surfacing. the major 
developers of road building and surfacing techniques in the 1820s, which largely 
followed French practice, were thomas telford, John Metcalfe, and J l Mcadam. 
all of these engineers dictated processes for building proper foundations for 
roads with carefully graded top dressings. these surfaces, when compared with 
unimproved roads, allowed up to three times the load and greater speeds to be 
achieved, with 10mph averages being common for stage coaches in the 1830s. 
original surfaces have invariably disappeared under years of later resurfacing 
and reconstruction. Modern concrete, asphalt and tarred road surfaces were 
developed in the middle of the 19th century but their adoption in great britain 

Figure 7.1 barrowford 
tollhouse in 
lancashire, dating 
from 1804–05 and 
now owned by the 
trust which operates 
the nearby Pendle 
heritage centre. the 
board lists charges 
levied by the Marsden 
to long Preston 
turnpike trust 
(© Marilyn Palmer)
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was slow. the suction effect of the rubber-tyred wheels of faster-moving motor 
vehicles caused stone and macadamised surfaces to break up into fine clouds 
of dust. It was not until the early 20th century that there was a major drive to 
upgrade stone surfaces by bonding them with tar.

Following a long period of decline in the face of railway competition, many 
turnpike trusts were wound up under general acts of parliament passed between 
1873 and 1878. the winding up would see the extinction of any arrears and the 
disposal of the assets of the trust to repay loans and was supervised by the 
local government board. the local government act of 1888 passed the entire 
responsibility for the maintenance of main roads to the county councils, and the 
last turnpike act expired in 1895. With the expiry of the acts the toll gates were 
removed. 

With the passing of the era of the turnpike trusts and the supremacy of 
rail transport until the 1920s, there was little new road building other than in 
some major urban areas. as numbers of motor vehicles increased rapidly in the 
1920s and 1930s, new road construction accelerated but was still was mainly 
focused on the construction of by-passes and arterial roads in and around major 
conurbations. the progress of building major roads in many areas was hampered 
by the inability of adjacent local authorities to agree on route and priorities. 
towns such as colchester, Winchester, coventry, oxford, and shrewsbury were 
by-passed by the early 1930s. Major routes out of london were modernised and 
rebuilt. alongside these new roads, such as Western avenue, new housing and 
industrial estates were built, often leading to sprawling ribbon development along 
their routes. at the same time the main roads were classified using the a and b 
road numbering prefixes still in use today. this road structure, with few major 
modifications, carried on until the start of the motorway age.

nevertheless, many of today’s major roads follow routes originally created, 
or improved, under a turnpike act. bridges, cuttings, retaining walls and 
embankments on these routes will frequently have remnants or entire structures 
dating from the original turnpike road, particularly on sections where the main 
road has subsequently been diverted. 

Buildings and roadside structures 
When toll roads were built, toll houses were normally constructed at each gate or 
turnpike point to provide living accommodation for the collectors. the toll house 
was typically, but not exclusively, single storey, and frequently of three bays with a 
projecting centre bay and situated very close to the roadway. there is often a large 
blank space on the wall above the main door where a board detailing the tolls 
would have been displayed. the very situation of these buildings, close to major 
roads, has led to a high rate of loss from both road widening and, occasionally, 
vehicle impact. Most surviving houses are in domestic use and have usually been 
extended due to the small size of the original structure (Fig 7.1). 

roadside milestones are another prominent remnant from turnpiked roads 
(Fig 7.2), although many have disappeared through road widening and theft. 
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legislation in the mid-18th century made it 
compulsory for trusts to erect them along their 
routes, and many developed their own distinctive 
styles of road markers from stone blocks to 
cast-iron pillars; a good selection of the latter, 
painted white with black lettering and carrying 
the foundry name, survives on the derbyshire 
turnpikes.

Bridges
before the advent of the main railway system, 
the turnpike trustees were responsible for 
commissioning many of the major bridges built 
in this country. these were designed by some 
of the most eminent engineers of the time. the 
forefather of modern bridges was abraham 
darby’s Iron bridge of 1779. the iron bridge then 
evolved through such developments as burdon’s 
Wearmouth bridge in sunderland, built in 1796. 
however, it was thomas telford who became 
the major exponent of its development with such 
bridges as craigellachie on the river spey of 1814 (Fig 7.3), Waterloo bridge of 
1815 over the conwy at betws-y-coed, and holt Fleet and Mythe of 1828, both 
over the severn. at the same time turnpike trusts were building larger stone 
bridges; telford’s 1828 severn bridge at over is an excellent example. 

In the early 19th century the suspension bridge was being adopted for larger 
clear spans. the early work of captain samuel brown is still to be seen, albeit 
in a somewhat modified form, in the union bridge of 1820 over the river 
tweed, some 6 miles upstream from berwick-upon-tweed. other notable 
early examples are telford’s Menai bridge of 1826 and I k brunel’s clifton 
suspension bridge of 1864. a minor but significant suspension bridge of this 
period survives virtually as built at horkstow on the river ancholme in north 
lincolnshire; it was constructed in 1836 to a design by sir John rennie. an 
interesting variation on the suspension bridge was designed by James dredge; 
surviving examples are Victoria bridge in bath of 1836 and the bridge of oich 
of 1854 in the highlands. 

In the 20th century steel replaced iron in large road bridges; the tyne bridge 
of 1928 and the new Wearmouth bridge of 1929 are outstanding examples. the 
use of concrete reinforced with iron and steel in bridge construction became 
more common in the early 20th century, particularly under the influence of  
l g Mouchel; bridges built this way include the horseshoe bridge in spalding, 
lincolnshire, and the royal tweed bridge of 1928 in berwick-on-tweed. 

Where navigable rivers requiring large head room were crossed, some form of 
opening bridge was usually required. Various types of draw bridges, swing bridges 

Figure 7.2 one of the 
‘terminus stones’ on 
the kingsdown road, 
bath, erected by the 
bath turnpike trust 
to mark the end of 
their roads leading 
out of the town 
(© Marilyn Palmer)
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and bascule bridges were the most common solutions. William Jessop’s swing 
bridge at selby of 1791 over the yorkshire ouse was an early timber-built example 
that was not replaced until 1970. newcastle swing bridge over the tyne of 1876, 
the 1890s’ swing bridges over the Manchester ship canal and boothferry bridge 
over the yorkshire ouse of 1929 illustrate the evolution of this type of structure. 
the scherzer rolling bascule bridge gained popularity for large opening bridges 
in the early 20th century; king george V bridge at keadby, lincolnshire, of 1916 
and duke street bridge in birkenhead of 1931 are good examples. the alternative 
of tunnelling was used in some locations such as the blackwall tunnel of 1897 
and in the early 20th century in the rotherhithe tunnel of 1908 and the Mersey 
tunnel of 1934.

the late 20th century saw new road bridges built across many of the largest 
estuaries of the british Isles; major examples are the Firth of Forth road bridge 
of 1964, the severn bridge of 1966, and the humber bridge of 1981. each of these 
modern suspension bridges incorporated major design modifications learnt as a 
result of the usa’s tacoma narrows bridge collapse of 1940. 

the transporter bridge in which a travelling gondola deck was suspended 
from a high-level gantry was briefly popular in the early 20th century in flat 
locations where long approaches to a traditional high-level bridge would have 
been impractical. examples of this rare type survive at newport in Wales (1906), 
Middlesbrough (1911), and Warrington (1915).

Figure 7.3 telford’s 
cast-iron bridge 

of 46m span over 
the river spey at 

craigellachie. cast 
at Plas kynaston 

Foundry, the bridge 
was completed in 1815 

(© Mark sissons)
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Key sites
good examples of toll houses can be seen in Avoncroft Museum which is home to 
the reconstructed little Malvern toll house, Blists Hill Museum houses a telford-
designed toll house from shelton on the holyhead road. aberystwyth south 
gate toll house of 1771 is now at St Fagans Museum near cardiff. houses in their 
original locations can be seen at Steanor Bottom Toll House, calderbrook road in 
todmorden, calderdale, Barrowford, lancashire (see Fig 7.1), and Butterow Toll 
House, rodborough, gloucestershire. there are several good telford toll houses 
on the original alignment of the a5 in shropshire and in anglesey, where Llanfair 
Pwllgwyngyll still retains its toll board. abraham darby’s Iron Bridge of 1779 is in 
the care of english heritage; a board on its toll house lists tolls payable, showing 
that not even the royal family was exempt from payment.

Further reading
d hey, Packmen, Carriers and Packhorse Roads (leicester university Press, 1980), 
is an excellent account of the landscape of trade and communications in north 
derbyshire and south yorkshire, while t Prevett’s Roads and Trackways of North 
Wales (landmark collector’s library, 2008) deals with an area where many 
structures from the pre-turnpike era survive. r k Morriss, Roads: Archaeology 
and Architecture (tempus, 2005), is the best introduction to the subject.  
g n Wright’s Turnpike Roads (shire, 1992) provides a good introduction to 
turnpike roads; for more detail on the legislation and their history, W albert The 
turnpike road system in England 1663–1840 (cambridge university Press, 1972) and 
J copeland, Roads and their Traffic, 1750–1850 (david & charles 1968) are both 
useful. For a recent study of an entire road, see J Quartermaine, b trinder &  
r turner, Thomas Telford’s Holyhead Road (cba research report 135, 2003).

there are a number of regional and local histories such as those by t Jenkinson 
and P taylor on toll houses in north and south devon and essex (Polystar 
Press, 2009–10). The Iron Bridge by n cossons & b trinder (Phillimore, 2002), 
as well as giving a history of the original iron bridge, discusses the evolution 
of iron road bridges. For bridges, see McFetrich, An Encyclopaedia of Britain’s 
Bridges (Priory ash, 2010). For the development of roads in the 20th century see 
M stratton & b trinder, Twentieth Century Industrial Archaeology (spon, 2000). 

For a list of turnpike trusts see http://www.turnpikes.org.uk/the%20
turnpike%20roads.htm (site last accessed July 2011).

7.3  Early railways
It is often assumed that the history of railways starts in 1825 with the opening of 
the stockton and darlington railway, but this is very far from the truth and this 
section looks at the early railways which pre-dated the coming of the locomotive 
railway, and for which considerable archaeological evidence remains.
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Historical development 
there is clear evidence from germany of the use of track-guided vehicles running 
on rails in use in mines as early as the 15th century. Much of this technology 
came to the british Isles from germany in the middle of the 16th century, when 
the government imported german mining experts to improve british copper 
production. they may well have developed horse-drawn railways here as well 
as in their native land, but we have no actual evidence of this. It is difficult to 
judge whether these developments had any effect on what we think may be the 
earliest english horse-drawn railway (also referred to as waggonway, tramway or 
gangway) for which there is documentary evidence, built from pits at strelley and 
billborough to Wollaton, near nottingham, by huntingdon beaumont in 1603. 
like many of the later locomotive railways, it was built because of the demand 
for cheaper coal in major markets. beaumont subsequently moved to north-east 
england where he continued to be involved in the development of early railways, 
building three railways down to the river blyth c 1605. there is evidence of 
railways being built at broseley in shropshire at around the same date. the more 
extensive development of early wooden railways in britain took place from the 
second half of the 17th century onwards in the north-east and also in shropshire 
during the 18th century, the lines being built to convey coal to the rivers tyne, 
blyth, and Wear for coastwise shipment in the first case, and coal and ironstone 
to ironworks and to the river severn in the second. between 1700 and 1800 the 
mileage of waggonways in the north-east grew from 37 to 146. 

Figure 7.4 Plan 
of part of the 

waggonway at 
lambton Pit colliery, 
sunderland, excavated 

in 1996. constructed  
c 1812–17, these 

wooden rails were 
mainly of oak and 

ran through a series 
of points, as can 

be seen here at the 
junction of two of the 

tracks (© northern 
counties 

archaeological 
services for the city 

of sunderland) 
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early railways consisted of two parallel wooden rails carrying four-wheeled 
horse-drawn wagons (Fig 7.4). the wooden rails wore very quickly despite the 
often-used addition of an extra strip of wood and later iron strips on the bearing 
surface of the rail. cast-iron rails pegged to heavy stone blocks set in a foundation 
of broken stone were introduced in shropshire from the mid-18th century. 
Within the last decade, archaeological evidence has been found for at least three 
such systems, at bedlam in the Ironbridge gorge, bersham in north Wales, and 
lambton colliery on Wearside (Fig 7.4). other structures such as the bowes 
railway, causey arch at tanfield, the dry stone embankments and inclines of 
the cromford and high Peak, and dunston staithes, survive to illustrate this 
phase of railway development. two distinctly different types of rail were used, 
each favoured by different engineers: the plateway, in which a plain wheel ran on 
track with an l-shaped flanged plate to constrain its direction; and the railway 
in which the wheel carried a f lange and ran on edge rails. the flanged wheel 
eventually came to be seen as superior, and composite iron and wood rails were 
eventually replaced by wholly metal rails. 

the canal mania of the later 18th century boosted the construction of new 
pre-locomotive railways. Where canals sought to penetrate hilly ground and 
building large numbers of locks proved to be too expensive, railways were used 
as an alternative. these railways also provided feeders to canals from quarries 
and mines in place of building a branch canal. It became common for acts of 
parliament licensing canals to include provision for the construction of railways to 
the more remote mines and quarries. Many of these were also constructed using 
wayleaves with the land owner in place of an act of parliament. this solution, 
although seemingly economical in terms of initial capital investment, often 
proved to be ruinously expensive as the annual payment made to land owners 
for wayleave costs rose rapidly. extensive systems of canal-related railways were 
constructed in many areas, for example, in conjunction with the canals of south 
Wales, shropshire and in the east Midlands. 

In a later phase, a transitional type of railway was built; the surrey Iron 
railway, kilmarnock and troon, and the hay railway are all examples of this 
genre. these were true cross-country railways but still normally connected with 
waterborne transport rather than any other railway system. they continued 
predominantly to employ horse power on the level and stationary engines or 
gravity on inclines. the promotion and development of some of these lines 
overlaps with the arrival of locomotive-worked railways. examples of this last 
generation include the cromford and high Peak, Whitby and Pickering, and 
stanhope and tyne railways.

the engineering of these early railways resembled that of contemporary canal 
engineering. long level sections, tight curves, and a route that frequently clung to 
a contour, produced a relatively level trackway which gave easy passage for horses 
at minimum cost. Where a change in level was required, the usual solution was an 
inclined plane. these planes were gravity-worked where the normal f low of traffic 
was downhill or employed a winding engine or water balance when the principal 
traffic was either travelling in both directions or against the gradient. the second 
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generation of horse-worked railways used cast-iron track, employing either edge 
or plate rails, usually of fish-bellied profile, with a length of c 3ft (1m). rail weight 
was typically 30 to 50lb (13.6–22.7kg) per yard. the rails were usually laid on large 
dressed stone blocks which had a wooden plug inserted in a hole in the block to 
which the rail was then spiked. conventional transverse timber sleepers were also 
used. none of these types of rail was suited to locomotive working. the track was 
too light and, in the case of cast-iron rail, too brittle. With stone block sleepers, 
the gauge was prone to spread under the weight of the locomotive. From the mid-
1820s, wrought-iron rails in 15ft (4.6m) lengths began to be laid; these were far 
better suited to locomotive working.

Buildings and landscape context
early railway companies constructed very few purpose-built buildings and 
virtually none in the form of stations as currently understood. the main 
building types were horse stables and weighbridge houses, along with haulage 
drums and winding engine houses at the heads of inclines. small warehouses and 
transhipment buildings were also constructed, normally where the railways met a 
canal. this phase of railway construction has left few extant buildings other than 
a handful of examples of the types detailed above, but there is much more in the 
way of landscape remains. the courses of many early railways, although often 
abandoned over 100 years ago, are still clearly visible. landscape features in the 
form of cuttings, embankments, inclines, and bridges still remain on many early 
routes. stone sleeper blocks are occasionally found in situ and can frequently be 
seen reused in adjacent buildings and retaining walls. some early railway routes 
have been converted into footpaths and cycleways. 

Power sources
early railways relied on the horse and the power of gravity. In their later 
phase water balance systems and steam-driven stationary winding engines were 
introduced on some inclined planes. the preserved beam winding engine at 
Middleton top on the cromford and high Peak and the electric winder on the 
bowes railway at blackham’s hill both illustrate how rope haulage was applied 
to early railways. Many routes were subsequently modified and rebuilt into 
conventional railways but the use of steam locomotives on lines as originally built 
was rare, mainly due to the problems with the strength of the track and sharply 
curved alignment outlined above. 

Key sites
the Haytor Tramway on dartmoor, built to convey granite to the stover canal 
and thence to the sea, illustrates an early stone-built guided trackway and is 
a scheduled monument (Fig 7.5). the Bowes Railway in tyne and Wear is a 
rare survivor of the early railways built to carry coal from the great northern 
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coalfield down to the tyne. Causey Arch near stanley in county durham is 
possibly the earliest surviving railway bridge in the country, and well interpreted. 
the route of the Monmouth and brecon canal, particularly around Clydach, 
contains the remains of numerous tramways serving the canal. the course of the 
Cromford and High Peak Railway in derbyshire is a long-distance footpath at the 
southern end, and a very good example of how early horse-drawn railways were 
engineered; the Middleton Top engine house is open to the public. the Leicester 
and Swannington Railway was built as a composite railway with locomotives on 
sections, but at its northern end the railway descended the Swannington Incline, 
where a steam winding engine was used to draw trucks uphill. the area is 
maintained by the swannington heritage trust and the engine itself is housed 
in York Railway Museum, which also has a display of the track used on early 
railways, as does Amberley Museum in sussex.

Further reading
a recent good general guide is a guy & J rees, Early Railways (shire, 2011). the 
classic introduction to this early phase of railways is b baxter’s Stone Blocks and 
Iron Rails (david & charles, 1966). M J t lewis’s definitive work, Early Wooden 
Railways (routledge & kegan Paul, 1970), gives a full and detailed context for 
early railways. J simmons, The Railways of Britain: an historical introduction 
(2nd edn, Macmillan, 1968) puts early railways into context with later railway 
developments.

among specific histories of individual lines, which are helpful in understanding 
the detail of these railways, are s hughes, The Brecon Forest Tramroads: the 
archaeology of an early railway system (rcahMW, 1990); J Marshall, The Cromford 
and High Peak Railway, (Martin bairstow, 1996), and J van laun, Early Limestone 

Figure 7.5 Points on 
the haytor granite 
railway of c 1820, 
dartmoor; iron 
f langes would have 
moved the wagons 
from one rail to 
another (© Marilyn 
Palmer)
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Railways (the newcomen society, 2001), which covers parts of south Wales and 
Monmouthshire. the collected papers from the early railway conferences are 
also a very useful source; see http://www.steamindex.com/library/earlyrly.htm. 

there are several articles in Industrial Archaeology Review: particularly 
relevant are stephen grenter, ‘a Wooden Waggonway complex at bersham 
Ironworks, Wrexham’ (15:2, 1993, 195–205) and ‘the archaeological excavation 
of wooden waggonway remains at lambton d Pit, sunderland’, by I ayris,  
J nolan & a durkin (20:1, 1998, 5–22). the Journal of the Railway and Canal 
Historical Society should also be consulted; see http://www.rchs.org.uk/trial/
gwpf.php?wpage=publications (accessed august 2011).

7.4  Rivers and canals

Historical development

River navigations and early canals
until the beginning of the canal age river navigations, complemented by coast-
wise shipping, had formed the main communication arteries for trade in the 
british Isles. road development had been limited to pack horse routes and some 
early turnpikes, neither of which were ideally suited to the transport of raw 
materials in bulk. With the exception of the roman Foss dyke, linking the river 
Witham to the trent, no canals were built in britain before the 16th century.

the early technology of river navigation came originally from china and 
developed in europe from the 11th century onwards. In the 16th century, acts for 
improving river navigations in britain began to be passed. the exeter canal of 
1566, which by-passed a part of the river exe, was the first canal in the country 
to use conventional mitre-gated pound locks but was still essentially a river 
navigation. Many of the major river navigations in the british Isles were improved 
in the 17th century through dredging, straightening of the water course, and the 
building of pound locks to replace flash locks. however, river navigations, in 
addition to suffering from flood damage, were always an uneasy balance between 
the conflicting interests of mill owners, land drainage and navigation. 

britain was behind the rest of europe in developing non-river navigation canals 
but after a slow start expansion was rapid. the newry canal in Ireland, opened 
in 1742, was the first non-river navigation in the british Isles. on the mainland, 
the opening of the sankey canal in 1757 was followed by the bridgewater canal 
in 1761. the latter halved the price of coal in Manchester and triggered a period 
of ‘canal mania’ in britain. between 1760 and 1820 over 100 canals were built, 
and the total mileage of navigable rivers and canals rose from around 1000 miles  
(c 1610km) in 1750 to 4250 miles (c 6840km) by 1850.

early canals, with their constant depth when compared with river navigations, 
were usually built with the objective of permitting better movement of mineral 
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resources to their end market; 50 tons could be hauled in a canal barge by one 
horse compared with 30 tons by river boat or 2 tons by wagons on a surfaced 
road. coal and limestone were two of the major cargoes carried on early canals. 
a second generation of canals, often referred to as the grand cross, joined up the 
major river navigations of the humber, thames, Mersey, and severn, and helped 
to solve the transport problems of the landlocked Midlands. James brindley was 
the foremost engineer in this early phase of canal building. early canals tend to 
follow contours and have few heavy engineering works, which is illustrated very 
well along the unimproved stretches of the oxford canal. the success of these 
early canals is demonstrated by the huge concentrations of industry that built up 
around many of them. Prior to the canal age all the major cities of the country 
lay on the coast or on a major river, but canals facilitated the development of large 
inland cities. In the late 18th and early 19th centuries the network was expanded 
by canals providing shorter routes between major population centres and also 
by speculative canals accessing areas with a mainly agrarian economy. the latter 
were often financial failures although their impact on the surrounding area was 
frequently positive in terms of access to heavy goods such as bricks and coal. the 
successful canals from this later building phase are frequently characterised by 
heavier engineering works with large cuttings and embankments and flights of 
locks grouped together. new routes to serve towns and industry are typified by 
the grand Junction canal completed in 1805 and the birmingham and liverpool 
Junction canal opened in 1835. the major engineers of this great phase of canal 
building were William Jessop, thomas telford, and John rennie. the canal 
engineers had the task of organising engineering works and managing contractors 
on a scale not seen before in this country. they developed surveying and 
estimating techniques that would be essential for the subsequent development 
of railways. 

nearly all english and Welsh canals were financed by private capital which was 
frequently raised locally. In contrast, many of the canals in scotland and Ireland 
were funded by exchequer loans and other government financing instruments. 
the lack of any central control resulted in two distinct types of canals emerging 
in britain. those connected to the great rivers of scotland, northern england 
and southern england are usually broad, that is with locks over 12ft (3.6m) wide, 
whilst the canals of Wales and the english Midlands were predominantly narrow 
with locks only 7ft (2.1m) wide. the length of vessel varied but was usually 
between 58 and 70ft (17.7–21.3m) on these canals, whereas the broad canals could 
take wider vessels. these variations inhibited the establishment of a national 
canal network and often prevented the use of larger boats even on broad canals if 
they had to traverse narrow canals en route. 

The 19th century
competition from the railway network from the 1850s onwards saw freight 
volumes and traffic receipts fall. throughout much of the 19th century and after 
the coming of the main line railways, most of the british canal system was in a 
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state of atrophy. years of petty squabbles, paying high dividends and not investing 
in developing the system, coupled with toll systems that did not encourage 
through traffic, made much of their business an easy target for the railways. as 
canal share prices fell, the canal companies were frequently purchased by the 
competing railway company. Most of these starved the canals that they owned 
of capital investment which led to a long period of decay and also ironically to 
many of their original features surviving. the exceptions to this were where the 
canal system provided a useful feeder to the railway, as in much of birmingham 
and the black country, and where a canal provided access to an area covered by 
a rival railway company. 

In the 20th century, road competition made many of the narrow canals 
obsolete for most commercial transportation, and many british canals fell 
further into decay. only the Manchester ship canal, the Weaver navigation, 
and the aire and calder navigation continued to be developed in the late 
19th and early 20th centuries. the canals were nationalised under the 1948 
transport act and many were formally abandoned at this time while others 
were categorised as ‘remainder waterways’; with no requirement to maintain 
them in a navigable condition, minimal money was spent on them. commercial 
carrying saw another drastic decline in the face of cheap road transport. the 
Inland Waterways association was founded in 1946 as a charitable organisation 
dedicated to the maintenance and restoration of the british canal system, and 
fought hard political battles in the 1950s and 1960s to prevent the closure of the 
smaller canals; without their efforts, much of what does survive today would 
have been lost. In 1962 management of the canals was transferred to british 
Waterways and although commercial traffic continued to dwindle to almost 
nothing, there has been a dramatic expansion in leisure use since then. this 
increased activity has seen extensive refurbishment of much of the network 
and also the reopening of many miles of derelict canal, often with considerable 
assistance from volunteers. currently (2011), the environment agency has 
responsibility for rivers used for navigation like the thames and those in 
the fens and the broads, as well as some other waterways as part of its f lood 
control management remit, while proposals have been put forward to hive off 
the responsibilities of british Waterways to a charitable trust. 

Landscape context 
canals in the lower reaches of river valleys normally follow the course of the 
river quite closely, or even use the river as a part of the navigation. In the higher 
reaches of a river valley the canal will frequently climb away from the river into a 
valley-side location as it gains height towards the watershed of the area. Many of 
the early canals were built along a natural contour line to minimise engineering 
works at the expense of greater length and a winding course; in consequence 
their landscape impact is comparatively low. canals from the second generation 
and later often have much more visible landscape impact in the construction 
of substantial cuttings and embankments, along with large feeder reservoirs. 
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the final generation of ship canals have a huge landscape impact and their 
construction frequently involved rerouting large rivers and produced massive 
associated earthworks.

Buildings 
each canal tended to develop its own architectural style. the most common 
surviving buildings are the houses for lock keeper and lengthsman, usually 
small functional structures built from local materials and frequently on narrow 
strips of land adjacent to locks. some canal companies produced architectural 
embellishment on their houses and others had characteristic forms. the two 
most notable of these are the barrel-shaped roofs of the stratford canal cottages 
and the round houses of the thames and severn canal. at most canal junctions, 
where canals owned by different companies met, toll houses can be found, 
often with a characteristic bay window. superior properties may be found at 
certain locations for engineers and district managers. Many canal companies 
built offices, normally in urban locations and frequently with some degree of 
architectural style. they also built their own maintenance workshops and many 
of these survive, frequently with enclosed dry docks and associated facilities 
for building lock gates and general blacksmiths’ work. typical examples are 
Icknield Port on the birmingham canal navigations, bulbourne on the grand 
union, and clachnaharry on the caledonian canal. canalside warehouses are 
frequently found both along the course of the canal and particularly near to 
junctions with other waterways; these are covered in chapter 8. Whilst not built 
by the canal company itself, the public house became a typical canalside building 
as a refreshment stop for boatmen (and now leisure boat passengers) but there 
is no clear typology of these. canal companies also frequently built stables but 
surviving structures are rare. It is fortunate that under the management of british 
Waterways the conservation of canal buildings and structures has generally been 
carried out in a sympathetic manner.

Structures
Many characteristic canal structures survive on both active and abandoned 
canals. bridges are one of the most visible landscape features and were built 
wherever a road crossed the canal or to allow access to fields separated by 
the building of the canal. these are usually to a standard design for any 
particular canal and of local building materials. the hump-back bridge is the 
most characteristic but for the sake of economy many canal companies used 
draw bridges and swing bridges. these were usually built of timber but have 
often been replaced by later steel structures. the southern oxford canal and 
the leeds and liverpool both have a large number of such structures. bridges 
built to transfer the towing path from one side of the canal to the other can 
have a particularly satisfying aesthetic form, those of the Macclesfield canal 
being especially good. In areas where there are industrial branches from the 
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canal, as found in the birmingham canal navigation system, or the route has 
been straightened, as on the northern oxford canal, many elegant arched iron 
tow path bridges are to be found. those built by the horseley Iron Works are 
particularly common in the West Midlands (Fig 7.6). 

the locks and the lock equipment vary greatly from one canal to another, 
both in size and in construction detail. other details such as overflow weirs and 
by-washes tend to have a characteristic form on different canals. Where gradients 
had to be surmounted, f lights of locks were built; these differ from staircase locks 
in that the locks are separate from one another and there is a navigable pound 
or stretch of water between the locks. the tardebigge Flight on the Worcester 
and birmingham canal is the longest f light of locks in the uk, comprising 30 
narrow locks over 2¼ miles (3.6km) and raising the canal some 200ft (61m), while 
the caen Flight on the kennet and avon canal has 29 locks over 2 miles and 
raises the level by 277ft (84m); this includes a particularly steep flight of sixteen 
locks with extensive side ponds to conserve water. Where there was a sudden 
change of level, it was cheaper to build staircase locks with shared gates, as on 
the grand union leicester line at Watford and Foxton; these too made use of 
side ponds. the most dramatic of these staircase locks are the great set of eight 
locks at banavie on the caledonian canal, the longest staircase in the uk and 
now hydraulically operated, and the Five rise locks at bingley on the leeds and 
liverpool canal in West yorkshire which are the steepest. there are many other 
examples of two- and three-rise staircase lock sets on other canals.

there have been several attempts to develop alternative methods of managing 
changes in height in canals whilst avoiding the use of locks, since passage through 
these was time-consuming as well as wasting water. Most of these involved canal 

Figure 7.6 roving 
bridges cast in the 

horseley Ironworks, 
at smethwick 

Junction on the 
birmingham 

canal navigation 
(© Marilyn Palmer)
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lifts or inclined planes. the sole surviving functioning example of a vertical canal 
lift in the uk can be found at anderton in cheshire, built in 1875 and recently 
restored, which moves boats between the trent and Mersey canal and the 
river Weaver. the use of inclined planes involved moving the boats on trolleys 
or water-filled caissons between the levels, partly by gravity but making use of 
a steam engine for ancillary power. the remains of such planes can be found 
at Foxton on the leicester section of the grand union canal and also at the 
blists hill site of the Ironbridge gorge Museum, where the hay Incline took 
the shropshire tub boat canal down to the river severn. there are far more 
impressive inclined planes in europe, but a modern method of moving boats 
between two levels of waterway is the Falkirk Wheel in scotland, which links 
the Forth and clyde canal with the union canal. 

Visually, the most impressive of canal features are the great aqueducts (Fig 
7.7). once again both form and constructional detail vary on different canals. 
early aqueducts are usually squat with low short-span arches. the dove aqueduct 
by James brindley, where the trent and Mersey canal crosses the river dove 
just east of burton-on-trent, is a typical example. as the engineers’ confidence 
grew, larger span masonry aqueducts were built. good exemplars are rennie’s 
lune aqueduct on the lancaster canal and his dundas aqueduct over the river 
avon on the kennet and avon canal. Jessop and telford further enhanced the 
masonry aqueduct by inserting an iron trough to contain the water inside a 
masonry structure, as at chirk on the Welsh borders. Finally the iron trough 
aqueduct was developed by Jessop and telford and from modest beginnings in 

Figure 7.7 the 
bridgewater canal 
between Worsley 
and Manchester 
originally crossed 
the river Irwell on 
an aqueduct of 1761, 
one of the first of its 
kind in the world. 
the construction 
of the Manchester 
ship canal in 1893 
led to its replacement 
by another unique 
structure, the present 
swing aqueduct 
which forms a sealed 
tank to contain the 
canal, pivoting on an 
island and operated 
by hydraulic power 
(© Michael nevell) 
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derby and at longdon-on-tern, they went on to build the great aqueduct at 
Pontcysyllte on the ellesmere canal which was opened in 1805. Many smaller 
iron and masonry aqueducts can be found on other canals. 

Water supply was a continual problem for many canals. adjacent to the summit 
levels, large reservoirs can often be found with substantial earth embankment 
gravity dams. the other solution to water supply was to pump the water from 
adjacent rivers or streams, by means of either water or steam power (Fig 7.8); 
some survive in working order, but there are many other locations where the 
buildings of old canal pumping engine houses can still be found. 

When a canal had to pass through hilly terrain, there was sometimes no 
alternative but to construct a tunnel, and techniques that had been developed 
by mining engineers were used. this was very much an action of last resort as 
costs for both the construction and maintenance of canal tunnels were very high, 
and their construction frequently led to lengthy delays in the completion of a 
canal. the characteristic landscape features in addition to the tunnel portals are 
ventilation shafts along the route of the tunnel, which are frequently surrounded 
by spoil heaps from the construction of the tunnel. as most early tunnels had no 
tow path, there is usually a horse path passing over the top of the tunnel route. 
the longest canal tunnel was the standedge tunnel on the huddersfield narrow 
canal through the Pennines, over 3 miles (4.8km) long and recently reopened.

canalside furniture is a further feature on most canals; once again its design 
varies with each canal. this includes such items as milestones, bridge name or 
number plates, bollards, rope rubbing strips, rope rollers, and cranes to name 
but a few. Many structures associated with other industries are to be found in 
canalside locations; typical of these are lime kilns and brick works. small dry 

Figure 7.8 the 
restored pumping 

wheel at Melingriffith 
near cardiff, which 

lifted water from 
the tailrace of 

the Melingriffith 
Ironworks into the 

glamorganshire 
canal (© Marilyn 

Palmer)
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docks used by canalside boat builders and repairers can also be found which often 
drained into an adjacent water course or were situated at the head of a lock flight.

Key sites
thanks to a massive restoration programme, many canal features have survived in 
a modified form; many original features remain to be seen along derelict stretches 
of abandoned canals. the canal museums at Gloucester, Stoke Bruerne and Ellesmere 
Port provide an excellent overview of many canal features and are also situated at 
sites which encompass many features of the canal system, notably its warehouses.

examples of water-powered pumping engines still exist on the kennet and 
avon at Claverton and the Melingriffith Water Pump on the glamorganshire 
canal (see Fig 7.7), while steam-powered canal pumping stations still containing 
their machinery can be seen at Leawood on the cromford canal and Crofton on 
the kennet and avon canal. the Anderton Boat Lift in cheshire has recently 
been restored and opened to canal traffic. the tunnel portals of the Sapperton 
Tunnel on a disused stretch of the thames and severn canal are impressive, 
while the Braunston Tunnel on the grand union in northamptonshire has a good 
example of the horse path and spoil heaps from the original tunnel construction.

there are many notable canalside settlements which survive, often with their 
original canal furniture and buildings: Shardlow on the trent and Mersey, and 
Stourport at the junction of the staffordshire and Worcestershire canal and the 
river severn, are good examples. 

Adaptive reuse
Many lock-keepers cottages survive in private ownership, and converted canal 
warehouses are covered in chapter 9. occasional conversions of other buildings 
can be found, such as the former beam engine house near Hillmorton Locks on 
the oxford canal. 

Further reading
there is a huge collection of publications on canals and inland waterways. the 
best book to begin with is n crowe’s English Heritage Book of Canals (1994), 
written by someone who was british Waterways’ first heritage Manager. the 
many books by l t c rolt deal not just with the history of inland navigation but 
also with the fight to save the canal system in the 1960s; see especially Landscape 
with Canals (2nd edn, alan sutton, 1984) and Navigable Waterways (2nd edn, 
Penguin books, 1985). the best history of early waterways is still t s Willan, 
River Navigation in England (1936), while r russell, Lost Canals and Waterways of 
Britain (david & charles, 1982), is a useful guide to abandoned waterways. 

the series of regional histories in the books by c hadfield (ed) in the Canals of the 
British Isles series (david & charles, 1967–77) are still very useful. detailed maps of 
all bridges, locks, and other structures can be found in the series edited by d Perret, 
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Regional Canal Guides (collins/nicholson). Probably the best archaeological study 
of any canal is s hughes, The Archaeology of the Montgomeryshire Canal (2nd edn, 
rcahMW, 1988). d tew’s Canal Inclines and Lifts (alan sutton, 1984) is a useful 
short discussion, while the development of early canal pumping and water supply 
is studied in J h andrew, ‘canal Pumping engines’ (Industrial Archaeology Review 
15:2, 1993, 140–59). s hughes, ‘the swansea canal: navigation and Power supplier’ 
(Industrial Archaeology Review 4:1, 1979–80, 51–69), is an excellent discussion of a 
canal used partly as a source of water-power supply to various industries, something 
that could well be studied on other industrial canals. For more detail on specific 
canals there are numerous local histories, many published by david & charles 
and also a substantial number published by local canal societies. a website that 
gives a full list of opening and closure dates for nearly all british waterways is to 
be found at http://www.jim-shead.com/waterways/mwp.php?wpage=Introducing-
canal-history.htm (last accessed July 2011). see also M nevell & t Wyke (eds), 
Bridgewater 250: the archaeology of the Bridgewater Canal (centre for applied 
archaeology, university of salford, 2011).

7.5  Locomotive railways
there is an enormous body of literature on the history of locomotive railways, so 
this book does not attempt to duplicate that. rather, it deals with the buildings 
and structures which are most likely to be encountered by those working on sites 
of the industrial period. archaeologically, most excavated railway remains have 
been from the period of horse-drawn railways which was covered earlier in this 
chapter. locomotive railways, however, had a massive impact on the landscape. 
by the time of the great exhibition in 1851, there were already more than 6000 
miles of railway in england and Wales. construction involved engineering works 
on a scale not previously seen because of the need to minimise gradients. railways 
also influenced the pattern of settlement to a much greater extent than canals 
had done, not just with planned settlements for railway workers as in derby 
and swindon, for example, but also by enabling the transformation of what had 
been villages on the outskirts of towns into commuter suburbs. leisure patterns, 
too, were affected, enabling those who had never gone far from home to visit the 
capital and to take seaside holidays. railways even changed the character of sport 
in the second half of the 19th century, turning local matches and meetings into 
national events. the social influence of the railways was therefore far greater than 
that of any earlier forms of transport. 

Buildings
Much of the architecture and infrastructure of the 19th-century railway system 
survives today, with a significant part of it still in daily use. the archetypical 
railway building is the station. however, it should be remembered that many 
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early passenger railways, whether steam or horse powered, used systems for 
selling tickets and handling passengers that owed far more to stage-coach practice 
than to the modern railway. local hostelries were often used by early railways to 
provide these services, and most railways built before 1840 had little dedicated 
architecture; where buildings were required they were usually of modest size and 
often reflected the local vernacular. on most railways the station does not emerge 
as a discrete architectural form until the 1840s when railway companies saw the 
benefit of impressing the public by employing leading architects to design their 
principal stations (Fig 7.9). they were frequently pioneers in the use of building 
materials and many of the earliest examples of the use of materials such as 
cast iron, wrought iron and concrete are to be found in railway structures. the 
subsequent range of buildings is vast, ranging from iconic london termini such as 
St Pancras and Paddington; great city centre stations like Bristol Temple Meads and 
Newcastle; and through to the smallest wayside station. some railway companies 
used standard designs, most notably the Midland; others gave architects a free 
hand. architectural styles run the full gamut through tudor, elizabethan, 
neoclassical, Italianate and gothic. some railways retained ‘in house’ architects, 
notably the north-eastern, while others drew their design work from a pool of 
external architects. It was usual to have the major buildings on the platform that 
handled the most outbound passenger traffic, with frequently little more than a 
timber shelter on the other platform. the station master’s house was usually built 
as an integral part of the station offices.

the train shed has long been recognised as an outstanding achievement in 
both architectural and engineering terms, stations with such sheds sometimes 
being viewed as the cathedrals of the industrial age. their history in the 19th 
century seems to be one of ever-increasing spans. large train sheds have survived 
comparatively well with the great london termini illustrating a range of styles. 
outside london, brunel’s Temple Meads and the fine train sheds at York, 
Newcastle, and Hull are outstanding examples. the former Manchester Central 
train shed, now an exhibition centre, is an excellent example of adaptive re use. 
the train shed has been particularly at risk in many smaller stations, frequently 
demolished as passenger numbers fell and maintenance costs rose; early examples 
of this form are really quite rare, but in the north of england there are several 
survivors. at Selby the original shed of the leeds and selby railway opened in 
1834 has survived showing a composite construction of timber trusses supported 
on cast-iron columns. some early stations had an overall train shed roof and 
foremost among the architects for employing smaller train shed roofs were I k 
brunel and g t andrews. brunel usually used timber for the various companies 
for which he was engineer. an excellent example of this type built in 1850 by J 
r hannaford survives at Frome. For the york and north Midland railway, the 
york architect george townsend andrews built many station train sheds using 
an adapted form of the original euston wrought-iron truss. a few of these survive 
such as Richmond and Filey of 1846 and a modern replica of 2011 at Pickering.

While many station buildings survive, both in active railway use and converted 
for domestic and other purposes, it is often the other buildings associated with 
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the railway that have disappeared. at present, it is not perhaps the stations and 
their associated buildings, such as hotels, which are most at risk, but the broader 
aspects of railway structures and engineering. the plethora of minor buildings 
once to be found around both large and small stations has in many cases suffered 
far more than the core station buildings. these minor buildings are frequently 
omitted from sites which otherwise carry statutory protection. the list of such 
structures is long and includes signal boxes, goods offices, goods sheds, coal sale 
offices, water tanks, engine sheds, coal staithes, lime cells, and lengthsmen’s 
cabins to name but a few.

among the most endangered of railway buildings is the goods warehouse (see 
also chapter 8). as miles of sidings have been lifted and the transport of goods 
moved to the road, the railway warehouse has become superfluous. Many are 
small in size and in rural or semi-rural locations, and it is perhaps these that have 
survived better, being more easily adapted to light industrial or office uses and 
sometimes for residential purposes. the archetypical rural goods warehouse was 
single storey with arched access for railway vehicles offset to one side, an internal 
platform, usually with a small crane, and a side loading bay for road vehicles. the 
large and complex goods warehouses in many big cities and centres of industry 
have largely been demolished, although excellent examples survive in Manchester 
and at Huddersfield together with a nearby associated hydraulic pumping station 
that once operated its cranes, lifts and capstans. these large warehouses were 
often multi-storey buildings and many had internal wagon lifts allowing railway 
vehicles to access several f loors.

Many of the early railway companies built hotels adjacent to their principal 
stations. these generally have a good rate of survival, with the former Midland 
Hotel in derby being one of the earliest. Many examples survive in london 
with george gilbert scott’s exuberant, recently reopened, Midland Grand at St 

Figure 7.9 the 
former low level 
railway station in 

nottingham, designed 
by t c hine for 

the great northern 
railway in 1857 

(© Marilyn Palmer)
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Pancras (now st Pancras renaissance) being amongst the finest. good examples 
survive in many other locations, both in london and other cities such as york. 

the railway companies often needed to provide accommodation for their staff, 
both at the time of building the railway and for maintenance. extensive housing 
was sometimes built close to large stations and railway workshops, with excellent 
examples surviving, for instance at Derby, Swindon, and Crewe. In rural locations 
trackside housing was built adjacent to stations and for staff manning level 
crossings and signal boxes as well as permanent way maintenance staff. both the 
provision and the quality of railway housing varied widely between companies. 
In urban locations much of this has been demolished but the rate of survival in 
rural locations is generally quite good. some of these, like those of the Midland 
railway, can be distinguished by a common architectural style.

the railway signal box is largely a product of various acts for the regulation 
of railways passed in the 1870s. growing public concern over serious railway 
accidents caused the system known as block working to be made mandatory. to 
control this system it was necessary to introduce large numbers of new signal 
boxes. In consequence many surviving signal boxes date from the 1870s and 1880s. 
With the introduction of centralised signalling control, huge numbers of signal 
boxes were rendered redundant from the 1960s onwards, a trend that continues 
today. there are currently many listed signal boxes for which there is currently 
no use and they represent a particular conservation problem. adaptive reuse is 
hindered because of the nature of the building as well as its location and access, 
and many should be considered as buildings at risk.

another group of fast disappearing railway structures relate to the building 

Figure 7.10 excavated 
turntable for 
locomotives at 
Whitemoor sidings, 
cambridgeshire. the 
Marshalling yard 
was a focal point of 
the railway system 
between the east and 
north of england 
and once covered 
250 acres with over 
70 miles of sidings 
(© north Pennines 
archaeology) 
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and servicing of locomotives (Fig 7.10). this group covers buildings from small 
single road locomotive sheds to complete railway works. the huge contraction in 
the portfolio of buildings used for locomotive and rolling stock engineering of the 
former british railways has seen the majority of railway works and locomotive 
sheds demolished. survivors are now comparative rarities, and a full list of 
surviving sites can be found at http://www.abrail.co.uk/good_shed_guide.htm 
(last accessed July 2011). the royal commission on the historical Monuments 
of england (now english heritage) made use of one of the buildings of the closed 
Great Western Railway works at swindon as their headquarters, while other parts 
of the site have been sympathetically converted into a shopping centre. From the 
many railway round houses, the only surviving examples are at Derby (see Fig 1.11), 
Camden, Barrow Hill near chesterfield, and in Leeds. 

Engineering structures
the architectural achievements of the railways in the 19th century cannot be 
denied, yet the engineering monuments, if not exactly neglected, are often 
regarded as secondary – ‘only engineering’. however, there are remarkable feats 
of engineering and even the frequently taken-for-granted works are worthy of our 
attention; some are scarcely ever seen or given a second glance.

bridges offered a number of opportunities and problems for the engineers. 
While it is true to say that canal engineers had tackled many of the same 
engineering problems that railway engineers were to encounter, there are some 
that did not become widespread until the advent of the railways. one is the skew 
arch, a complex geometry of masonry that allowed bridges to span spaces at 
angles other than a right angle. a further advance was the use of iron and steel 
for bridges. While there may have been some spectacular failures in this respect, 
such as stephenson’s dee bridge of 1847, the compressive and tensile properties 
of cast and wrought iron became better understood as the century progressed, 
leading to larger numbers of iron and steel railway bridges being built. robert 
stephenson’s 1849 High Level Bridge in newcastle is an excellent example. Many 
are still in service, but need careful attention when lines are upgraded.

Viaducts were one of the great achievements of the railway age, yet once 
again they were not new – road and canal engineers had built similar structures 
as viaducts or aqueducts. It is the heroic quality that marks out some of those 
railway viaducts that have survived, occasionally carrying the railway for miles 
high above countryside or towns. early main line railways often used timber 
for bridges and viaducts but this was gradually replaced as train weights rose 
and high-quality pine became hard to obtain. the notable exceptions were  
I k brunel’s great timber viaducts built of yellow pine on the cornwall railway 
and some other lines, the last of which survived in service until the 1930s. 
the former cambrian railway main line on the Welsh coast still retains 
several   timber bridges, the most impressive being the viaduct at barmouth 
across the river Mawddach. stone and brickwork were the normal materials 
of construction and there are many excellent examples throughout the country, 
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Figure 7.11 cast-iron columns supporting the railway 
viaduct to central station in Manchester. opened 
in 1880, this particular short stretch of urban 
railway demonstrated the problems of traversing the  
cityscape of the 19th century. the viaduct passed 
over the 18th-century castlefield canal basin and 
ran alongside the viaduct for the 1849 Manchester 
south Junction and altrincham railway. Further on, 
the building of the viaduct and station involved the 
demolition of hundreds of houses  
(© Michael nevell)

Figure 7.12 bennerley Viaduct, Ilkeston, derbyshire, 
is 1452ft (0.44km) long and crosses the river 
erewash between derbyshire and nottinghamshire. 
Its foundations were liable to mining subsidence, so 
the lighter wrought iron was chosen in preference 
to brick. constructed 1876–77, it formed part of 
the great northern railway derbyshire extension 
which was built partly to exploit the local coalfields. 
the cost of demolition helped ensure its survival 
although it is on the buildings at risk register 
(© Marilyn Palmer)
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such as granger and bourne’s Tees Viaduct at yarm on the leeds and thirsk 
railway, the spectacular Ribblehead Viaduct by J s crossley on the settle and 
carlisle line, J u rastrick and david Moccata’s Ouse Valley Viaduct at balcombe, 
William cubitt’s Digswell Viaduct at Welwyn, and brunel’s Maidenhead Bridge. 
taking railways into and above towns was a particular challenge; the great brick 
viaduct towering over Stockport was designed by george Watson buck, and when 
completed in 1840 was the largest in the world. With textile mills nestling below 
its arches, it was and, to some extent still is, a magnificent tribute to Victorian 
engineering. london presented an even greater challenge, as demonstrated by the 
many viaducts and bridges throughout the city; some of these have recently been 
studied by the Museum of london as a result of the reconstruction of the east 
london line. 

In the second half of the 19th century some large wrought-iron viaducts were 
built, particularly on secondary main lines. of the many that were constructed 
the only substantial survivors are W r galbraith’s Meldon Viaduct and Johnson’s 
Bennerley Viaduct (Fig 7.12) on the border of derbyshire and nottinghamshire. 
crossing the great estuaries of the country produced some truly monumental 
bridges of which the Forth, Tay, Tamar, and Menai Straits particularly stand out. 

the engineering problems associated with the construction of tunnels were 
well understood by the beginning of the 19th century. canal builders and mining 
engineers had already addressed many of the problems of building lengthy 
tunnels. While the function of the tunnel is to provide a safe passage through 
high ground, the entrance or portal of the tunnel provided an opportunity for 
architectural display – or not, for the tunnel portal is something one rarely sees 
as the train rushes inside. this did not prevent engineers giving architectural 
embellishment to some as at Summit, high in the Pennines, on the Manchester and 
leeds line, or architectural elaboration as at Bramhope on the leeds and thirsk 
railway with contrasting portals at either end, one gothic, one classical. brunel’s 
Box Tunnel and stephenson’s great tunnel at Kilsby in northamptonshire also 
have considerable architectural style in their porticoes and, in the case of kilsby, 
there are also monumental ventilation shafts. the building of many of these was 
recorded by the great artist J c bourne, whose drawings of the building of the 
london and birmingham railway and the great Western railway give us an idea 
of the scale of engineering work required which is difficult to obtain from any 
other source. he also recorded some of the railway construction work in london, 
but the tunnels and stations for the underground are a study in themselves and 
beyond the scope of this book.

Adaptive reuse
the closure of minor stations and complete branch lines from the 1930s through 
to the beeching era resulted in the loss of many station buildings and other 
railway structures. additionally, poor maintenance allowed buildings to fall into 
decay, or be disfigured by inappropriate additions. the demolition of some fine 
monuments, largely in the second half of the 20th century, particularly those of 
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euston station in london and st enoch’s in glasgow, led to a public outcry. 
In the latter part of the 20th century the british rail board and its successors 
began to take a more enlightened view of railway architecture and recognised  
the historic engineering of many other structures. In 1985 british rail set up the 
railway heritage trust as an independent company, to assist the operational 
railway in its preservation and upkeep of listed buildings and structures, and to 
facilitate the transfer of non-operational premises and structures to outside bodies 
willing to undertake their preservation (see http://www.railwayheritagetrust.
co.uk/, last accessed august 2011). additionally, the 681 railway buildings and 
structures listed in 1985 in england, scotland, and Wales had increased to some 
1650 by 2009; ancient Monuments increased from 45 to over 100 in the same 
period, while numerous parts of the railway estate fall within conservation 
areas. refurbishment of stations and structures began to celebrate many of the 
earlier features as opposed to the 1960s’ trend for unsatisfactory embellishment 
or demolition. the national railway heritage awards, given to public as well as 
private railways, provide some motivation for such restoration (see http://www.
nrha.org.uk/, accessed september 2011). 

of all the categories of railway building it is the rural station that has fared best, 
being readily suitable for conversion for domestic use. Many examples, particularly 
on closed lines, have been successfully converted but retain the key elements of the 
former station buildings. small goods warehouses survive in both light industrial 
use and have also seen successful conversion for housing. on preserved and heritage 
railways there are many examples of conserved railway architecture although some 
have suffered from inappropriate additions. For a full list of locations see http://
heritagerailways.com/ (site last checked July 2011). several old railways have now 
been turned into cycle tracks; the first route created in 1977 by sustrans, the 
sustainable transport network charity, was a cycleway along the disused track bed 
of the former Midland railway from bristol to bath which had been closed for 
passenger traffic in the late 1960s. as well as leading to the conservation of the 
route this often results in the better preservation of bridges, stations, and other 
structures along the line. 

Further reading
a good basic introduction can be gained from r Morriss, The Archaeology of 
Railways (tempus, 1999), and F g cockman’s Railway Architecture (shire, 1976). 
For more detail see M binney & d Pearce’s Railway Architecture (orbis Publishing, 
1979), together with g biddle’s books, Victorian Stations (david & charles, 1973), 
Great Railway Stations of Britain (david & charles, 1986), and Britain’s Historic 
Railway Buildings (oxford university Press, 2003). For more local detail, the 
series edited by d st John thomas, A Regional History of the Railways of Great 
Britain (david & charles), is a collection of regional volumes which provides good 
background information. there are also many other regional railway history books 
of which, unfortunately, many concentrate on everything but the architecture. 
there are however some excellent histories of the architecture of the pre-grouping 
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railway companies which were grouped to form the 
‘big Four’ railway companies in 1923. amongst the best 
are a Vaughan, A Pictorial Record of Great Western 
Architecture (oxford Publishing company, 1977), 
and W Fawcett, North Eastern Railway Architecture 
(north eastern railway association, 3 vols, 2001–05). 
r s Fitzgerald’s Liverpool Road Station, Manchester: 
an historical and architectural survey (Manchester 
university Press, 1980) is a comprehensive survey of 
the oldest surviving purpose-built railway station in 
britain, while J cattell & k Falconer, Swindon: the 
Legacy of a Railway Town (rchMe, 1995), is an 
historical and architectural study of both the town 
and the railway works. For signal boxes, the signalling 
study group’s The Signal Box: a Pictorial history and 
guide to design (oxford Publishing company, 1986) 
is very useful and for engine sheds, r griffiths & P 
smith, The Directory of British Engine Sheds (oxford 
Publishing company, 2 vols, 1999). For small goods 
warehouses see M nevell, ‘the archaeology of the 
rural railway Warehouse in north-West england’ 
(Industrial Archaeology Review 32:2, 2010, 103–15). 
a good recent archaeological study, undertaken by 
Museum of london archaeology during the upgrade 
of the overground railways in east london, is e dwyer, 

The Impact of the Railways in the East End 1835–2010: historical archaeology from the 
London Overground east London Line (Museum of london archaeology, 2011).

7.6  Air transport
the air transport industry has three key elements: aircraft construction, civil and 
military airfields. civilian airfields have not generally been a subject of study by 
industrial archaeologists until the start of the 21st century. by then, the greater 
interest being taken by english heritage in 20th-century landscapes, together 
with proposals for the redevelopment of both civil and military airfields, prompted 
several reports. on the whole, interest has been centred on military sites as part 
of english heritage’s Monuments Protection Programme, looking at 20th-century 
military defence rather than civilian airfields. buildings for aircraft manufacture, 
particularly the shadow factories of World War II, have also received some attention. 
In the 1990s, an international raphael programme (with germany and France) was 
set up to increase public awareness (L’Europe de l’Air) and england’s contribution 
to this project focused on speke (liverpool). the listing of the speke complex has 
resulted in exemplary reuse but the parallel hoped-for thematic listing programme 
on civil aviation by english heritage has not been systematically followed through.

Figure 7.13 
archaeological 

recording of the 
smoke-blackened 

f lues which carried 
the waste gases from 

the boilers for the 
hydraulic pumping 

station at somers 
town goods yard near 

st Pancras station 
(© Mola)
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the earliest f lying fields were no more than a suitable field without buildings 
or associated structures. timber buildings were constructed on early f lying fields 
for aircraft storage and repair but were not of any particularly distinctive form.

First-generation civil airports all initially used grass runways and most were 
adapted from former raF stations. concrete runways and many of the facilities 
that we associate with an airport today were not developed until the late 1930s. 
World War II hugely accelerated the rate of development of all types of aviation 
and also produced large numbers of cheap surplus aircraft at the end of hostilities.

the principal uk airports are in the london area and their development is 
typical of many other aviation sites. the earliest london site for civil aviation was 
croydon, which evolved from two adjacent World War I aerodromes and opened 
for commercial flying in March 1920. the airport was extended in the mid-1920s 
and a new purpose-designed terminal and other buildings were constructed on the 
eastern side of the site. after being requisitioned by the raF it reverted to civilian 
usage at the end of World War II; it was too small a site for modern aeroplanes and 
the last scheduled flight departed in september 1959. hendon in north london was 
always principally a military site and is now home to the excellent raF museum.

heathrow started life as the privately owned great Western aerodrome in 
the 1930s. at this time it was mainly used for the assembly and testing of aircraft, 
with croydon remaining as the dominant commercial aerodrome for the capital. 
In World War II the raF developed heathrow as a transfer base rather than 
an operational frontline station. civilian use commenced in May 1946 and its 
principal runway pattern was developed by 1947. Initially the airport was serviced 
from a rambling group of temporary buildings. the first permanent terminal 
called the europa building, which is now part of terminal 2, was opened in 1955.

gatwick evolved from the surrey aero club’s site at hunt’s green Farm in 
1930. early on it was used for a f lying school and as a base for people f lying in 
to watch races at the adjacent race course. commercial f lights started in 1936. 
after being requisitioned by the raF, gatwick was returned to civilian use 
after the war when a number of charter companies started to operate from there 
using war surplus aircraft. In 1952 gatwick’s status as london’s second airport 
was confirmed. stansted in essex was opened in 1943 as a us air force base and 
developed for civilian charter business in the 1960s. 

between the wars there was an extensive programme of building municipal 
airports, many of which no longer exist. these airports mainly handled low 
passenger volumes on internal f lights aimed at competing with road and rail 
transport.

Buildings
the aviation industry had requirements for specific building types quite unlike those 
built by any other industry. the major types were large hangars, for both construction 
and maintenance of aircraft, airport terminal buildings and control towers.

some of the first-generation aircraft hangars used the principle of the belfast 
truss to obtain a satisfactory clear roof span. this design of roof had already 
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been used in dock warehouses. examples of this technique, which employed 
wooden trusses made out of a lattice work of short timbers, can be seen at the 
Imperial War Museum at duxford in cambridgeshire and at Bracebridge Heath 
in lincolnshire. Many World War II hangars survive at locations all over the 
country. later large examples of hangars are the Brabazon hangar of 1947 at Filton 
and the Owen Williams-designed hangar at Heathrow. Many specialist research 
buildings can be found at the Royal Aircraft Establishment at Farnborough. 
early control towers survive at several civil airports and at many military fields, 
both active and disused. Most are distinguished by the glazed observation 
area on the top storey of the building. the greatest concentration of surviving 
military aviation buildings is in the county of Lincolnshire and there is excellent 
information at http://www.raf-lincolnshire.info/index.htm and for the whole of 
the country see http://www.controltowers.co.uk/site%20Map.htm which has a 
useful directory of sites (both sites last visited august 2011). the lincolnshire site 
includes a listing of hangar types used on military airfields. Many former hangars 
have found reuse for warehousing but the number of 1940s’ and earlier buildings 
is now declining as redevelopment, rust, and age all take their toll.

several examples of first-generation civil airport terminal facilities survive. at 
Croydon the current airport house complex is an adaptive reuse of the world’s 
first purpose-built airline terminal which was opened in 1928. the adjacent 
airport hotel survives as an independent hotel and restaurant. at gatwick, 
the Beehive terminal building of 1936 can still be seen and the 1939 Birmingham 
Airport terminal at Elmdon survives although it is no longer a part of the current 
passenger terminal. other examples of early terminal buildings can be found in 
Brighton in the joint control tower, the 1936 terminal at Shoreham Airport, and 
Liverpool Airport’s 1939 terminal at Speke.

In the 1930s the focus for long-distance air travel moved towards flying boats 
in place of conventional ground-landing aircraft and facilities were constructed in 
southampton docks. successive generations of long-haul f lying boats operated by 
Imperial airways provided services to most parts of the empire until they ceased 
in november 1950. the pre-war terminal building at southampton survives, 
now adapted to offices as Imperial House. early development proposals for both 
heathrow and glasgow Prestwick included facilities for handling flying boats.

Further reading 
an overview of aviation developments can be found in M stratton & b trinder, 
Twentieth Century Industrial Archaeology (spon, 2000, 169–74). For a guide to 
airfield buildings see g b Innes, British Airfield Buildings: Expansion and Inter War 
Periods (Aviation Pocket Guide) (Midland Publishing, 2000), also British Airfield 
Buildings of the Second World War by the same author. L’Europe de l’Air stimulated 
considerable public interest and resulted in two books: a popular and lavishly 
produced book edited by P smith & b toulier, Berlin Tempelhof, Liverpool Speke, 
Paris Le Bourget (editions du Patrimoine, 2000) and the proceedings of three 
conferences, b hawkins, g lechner & P smith (eds), Historic Airports: proceedings 
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of the International L’Europe de l’Air conferences on aviation architecture (english 
heritage, 2005). a profile of the development of aircraft factories is given in  
M stratton’s ‘skating rinks to shadow Factories: the evolution of british aircraft 
Manufacturing complexes’ (Industrial Archaeology Review 18:2, 1996, 223–44). 

the english heritage MPP on 20th-century military defence has produced 
some on-line publications, such as Military Aviation Sites (conservation 
Management guidance, 2003), see http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/
professional/research/landscapes-and-areas/characterisation/military-heritage/
free-and-online-publications/. see also J lake, ‘historic airfields: evaluation and 
conservation’, in J schofield, W g Johnson & c M beck (eds), Matériel Culture: 
the archaeology of twentieth century conflict (routledge, one World archaeology 
44, 2003, 172–88). 
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chapter eight 

commercial buildings

8.1  Introduction
this section covers those commercial building types involved with the distribution 
and sale of raw and manufactured industrial goods: the warehouses and retail 
premises of the industrial period. the distribution of raw and finished goods 
was, arguably, as important as the manufacturing of new products during this 
period. Whilst the trading and transporting of goods by land and water has 
long played an important part in britain’s economic activity, the 18th and 19th 
centuries saw the establishment of new types of building associated with this 
activity. specialist warehouses emerged for carriers on the canals and railways, 
commercial warehouses were built in the new manufacturing towns of the 19th 
century, purpose-built offices in the great cities of britain became the seats of 
many firms controlling the complex industrial distribution network, and food 
outlets such as co-operative shops and public houses emerged as processing and 
retail centres in these new towns. traditionally, distribution and consumption 
have been studied by archaeologists through the artefactual remains from 
excavations, but the role of buildings archaeology is crucial to understanding 
these new commercial building types. they are often clustered in groups, around 
transport termini or in dedicated warehouse or business areas, and their style 
was influenced not just by the needs of the particular manufacturing sector 
they served but also by the role of planning legislation from 1870 onwards which 
increasingly influenced building design. such structures are not only the physical 
expressions of the new economic system of the industrial period but also reflect 
the widespread influence of industrialised distribution and consumption on the 
social structure and work life of britain.

8.2  Canal warehouses
Industrial canals were developed from the mid-18th century onwards and became 
the heavy goods routes of the nation. they linked manufacturing to markets 
and became a distinctive industry in their own right, with ports, docks, wharves 
and, importantly, warehouses, built to store and facilitate the handling of a wide 
range of agricultural and industrial cargoes. canal warehouses are a building 
type specific to the canal network, and although there are many similarities with 
dockside and urban warehouses, this type of carriers’ warehouse had a number 
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of unique features. the first canal warehouses were built during the 1770s and 
the last at the beginning of the 20th century. recent work on this building type, 
which is almost exclusively confined to standing buildings, has been able to 
categorise four main types, as discussed below.

Historical development
canal warehouses were built by canal companies, canal carriers, and private 
waterside businesses. they were typically located at rural wharves (such as rednal 
Wharf on the Montgomery canal), town wharves (such as devizes, louth, and 
Market harborough), inland ports (such as gloucester and stourport) and 
industrial centres like birmingham, brentford, and nottingham. representative 
numbers survive and the best preserved are likely to be designated as listed 
buildings and protected from inappropriate development or demolition. the 
earliest canal warehouses (1770s to c 1830) were usually small in scale, with the 
notable exceptions of those in liverpool and Manchester. In plan-form these 
early examples were not dissimilar to agricultural storage buildings and barns; 
they were built in local materials and often in the local vernacular style. the 
development of the railway network allowed the building of larger, multi-storey, 
brick-built structures (1830s–1890s). later still in the 20th century (principally 
during the 1950s and 1960s), there were concrete or steel-framed warehouses (eg 
in birmingham and sheffield) clad in steel, concrete or other modern man-made 
materials and often given large overhanging canopies.

Architectural details and interior forms
Few canal warehouses had any architectural pretensions, but their very plainness 
could occasionally make them appear sublime, as J M richards pointed out in 
his classic book The Functional Tradition (1958). typical examples, from both the 
early and late 19th century, like those in gloucester docks or the castlefield area 
of Manchester, consisted of unadorned brick walls punched though at regular 
intervals by small windows. occasionally a warehouse was given a large classical 
pediment to break up its elevations and give it a sense of grandeur and dignity. 
the grain Warehouse (duke’s dock, liverpool, now demolished) was a good 
example, as is the terminal Warehouse in the sheffield basin and the Palladian 
terminus warehouse on the remote Westport canal (opened 1840, closed 1875). 
Few warehouses were as consciously designed as the Flyboat Warehouse on the 
aire and calder dock in leeds. this palazzo-styled warehouse dating from c 
1830 has a renaissance-inspired arcade to the water, with a strong rhythm of 
windows and loading doors above, and was clearly intended to impress. It has 
now been converted, as have many other warehouses, to living accommodation. 
It was not uncommon for warehouses to be extended; the navigation Warehouse 
in Wakefield (recently restored by british Waterways) was originally two separate 
18th-century warehouses which were joined together and enlarged in the early 
19th century.
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Internally, the canal warehouse was divided into a number of long open bays, 
with loading bays to both canal and road sides and at least one roadside cart 
entrance. the earliest canal warehouses had a single open space on each floor 
and were quite narrow. these floors were wooden and were sometimes supported 
by a row of wooden or cast-iron columns. nineteenth-century multi-storey canal 
warehouses had cross-walls or occasionally longitudinal dividing walls (such as 
the grocers’ Warehouse at castlefield in Manchester), with the wooden floors 
being supported by a forest of cast-iron columns. sometimes these columns 
had slots for vertical boards which allowed individual bays within a f loor to 
be partitioned and even rented separately (as in tariff street, Manchester). In 
early period canal warehouses hoists were usually gravity powered, with the 
mechanism found in the loft space – often in the form of large fly wheels (eg 
tariff street, Manchester). occasionally, the hoist system was driven by a water 
wheel supplied from the canal (Portland basin Warehouse, ashton-under-lyne) 
or by a steam engine. From the 1870s onwards hydraulic power, with distinctive 
hydraulic rams in the roof and accumulator towers attached or adjacent to the 
building, were used as a power source. during the 20th century most of these 
earlier power sources were replaced by mains electricity, and sometimes small 
motors can still be found attached to hoists.

Key elements and plan forms

Type 1
Internal canal arm(s) for internal split-level loading. Multi-storey structure built 
f lush to the canal and sometimes terraced into a hillside. earliest examples date 
from the 1770s (shardlow, leeds, Manchester, and Wigan). usually brick with 
timber floors supported by posts or columns.

Type 2
detached from the canalside. Multi-storey structure with external internal 
hoists. brick or stone with timber floors often supported by posts or columns. 
a few spanned narrow canals, enabling hoisting direct from the boat, as at the 
former Pickford’s warehouse on the chesterfield canal in Worksop (Fig 8.1). late 
18th century to late 19th century. 

Type 3
Flush with the canalside. Multi-storey structure with external internal hoists. 
brick or stone with timber floors often supported by posts or columns. Very 
similar to, and contemporary with, the type 2 canal warehouse and has the same 
date range.
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Figure 8.1 the 
former Pickford’s 
warehouse, on the 
chesterfield canal 
at Worksop, now a 
public house. this 
type was often called 
a ‘straddle’ warehouse 
and enabled boats to 
load either upwards 
into the building 
directly from the 
canal, or to make use 
of the adjacent yard 
(© Marilyn Palmer)

Figure 8.2 Manchester 
road Wharf, burnley, 
on the leeds and 
liverpool canal. 
the wooden loading 
canopies are carried 
on cast-iron pillars 
(© Michael nevell) 
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Type 4
open-sided, single-storey shed built f lush to the canalside. the open side is by 
the canal and internally there are hoists but often with a separate but adjacent jib 
crane. appears to be a design copied directly from dockside buildings. Introduced 
on the canal system in the mid-19th century and examples were still being built 
during the 20th century. 

Key sites
despite the collapse of the canal system as a commercial enterprise during the 
mid-20th century, several hundred canal warehouses survive along the waterways 
of britain. Most of these are small single structures associated with rural wharves 
and have been reused either to service the new pleasure traffic along the canals or 
as waterside apartments or pubs. the 1779 three-storey warehouse at Stourbridge 
is a good example of an early canal warehouse. the most impressive examples are 
those multi-storey structures that survive as striking urban groups, such as the 
late 18th- and early 19th-century canal warehouses at Stourport-on-Severn on the 
staffordshire and Worcestershire canal; the early to mid-19th-century carrier 
warehouses of the Castlefield Canal Basin in Manchester on the bridgewater 
canal; and the carrier warehouses at Gloucester Docks on the gloucester and 
sharpness canal. several canal warehouses are now used as museums, including 
the Gloucester Waterways Museum in the llanthony Warehouse, the London 
Canal Museum on the regent’s canal, the National Waterways Museum at 
ellesmere Port, and the Portland Basin Canal and Industrial Museum in ashton-
under-lyne on the ashton canal.

Further reading
there are many books on the industrial archaeology of the canal, from publishers 
david & charles’ classic series of regional studies, Canals of..., written in the 1960s 
to n crowe, English Heritage Book of Canals (batsford & english heritage, 1994), 
the latter having a chapter that includes canal warehouses. regional studies of 
canal warehouse structures and plan forms include M nevell, ‘the archaeology 
of the canal Warehouses of north-West england and the social archaeology 
of Industrialisation’ (Industrial Archaeology Review 25:1, 2003, 43–58), and  
a d george, ‘housing the bulk cargoes: an introduction to canal warehouses’, 
in r Mcneil & a d george (eds), The Heritage Atlas 3: Warehouse Album (Field 
archaeology centre, university of Manchester, 1997, 24–5). For the warehouses 
of gloucester docks, see h conway-Jones, Gloucester Docks: an Illustrated 
History (alan sutton and gloucestershire county library, 1984). 
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8.3  Industrial warehouses
Most manufacturing towns had a warehouse district by the mid-19th century, 
usually focused upon the canal, port or railway system, although these areas were 
not the exclusive preserve of the carriers. aside from the carriers’ warehouses 
three forms of industrial warehousing developed: the general-purpose private 
warehouse which could be found in large numbers in many port areas from 
liverpool to london; the textile warehouse which was typified by the lace 
Market in nottingham and the Manchester warehouse district of the mid- to 
late 19th century; and the commercial showroom warehouse of the later 19th 
and early 20th centuries, which could be found attached to an industrial process 
building or on its own. all these warehouses were multi-storey structures with 
a broadly rectilinear plan, often with a clear separation between secured storage 
and transhipment handling. each usually contained an office that controlled the 
flow of goods into and out of the warehouse, a series of roadside loading bays and, 
in larger structures, a cart entrance.

Historical development
beyond the dockside, british urban warehousing during the 17th and early 
18th centuries was usually small in scale, and focused upon the townhouses of 
specific merchants and the courtyards of inns and taverns as important hubs in 
the transport system. Private mercantile and purpose-built carriers’ warehouses 
began to be constructed during the 18th century in the major manufacturing 
towns and ports of britain and by the end of that century formed a significant 
feature of not just the great industrial cities such as birmingham, glasgow, and 
london but also the emerging smaller industrial towns such as leicester and 
northampton. during this period large, purpose-built warehouses were also 
starting to be built as part of the industrial complexes for several industries.

Private mercantile warehouses could be found in the hinterland of the docks of 
the major ports from bristol, glasgow, and liverpool to london and newcastle. 
From the early 18th century multi-storey brick structures for secure storage with 
roadside loading bays could be found adjacent to the houses of the more important 
merchants in these ports. by the mid-19th century the warehouse agent, or 
keeper, had emerged, offering secure storage space for hire in their own buildings. 
by the late 19th century these agents had developed into large companies owning 
dozens, and in the largest cases (eg the liverpool Warehouse co ltd) hundreds, 
of warehouses in the ports and manufacturing centres of britain.

the textile warehouse emerged as a distinctive building type in several 
midland and northern textile towns, most notably the cotton warehouses of 
Manchester, the woollen warehouses of bradford and dewsbury, the hosiery 
warehouses of leicester and nottingham, and the lace warehouses of the latter, in 
the late 18th and 19th centuries. they were needed for the supply of raw materials 
to outworkers and the temporary storage of materials and products at factories. 
the commercial textile warehouse was a showplace, wholesale shop, and office, 
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as well as serving as secure storage. It provided the commercial link between the 
local textile industry and the international market for british textiles. Most of 
these warehouses, though, were run by companies separate from the mill owners, 
thus developing a large dedicated wholesale sector within the textile towns. 

the showroom warehouse, which emerged in the mid-19th century, may have 
been inspired by the classic textile warehouse and performed a similar function 
but was smaller in scale, plainer, and often found in association with production 
buildings. Furthermore, unlike most textile warehouses, they were built and run 
by the company which manufactured the products on display. Many were based 
in london, particularly the warehouses of manufacturers of luxury goods such as 
the porcelain and china works of the Midlands since they could expect to meet 
prestigious customers there. 

the peak in the construction of both types of warehouse was the edwardian 
period and, like many traditional warehouse forms, 20th-century changes in the 
way goods were packaged affected how they were handled, stored, and secured. 
containerisation of bulk cargoes, the rise of the combustion engine at the expense 
of the horse, and the introduction of the fork-lift truck with its high vertical reach 
made such buildings redundant by the mid-20th century.

Architectural details and interior forms
Private mercantile warehouses had a numbers of forms, the earliest types being 
similar to other types of contemporary warehousing: long, narrow, multi-storeyed 
buildings (three to six storeys high) with central roadside loading bays for a 
manual hoist. Pedestrian access and the stairs were also at the roadside end and 
the internal structure usually comprised wooden floors supported by wooden 
or cast-iron columns. these buildings can often be found adjacent to a private 
residence where the merchant resided, or at the end of a terrace. by the mid-
19th century new structural forms had emerged: mixed secure storage with 
transhipment handling by combining open ground floors with secured storage 
above; bonded warehouses providing secure, regulated storage associated with the 
administration of excise duties on imported goods; the loss of the adjacent private 
dwelling, allowing dedicated warehouse zones to emerge; and new structural 
materials. structurally, the main innovations were fireproof designs involving 
cast-iron columns and brick vaulting allowing multi-bay warehouses with rows 
of loading bays, sometimes with an open ground floor for ease of transhipment 
handling. albert dock in liverpool combined the security features of the bonded 
warehouse (bars on the windows, iron doors) with fireproof construction to 
form a courtyard of pillared warehouses set around the dock. In the late 19th 
century hydraulically powered hoist systems replaced the manual systems or 
the occasional steam-powered systems of earlier structures and these were often 
associated with the use of cast- and wrought-iron roof structures. the limited 
warehouse companies of the late 19th century often advertised their presence with 
bold signs, like the railway companies, sometimes in white brick. at the end of 
the century one- and two-storey warehouses also began to emerge and these made 
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use of the new structural materials of steel beams and concrete. road and rail 
access were separated by the use of internal partitions in order to provide secure 
storage and transhipment handling. these were typified by the new warehouses 
of trafford Park in Manchester built in the years either side of 1900.

the textile warehouse, which could be as large as a cotton-spinning mill 
complex, can be divided into three main types: home-trade warehouses, multiple-
occupancy warehouses, and overseas warehouses. Within the home-trade 
warehouses each floor was divided into departments that specialised in particular 
types of goods, in the charge of a foreman who oversaw assistants and salesmen. 
the lightest goods were stored on the upper floors and the heavier goods on the 
lowest f loors. these sales f loors were used as sample and pattern rooms, with 
benches for cloth examination; this required plenty of light, so there were many 
windows. In the basement of the warehouse was the packing floor with boilers, 
presses, later on hydraulic gear, and other services such as inspection and making-
up; orders were lowered to the packing floor via hoists. opposite the main 
entrance was a grand staircase that penetrated the full height of the building to 
impress prospective buyers, and led to the ground floor, where the company’s 
offices were located, along with entertainment. Many home-trade warehouses 
were at the same time multiple-occupancy warehouses where the structures were 
owned by a company that provided secure storage, display, office, and packing 
space which was rented to a number of smaller companies, rather on the lines of 
the room-and-power textile mills of the early 19th century.

architecturally these multiple-occupancy warehouses tended to be plainer 
than those belonging to single companies, though there was still a clear division 
between the elaborate main face and the functional rear with its multiple loading 

Figure 8.3 canada 
Warehouse, a packing 
warehouse for cotton 
textiles in chepstow 
street, Manchester, 
1905–09, designed by  
W & g higginbottom  
for h s booth ltd 
(© Michael nevell)
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Figure 8.4 the five-
storey lace warehouse 

in the lace Market, 
nottingham, built 

for adams and Page 
in 1855, and designed 

by local architect 
t c hine. there 

were rooms for 
mending lace on the 

top f loor, together 
with a library, chapel 
and tearoom for the 

workforce (© Marilyn 
Palmer)

bays, often to be found backing onto a canal. the later steel-framed structures 
built between 1890 and 1914 marked the pinnacle of this type of warehouse and, 
in Manchester, included the hydraulic hoist systems run from the city’s newly 
installed hydraulic supply (Fig 8.3). the use of steel-framing allowed for larger 
structures and freer use of more architectural styles from classical and Italianate, 
elizabethan and scottish, to renaissance and French baroque.

the showroom warehouse combined showrooms with wholesale storage and 
office space; early examples in shoreditch in london and the birmingham 
Jewellery Quarter looked superficially like a workshop dwelling – a three-storey 
structure dominated by a plain facade with wide windows and a loading bay. 
however, internally the arrangement was very similar to the textile warehouse 
with offices on the ground floor and showrooms above that were well-lit undivided 
floor spaces, often with an internal lift. later examples were three to five storeys 
high and usually had a basement. the facade was often more elaborate, as can 
be seen in several examples in birmingham, northampton, and shoreditch, 
although the loading bays usually remained at the front of the building, like the 
carriers’ or general-purpose warehouse. 
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Key sites
although london had the largest collection of mercantile and bonded warehouses 
in britain most of these have been lost, the Museum of london’s dockland site at 
West India Quay preserving a small f lavour of this landscape. Liverpool probably 
retains the best grouping of mercantile and agent warehousing in britain, 
although smaller groups of such structures can still be found in the zone behind 
the docks in Bristol, Glasgow, Lancaster, and Newcastle. the most notable groups 
of textile warehouses can be found in Bradford (wool), Manchester (cotton) and 
Nottingham (lace). the Lace Market in the latter dates from the 1850s, the most 
impressive warehouse being the Adams Building, now in part a college (Fig 8.4). 
the Manchester grouping runs along the rochdale canal and Princess street, 
the finest surviving examples being Asia House, Central House, India House, and 
Lancaster House. the variety of tall elaborate facades provides a visual feast that 
stops the line of warehouses from being monotonous, whilst groups of showroom 
warehouses in Birmingham and Shoreditch in london are clustered along narrow 
streets, giving these urban landscapes a canyon-like feel.

Further reading
the most accessible overview of the subject is provided by M stratton &  
b trinder in the English Heritage Book of Industrial England (batsford & english 
heritage, 1997) which has a chapter devoted to warehouses. a collection of 
papers edited by a Jarvis & k smith discusses the functional and structural 
development of warehouses and transit sheds in general: Albert Dock: Trade 
and Technology (national Museums and galleries on Merseyside, 1999). there 
are also several very good city-based studies that discuss commercial urban 
warehouses in the context of a variety of trades: c giles & b hawkins, 
Storehouses of Empire. Liverpool’s Historic Warehouses (english heritage, 2004), 
and J smith & r rogers, Behind the Veneer. The Shoreditch Furniture Trade and its 
Buildings (english heritage, 2006). a study of textile warehousing can be found 
in s taylor, M cooper & P s barnwell, Manchester. The Warehouse Legacy. An 
introduction and guide (english heritage, 2002), and there are sections on textile 
warehousing in c giles & I goodall, Yorkshire Textile Mills. The Buildings of the 
Yorkshire Textile Industry 1770–1930 (hMso, 1992), and M Williams, Bridport 
and West Bay. The Buildings of the Flax and Hemp Industry (english heritage, 
2006). M Palmer & P a neaverson, Industrial Landscapes of the East Midlands 
(Phillimore, 1992), details lace, hosiery, and footwear warehouses, while s Mason, 
Nottingham Lace 1760s–1950s (sutton, 1994) has an extensive section on lace 
merchanting. buildings associated with dockside distribution and storage are 
discussed in chapter 7 of M stammers, The Industrial Archaeology of Docks and 
Harbours (tempus, 2007).
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8.4  Railway warehouses
the railway warehouse has its origins in the carrier warehouses of the canal 
network, in quayside storage, and in the storage sheds associated with the early 
colliery tramways. they were an integral part of the railway network during 
the 19th and early 20th centuries. usually built by the railway companies 
themselves, although there were private examples serviced by sidings, the railway 
warehouse demonstrates the Victorian approach to industrialised transhipment 
and redistribution brought about by the railways. the earliest example dates 
from 1830 whilst the latest ones are early 20th century. these buildings include 
single-storey and multi-storey structures in a variety of materials and styles, 
but all have the common feature of internal loading directly from the railway. 

Historical development
the first purpose-built urban railway warehouse was the 1830 warehouse at 
liverpool road station in Manchester, whilst amongst the last were the two 
liverpool shipping warehouses on trafford road in trafford Park, Manchester, 
which were built between 1927 and 1932. as a building type its development lasted 
just 100 years, although railway warehouses continued to be used on the main line 
railway network down to the mid-20th century.

the peak period for construction was the decade after the establishment 
of the main line network in the 1840s, and during the 1870s when the branch 
line network was rapidly developing, although railway warehouses were built 
throughout the development life of the network. rising urban land values and 
rising urban populations encouraged the building of multi-storey warehouses 
as a way of speeding transfer times and goods volumes into and out of the 
industrial towns and cities of britain. one of the largest examples is the 
building of the five-storey, hydraulic-powered, 26,730m2 great northern railway 
company’s Warehouse in Manchester in 1896–98 (Fig 8.5). however, sometimes 
the competition between Victorian railway companies for railway freight traffic 
could lead to a large concentration of warehousing, as at carlisle which had six 
goods depots built around a city a quarter of the size of birmingham. 

the 20th century witnessed a change in the way goods were handled for 
redistribution which affected the role of the railway warehouse. this change was 
driven by the introduction of the motor vehicle in the 1900s, containerisation 
in the 1950s, and later by computer technology. at the same time the concept 
of long-term storage fell out of use, and the transhipment centre became the 
dominant form of store. these trends led to the abandonment of multi-storey 
city-centre warehouses in favour of single-storey transit sheds located close to, 
or at, road junctions. the fate of the railway warehouse was sealed by the sharp 
contraction in britain’s railway system in the mid-20th century. those that were 
not demolished or converted to other uses became redundant, cut off from the 
main railway network or abandoned in sidings no longer used by rail freight. Few 
examples are protected as listed buildings.
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Architectural details and interior forms
structurally the warehouse developed rapidly, from the non-fireproof, timber-
framed and brick-walled 1830 warehouse to the 1860s’ barrel-vaulted, multi-storey, 
fireproof structures of the railway termini and sidings of the industrial midland 
and northern towns, as in birmingham and leeds. In the 1880s warehouse design 
evolved again with the introduction of hydraulic power and the building of 
accumulator towers. this reached a zenith with the construction of the somers 
town goods yard at st Pancras in london, built 1883–87, with its internal, 
hydraulic-powered hoists and high-level sidings (see Fig 3.13), together with those 
of the great central railway in nottingham, leicester, and Marylebone, dating 
from the same period. In the early 20th century railway warehouse building 
slowed dramatically, as did branch-line construction, but the liverpool shipping 
warehouses in trafford Park, which lie at the end of the classical railway 
warehouse tradition, show the continued innovation in building materials with 
their extensive use of steel-framing and concrete. 

external elevations were often used to advertise the railway company running 
the building, through large signs and elaborate facades. architecturally, there was 
a distinction between single-storey transfer sheds and multi-storey, longer-term 
warehouses, with the latter having more architectural embellishments, external 
company names and large hydraulic towers.

Internally, railway warehouses were dominated by hoist mechanisms and 
railway tracks. the track usually ran through the building with the platform 
to one side. road access was sometimes through a separate cart entrance in the 
gables, sometimes along the exterior of the elevation opposite the railway line, 
or sometimes both. the area underneath the platform could be used for storage 
and there was usually a small office attached to the building. gravity hoists could 
be found in the roof spaces of early single-storey warehouses, although larger 

Figure 8.5 great 
northern railway 
Warehouse, 
Manchester 
(1896–98). built on 
deansgate, this was 
intended to provide 
an interchange 
between the railway, 
the canal system, 
and road transport 
(© Marilyn Palmer)
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warehouses had steam-powered, and by the end of the 19th century hydraulically 
powered, hoist systems. the layout of the multi-storey urban railway warehouse 
emerged almost complete with the building of the multi-storey, curved, 1830 
railway warehouse at liverpool road station in Manchester. this had split-
level internal loading and unloading, with railway wagons being taken into 
the warehouse directly, via turntables in front of access bays. Ironically, the 
design was probably adapted from a rejected plan for a canal warehouse for the 
gloucester docks.

Key elements and plan forms
by the late 19th century three types of warehouse had emerged, including 
multi-storey urban warehouses, although most structures were still single-storey 
buildings.

Type 1: Transhipment shed
the most common type in smaller towns and associated with rural-based 
industries was the single-storey, linear transhipment shed, with a railway track 
running right through the building. here goods were loaded directly onto 
other forms of transport without being stored on site. this form is common 
to quayside and dockside locations and one of the best examples is the great 
Western transhipment shed at albert dock on the liverpool Quay, built 
around 1890.

Type 2: Combined internal and external loading single-storey 
goods shed
also common in smaller towns and on the rural branch lines was the combined 
internal and external loading single-storey goods sheds. these had similarities 
with the transhipment shed, being of a single storey and usually having a railway 
track running through the building, but they also had a limited amount of storage 
space, an internal raised platform, and generally some form of architectural 
embellishment externally. 

Type 3: Multi-storey urban railway warehouse
a significant element of the railway network in the industrial towns of britain, 
from glasgow to london, was the multi-storey warehouse. this was distinct 
from both the type 1 transfer shed and the type 2 single-storey goods shed, 
since it specialised in the longer-term storage of bulk goods. the multi-storey 
warehouse was built by the railway companies, often as part of a dedicated goods 
station, and played a pivotal role in the movement of goods into and out of the 
Victorian town and city.
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Key sites
railway warehouses, unlike the warehouses along the canals, tend not to cluster in 
large groups but like the canal warehouses several examples are now incorporated 
into museum complexes. these include the multi-storey 1830 liverpool road 
Warehouse which is now part of the Museum of Science and Industry in Manchester, 
and the transhipment shed which is now the main exhibition hall at the National 
Railway Museum in york. 

Further reading
despite the traditional interest of industrial archaeologists in the archaeology 
of the railway, specific literature on the archaeology of railway warehouses is 
comparatively sparse. a general overview of railway buildings, which includes a 
chapter on such structures, is provided by r Morriss, The Archaeology of Railways 
(tempus, 1999). there are several regional- and city-based overviews which provide 
the background on the development and plan forms of the various types: t allison, 
‘Industrial building design and economic context: the railway Freighthouse in 
chicago, 1850–1925’ (Industrial Archaeology Review 29:2, 2007, 91–104); and a d 
george, ‘Manchester railway Warehouses – a short note’ (Industrial Archaeology 
Review 4:2, 1980, 177–83); and M nevell, ‘the archaeology of the rural railway 
Warehouse in north-West england’ (Industrial Archaeology Review 32:2, 2010, 103–
15). P greene, ‘an archaeological study of the 1830 Warehouse at liverpool road 
station, Manchester, (Industrial Archaeology Review 17, 1995, 117–28), remains the 
best published site-specific archaeological survey of a railway warehouse, while P a 
neaverson, M Palmer & s Warburton produced a detailed survey of the leicester 
great central railway Warehouse and its adjoining hydraulic and electric power 
station in Bulletin of the Leicestershire Industrial Archaeology Society, 15, 1994, 27–76. 
e dwyer, The Impact of the Railways in the East End 1835–2010 (Museum of london 
archaeology, 2011), includes drawings and photographs of the bishopsgate goods 
station and warehouses and their hydraulic accumulators, while their excavation at 
the somers town goods yard at st Pancras was featured in Current Archaeology 
256 (2011), 12–19.

8.5  Co-operative buildings
the emergence of the co-operative movement was a key feature of the 19th-century 
retailing revolution, although its roots can be traced to the late 18th and early 19th 
centuries in the newly emerging industrial towns of central and northern england 
and scotland. the majority of co-operative premises were more than just shops 
and assembly rooms. they were self-sufficient units involved in the production, 
storage, retailing and distribution of goods. consequently, a variety of buildings 
can be found on these sites, from stables and warehouses to dairies and bakeries. 
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Historical development
In the early 19th century many factory owners controlled the supply of housing and 
food for their workforce, with the result that both were usually of poor quality. as 
a response to these poor conditions groups of workers banded together in order to 
guarantee quality goods at a reasonable price. It was not until the rochdale society 
of equitable Pioneers was set up in 1844 that a successful model was established 
that was copied by hundreds of groups over the next 30 years. Membership was a 
few pence per week and the profits of the society were invested by the committee for 
the social and economic benefit of the members and the needy of the district. two 
and a half per cent of all profits were set aside for educational purposes. the main 
period of expansion for new societies was during the 1850s, 1860s and 1870s when 
societies were established in many of the new urban industrial centres. In 1863, 
300 of these new societies in lancashire and yorkshire came together to form the 
north of england co-operative society as a way of improving their buying power 
and production facilities. this became the co-operative Wholesale society in 1872 
and was owned by its member co-operatives. the cWs rapidly expanded into the 
mass production of goods, such as boots, shoes, and textiles in the east Midlands, 
where kettering in northamptonshire was an important centre from 1866 and the 
Wheatsheaf boot and shoe works in leicester, built 1891 and enlarged 1900, was 
one of its flagship factories and at that time the largest boot and shoe factory in the 
world. the cWs also expanded into agricultural production through the purchase 
of farmland, and into grain milling and warehousing; there is a large complex in 
glasgow on the clyde, for instance. In 1933 the cWs formed a retail division to 
take over failing local co-operatives.

Architectural details
the stores operated by early co-operative societies were usually established 
in existing buildings, and were often unassuming and plain in appearance 
by comparison with the emerging shop fronts (Market Street, Hollingworth, 
Tameside). they could form part of a row of terraces or be housed in a reused 
building such as the converted weaver’s cottage occupied by the Lanebottom 
Co-operative, new hey, rochdale, in 1858 (Fig 8.6). such co-ops are characterised 
by small-scale buildings and plain facades reflecting the limited scale of these 
local movements. 

as the various societies grew in membership and capital, their range of services 
was extended to encompass both wholesale supply and production. this greater 
wealth and versatility led to the establishment of purpose-built buildings which 
included stores, warehouses, and offices, and which in appearance gradually 
changed from the purely utilitarian to the architecturally embellished. such 
later 19th-century co-operative buildings might include a vernacular revival 
façade with gables, premises that included a butcher’s and general store, and 
a cart entrance led to the rear workshops (Eccles Co-operative, Barton Road, 
Salford). some complexes contained an assembly hall, where a variety of social 
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functions could take place, a newsroom and a library. this individualisation of a 
functional building is characteristic of many co-operative retail premises and in 
part reflected the success of many local and regional co-operatives.

a wide variety of architectural styles and building materials were used in 
such buildings during the late 19th century from the vernacular to the classical 
(Droylsden Co-op, Tameside) and baroque, and from stone and timber to brick and 
glazed tile. there was also an increasing use of architect-designed structures as 
can be seen in Pendleton society’s three phased buildings on Broughton Road in 
Salford which uses three architectural styles over the period 1887 to 1903.

during the early 20th century another form of co-operative retail outlet 
emerged: the corner shop, which was the satellite outlet of the main co-operative 
operation. these small grocery shops were invariably single storeyed, often rather 
plain box-like buildings but ones where the roof line is enlivened by the use of 
dutch gables or parapets. the shop is often tiled and there is almost always an 
elaborate date stone. 

Key elements and plan forms
below are the key building elements to look out for on such retail co-operatives 

of the period 1844–1930. 
retail premises: these can have elaborate shop windows with decorative adverts 

and signs. they can also be premises adapted from dwellings.
assembly halls: these are usually on the first or second floor of larger co-operative 

building complexes and may contain grand roof trusses, a stage and other 
architectural embellishments.

Figure 8.6 
lanebottom 
co-operative stores, 
rochdale, lancashire, 
housed in a converted 
weaver’s cottage 
(© Michael nevell)
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libraries and newsrooms: these are usually on the first or second floor of larger 
co-operative building complexes and are sometimes panelled.

Manufactory structures: these are usually located to the rear of larger co-operative 
building complexes, although they sometimes formed separate manufacturing 
sites in purpose-built structures. usually plain, functional, multi-storey 
structures with a loading bay, they often had an inscription naming the 
co-operative. co-ops manufactured a variety of goods from furniture and 
clothing to shoes and metalwork. consequently these structures have many 
similarities with contemporary factories of the period. the flagship factory 
of the cWs in leicester, the Wheatsheaf Works, consisted of a quadrangle of 
three-storey buildings with a corner tower and a separate power house. listed 
in 1994, it is subject to redevelopment. 

Food process buildings: located at the rear of the larger co-operative complexes 
these are usually on the ground floor of larger structures or sometimes separate 
single-storey buildings. Processes commonly found are dairies (usually tiled 
rooms with road access) and bakeries (with small and medium-sized ovens).

Warehouses: these were a common element of many co-operative sites and their 
forms and detailing were very similar to the commercial warehouses discussed 
elsewhere in this section. they were commonly two-, three- or four-storey 
structures with open floors, often with wooden floors supported by cast-iron 
columns and with loading doors in at least one gable.

Further reading
little has been published on the archaeology and buildings of the co-operative 
movement by comparison with the history of the movement. the historical and 
political background is covered in detail by two recent publications: n robertson, 
The Co-operative Movement and Communities in Britain, 1914–1960. Minding Their 
Own Business (ashgate Publishing limited, 2010); and in a collection of essays 
edited by l black & n robertson, Taking Stock: Consumerism and the Co-operative 
Movement in Modern British History (Manchester university Press, 2009). there 
are, however, a number of individual, developer-funded, historic building studies 
of co-operative sites in the grey literature and around 83 co-operative sites are 
listed buildings with notable concentrations of protected buildings in essex, 
greater Manchester, and south and West yorkshire.

8.6  Office buildings
the purpose-built office building of the 19th and early 20th century may seem 
somewhat removed from the archaeology of industry but such structures became 
the homes of firms that ran the distribution network, banks that financed the sale 
of raw materials and the capitalisation of industry, and the headquarters of many 
of the larger manufacturing concerns of the period. the larger manufacturing 
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centres (birmingham, leeds, and Manchester), political centres (cardiff and 
edinburgh) and ports (bristol, glasgow, and liverpool) all had substantial office 
districts, although that in the centre of london became, along with its docks, the 
biggest such complex in the world during the 19th century. smaller market and 
manufacturing towns usually had office buildings close to the transport termini, 
in particular the railway station. 

Historical development
Purpose-built office buildings have their origins in the 18th-century warehouse 
with ground-floor offices, but in the late 18th century the first speculative 
development of dedicated offices designed and fitted for brokers emerged in both 
liverpool and london. such offices were usually found around the exchange 
buildings. as well as the speculative office, in the mid-19th century the flagship 
office building for banks, insurance, and manufacturing companies arose. these 
tended to have elaborate facades in a variety of historical styles (gothic, palazzo 
and classical were very common motifs) and costly materials such as stone and 
marble that advertised their status. the development of new building materials in 
the late 19th century, such as steel beams and concrete, and the invention of the 
powered lift, allowed larger and taller office buildings to be constructed. these 
became the immediate predecessors of the modern general office structure. the 
development of suburban public transport, the emergence of private car ownership, 
and the spread of the telephone as a new means of rapid communication in the 
early to mid-20th century freed the office block from its city centre roots. It thus 
allowed such structures to be built on the outskirts of towns and cities, away from 
the traditional business district close to the railway station and warehouse zone.

Architectural details and interior forms
early office buildings were usually three storeys with a cellar and attic, but the 
invention of the hydraulically powered lift in the 1860s, and its popularisation in 
the 1880s, allowed offices six to eight storeys high to be built. these 19th-century 
offices were often entered by a f light of steps through a decorated entrance, 
including the name of the building, that led to an equally impressive hall area 
where there might be a desk for a concierge. stairs and corridors led to the office 
suites which consisted of a single room or a double office with two interconnected 
rooms. the latter comprised an outer general office for the clerks, which was 
furnished with sloping desks, possibly with a partitioned area for more senior 
staff. the inner, higher-status and more private room was used for the senior 
staff or business owner and had a single desk. there might also be a walk-in 
strong room and a public area. larger businesses could rent a f loor or even 
the whole building. Whilst washbasins might be provided within each office 
suite, the toilets were usually confined to the attic space, where there was a 
f lat for a caretaker and his family. In general public access points, such as halls 
and corridors, and the office suites of the owner or senior staff, became more 
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elaborate as the 19th century progressed and such plan forms were still being built 
into the early 20th century.

adequate ventilation of the corridors and stairs was important and this 
led to the use of iron gates rather than solid doors at the main entrance. as 
important was the need for natural light and this led to the frequent use of a 
courtyard plan and light-wells with a glazed roof. light-coloured brick or tile 
was often used to ref lect light into the corridors of the building. large windows 
were also inserted to make as much use of the natural light as possible. the 
adoption of electric lighting during the 1890s did not immediately affect the 
design of office buildings, which continued to use large windows and light-wells 
wherever possible.

the use of fireproofing building techniques, such as cast-iron columns 
supporting barrel vaulting, started to appear in office buildings during the 
mid-19th century, but the combination of lifts and steel framed-construction 
techniques encouraged the building of taller office blocks from the 1890s onwards. 
the use of these new building materials reached an early pinnacle in the royal 
liver building of 1908–11 at the Pier head in liverpool, which was probably the 
largest office building in britain at that date.

Key sites
Whilst most towns in britain have multi-storey offices, few retain many examples 
of their Victorian and edwardian predecessors. however, some of the best 
surviving groups of early office buildings are still to be found in the centres of 
the larger ports and commercial cities of britain. these include Glasgow, Leeds, 
Liverpool, and Manchester, and the administrative heart of the capital, Whitehall.

Further reading
J sharples & J stonard’s Built on Commerce: Liverpool’s central business district 
(english heritage, 2008) is probably the best introduction to the purpose-
built office building of the period, discussing the origins and development of 
the building type. the newer Pevsner Architectural Guides, published by yale 
university Press with the buildings book trust, describe many fine individual 
Victorian and edwardian office buildings in detail, as well as placing them in 
their urban context; see especially those volumes covering the Victorian city 
centres such as glasgow, leeds, Manchester, and nottingham.

8.7  Public houses
the public house emerged as a distinct building type during the 19th century 
and was one of the most iconic structures of the new industrial towns and cities 
(Fig 8.7). It incorporated features from earlier building types which had provided 
drink, food, and shelter for centuries – the inn, tavern and alehouse – whilst key 
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features of the 18th-century gin shop (and its successor, the early 19th-century gin 
palace) also found their way into Victorian and later public house design. Public 
house design was always influenced by the demands of legislation, commercial 
pressures, and social change.

Historical development
during the 18th century, increasing pressure from the Justices of the Peace 
for alehouses to be ‘fit for the purpose’ led to a gradual increase in size of the 
traditional alehouse, accompanied by increasing specialisation in the way rooms 
were used. Provision for meetings, in the form of club rooms, and for games, 
with skittle alleys, bowling greens, or even billiard rooms, became increasingly 
common. the term ‘public house’ came to describe this new, developed, alehouse. 
another 18th-century influence which helped to shape the public house was the 
growing popularity of drinking spirits (especially gin). the gin shop (or ‘dram 
shop’) operated on a rapid turnover of customers, which was enabled by the 
introduction of the counter, separating the customer from the server, providing a 
surface for pouring drinks, and placing an onus on the customer to seek service. 
It was a feature of a shop rather than of the traditional alehouse, but by the 1820s 
it was beginning to appear in public houses as well. It facilitated the adoption 
of the hand-pump, or beer-engine, which had been invented in the 1790s and 
which reduced the labour needed to fetch drink from the cellar. by 1830 both 
the counter and the hand-pump were a feature of the busier urban public house.

In 1830, in an attempt to stimulate the depressed agricultural sector, to open 
up the pub trade, and to counteract the perceived evil of spirit drinking, the 
government passed the beer act, which allowed any ratepayer to sell beer after 
paying an annual excise fee of two guineas, without obtaining a Justices’ licence. 
the result was an explosion in the number of drinking houses – by the end of 
the year over 24,000 of the new ‘beerhouses’ had opened. Most were in terraced 
urban dwellings, often in back streets or in cellars, and virtually impossible to 
police. the Wine and beerhouse act of 1869 gave the Justices some control over 
beerhouses, and set out the grounds for refusing licences. their powers were 
augmented by the 1872 licensing act, which set out minimum accommodation 
standards (a minimum of two public rooms was necessary before a spirit licence 
could be granted) and also gave them powers to transfer licences between 
premises. as a result, the Justices were able to bring the number of licensed 
premises under control and to close the more disreputable houses. they also 
had a stronger bargaining position when it came to issuing licences for new pubs 
to serve the rapidly expanding suburbs, so that brewers (who by now owned 
the majority of pubs) were forced to surrender multiple licences in exchange for 
permission to build in new areas. official attempts to control the sale of alcohol 
had increasing public support, particularly as the temperance movement (which 
first appeared in england in 1830) grew in size and influence.

as a result of the 1872 licensing act there was a scramble by brewers to 
acquire public houses, which reached its peak in the 1880s and 1890s, and 
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increasing pressure upon pub owners to improve their premises, resulting in the 
great late Victorian wave of pub rebuilding. the scramble for pubs peaked in the 
late 1890s, and the market crashed, in london at least, in 1899. a 1902 licensing 
act gave the Justices rights to approve alterations, and to insist on improvements 
to those pubs which they believed to be sub-standard. the licensing act of 1904 
went much further, setting up a system under which the Justices could actively 
set about closing pubs, funded by an annual levy on all licence holders; as a result, 
12,500 pubs had been closed by 1920. Faced with this situation, and in response to 
the demands of the temperance movement for total prohibition, pub owners cut 
back on ostentation and display. taking their cue from such organisations as the 
People’s refreshment houses association, an emphasis was put on the provision 
of food, non-alcoholic drinks, and of facilities for activities which did not involve 
excessive drinking. the change in emphasis was marked by the adoption of 
more restrained architectural styles – olde english revival, with its use of half-
timbering (and all its ‘merrie england’ connotations), was particularly popular in 
the years before World War I.

on the outbreak of war, the government assumed sweeping powers over all 
aspects of british life. Pub opening hours were cut back, and the supply of beer 
restricted. In 1916 pubs and breweries in the vicinity of a number of important 
munitions factories were taken into state control to reduce drunkenness and 
the risk of accidents among the workforce. although most were handed back 
at the end of the war, the pubs of carlisle were retained until 1972, and used to 
test ways of reducing alcohol consumption and the disorder which resulted from 
excessive drinking. restrictions on opening hours were only partially lifted by 
the 1921 licensing act, and the development of other forms of entertainment, 
such as radio and the cinema, also had an impact on pub attendance during the 

Figure 8.7 the lord 
nelson public house 

in Manchester road, 
nelson, lancashire 
(© lynne Walker)
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mid-20th century. the great campaigns of slum clearance in many towns and 
cities saw the disappearance of numerous older, smaller pubs, whose licences were 
extinguished or transferred to new sites in the suburbs and estates. Pub building 
and refurbishment effectively came to an end in 1940, and did not resume until 
1950. until the late 1960s the majority of new building and refurbishment was on 
traditional lines, with multi-room interiors the norm, although post-war austerity 
and the experimental use of new materials had an impact upon the quality of 
workmanship. the social revolution of the 1960s eventually impacted upon the 
public house, with the sweeping away of internal divisions and the creation of 
large unified interiors becoming almost universal after 1970, to the extent that 
little survives from earlier pub interiors, and much of that is fragmentary.

Architectural details and interior forms
the internal design of public houses changed steadily throughout the 19th and 
20th centuries but the classic features of the public house, the counter and the 
hand-pump, were in place by 1830. another set of design features was adapted 
from the ‘gin palace’ after 1820 – plate glass windows, gas lighting and lavish 
fittings – aimed to draw in the crowds and serve them efficiently. 

as Victorian industry and transport developed, an ever wider range of 
decorative materials became available: cut, etched and coloured glass, mahogany 
and teak, polished granite, tiles and mosaics, were all applied to public houses. 
as pub planning developed during this period, pub interiors became increasingly 
subdivided, at least in the larger urban areas, with the emergence of a distinct 
hierarchy of spaces which reflected subtle gradations of social status. the most 
basically furnished space was normally the ‘public bar’ (also known as the ‘vault’ 
or ‘dram shop’), whilst slightly superior accommodation might be found in the 
‘tap room’ or ‘smoke room’, and the most comfortable in the ‘lounge’ or ‘saloon’. 
some pubs ran to a ‘private bar’ or ‘bar parlour’, typically set aside for the most 
long-standing customers or the licensee’s particular friends. the better-quality 
rooms were often more tucked away, or were served by hatch or window to give 
their patrons more privacy. the cut-throat competition for customers resulted in 
the provision of facilities which would attract them in and keep them drinking 
– billiard rooms, club rooms, and concert rooms became features of larger urban 
pubs.

local bye-laws and the 1872 licensing act resulted in a large growth of 
designed public houses towards the end of the century, with architectural 
practices and new planning regulations having an increasing impact on the design 
of the urban public house. thus, whilst the new pubs of the mid-19th century had 
usually had Italianate exterior designs, particularly in london, from the 1870s 
an extraordinary range (and in many cases, mixture) of architectural styles was 
pressed into service. however, gothic was rarely used for pubs as it was widely 
perceived as the appropriate style for church buildings. the subdivision of pubs 
was most marked in london and in major urban centres such as birmingham 
and liverpool, which also saw the most spectacular examples of the pub-
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designer’s art erected at the end of the century. the Victorian pub came to be 
epitomised by huge and imposing buildings, decorated with mirrors, tiles, and 
etched and stained glass, divided into numerous drinking spaces by varnished 
wood partitions. yet, even in the larger towns, these were the exception rather 
than the norm; the more humble two- or three-room establishment, with little 
architectural embellishment, endured in large numbers in both rural areas and 
less important urban streets. regional variations are also apparent in internal 
planning and the provision of facilities.

the state Management scheme of World War I closed large numbers of 
smaller pubs, and built or rebuilt many others on ‘reformed’ lines. the emphasis 
was again on food and non-alcoholic drinks, with facilities for games and 
activities as an alternative to drinking. ‘Perpendicular drinking’ was discouraged 
by the provision of relatively small counters, matched by increasing the amount 
of seating.

twentieth-century urban pubs were designed to encourage visits from the 
increasing ranks of motorists; the enormous ‘roadhouse’, with its car park, bowling 
green, and range of facilities including dining room and games rooms, became a 
familiar sight of suburban estates and arterial roads after 1920. such buildings 
were most often ‘brewer’s tudor’ (a derivative of ‘olde english revival’) or ‘neo-
georgian’ in style, although one or two brewers bravely espoused modernism; 
‘Moderne’ or ‘art deco’ pubs were never common, however, and survivors are 
rare. all were characterised by the continued provision of a range of rooms 
offering different facilities and varying standards of accommodation. as in the 
later 19th century, many pubs continued to be built on more traditional lines, 
with limited accommodation and little embellishment.

Further reading
the best overview of the design and plan of the public house is provided by  
g brandwood, a davison & M slaughter, Licensed to Sell: the History and 
Heritage of the Public House (2nd edn, english heritage, 2011), whilst the historical 
background of the industrial period public house can be found in M girouard, 
Victorian Pubs (yale university Press, 1984) and P Jennings, The Local: a History 
of the English Pub (tempus, 2007). over 5100 public houses are listed in england 
alone.
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chapter nine 

utility industries

9.1 Introduction
the utility industries played a pivotal part in shaping the industrial world 
in the 19th and 20th centuries, but their archaeology is often overlooked. In 
many cases, british companies pioneered the technology employed by early 
utility industries, as well as their business models. however, organisational 
developments, notably the privatisation of nationalised industries from the 1980s, 
together with technological change, afflicted all these industries and has rendered 
many important sites redundant and ripe for redevelopment, particularly in 
urban areas. this section highlights the key aspects of sites and structures 
relating to gas and electricity production and distribution, water supply, and 
sewage disposal.

9.2 The gas industry

Background
the gas industry grew out of a need to develop a more efficient and economical 
form of lighting than the oil lights which preceded it. the piped supply of gas in 
urban areas facilitated the lighting of streets and this form of lighting is widely 
considered to have had a dramatic impact on almost all aspects of life. originally, 
gas was used almost exclusively for lighting; other uses, such as cooking and heating, 
followed later. the gas industry was the first true utility industry, with several large, 
vertically integrated companies, and had enormous influence on political and public 
attitudes, paving the way for future public utilities. the industry in britain was 
nationalised in 1948 and then privatised in 1986. gas has become a major world-
wide industry and now supplies over 40% of the uk’s energy.

the first buildings to be lit by gas were a number of textile mills in northern 
england, around 1806. these mills had their own gas works, and private gas 
works continued to be built at factories, mines, railway stations, and country 
houses in more remote locations until the last quarter of the 19th century, but 
most gas consumers obtained their gas by pipe from a public gas supplier. the 
world’s first public gas works opened in 1813 in great Peter street, london, and 
within 20 years most large towns and cities in britain, and several throughout 
Western europe and north america, had their own gas companies.
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The technology of gas manufacture
the technology of making gas from coal remained essentially unchanged from 
the birth of the industry until coal gas manufacture ceased in the 1970s. coal 
was heated in enclosed horizontal vessels known as retorts and the gas given off, 
a mixture of hydrogen, methane, carbon monoxide, and various impurities, was 
passed first through a condenser to remove tar (which was a valuable by-product) 
and then through one or more purifiers to remove impurities. the residue left in 
the retorts after the coal had been distilled was coke, which was also a valuable 
by-product. It was both uneconomic and impractical to match the rate of gas 
production to the demand, so gas works invariably had one or more gas holders 
(often erroneously called ‘gasometers’). From the late 19th century onwards, some 
rationalisation of gas production was achieved by the construction of larger and 
more efficient gas works, each replacing a number of smaller works. In the 1950s, 
new processes for manufacturing gas, known as ‘reformer gas’, at high pressure 
from petroleum feedstocks were introduced into britain and then in the 1960s 
these were supplanted by the direct use of natural gas piped at high pressure 
from offshore. For a brief period after 1890 until the introduction of electricity, 
small self-contained plants generating acetylene or petrol vapour were a popular 
alternative to coal gas for lighting country houses and other buildings remote 
from the public supply. 

Buildings of the gas industry
Where possible, gas works were sited in locations which facilitated the 
delivery of coal and the removal of by-products and waste. they were situated 
at the lowest point in an area, as the pressure of the lighter-than-air gas rose 
with altitude; thus, early gas works were often located alongside canals and 
navigable rivers. later, gas works were frequently served by their own railway 
sidings.

the key structures of all gas works were:
•	 retort house(s). this was generally the largest building on a gas works 

and varied in size depending on the size of the works (dictated by the 
number of retorts needed). the retort house for a small private or village 
gas works might have a f loor area of around 20m2 whereas that for a large 
urban works could be 20 or 30 times this size. a distinguishing feature of 
all retort houses was the height of the internal space, typically in excess 
of 5m, to accommodate the ascension pipes and associated water traps 
(known as hydraulic mains) which conveyed the gas from the retorts. large 
urban gas works built in the later 19th century often had machinery to fill 
and empty the retorts (a task still done by hand in a few small works as 
late as the 1970s) or vertical or inclined retorts, which required more space. 
retort houses generally also had ventilated roofs with raised sections (Fig 
9.1), although these tended to be replaced if the building was later adapted 
for other uses; 
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•	 Purifier house. sometimes the purification equipment was located in 
the open or in open-sided sheds but often a separate building, generally 
smaller than the retort house, was provided. the chemicals used in the 
purification process were stored either in a dedicated building or in a 
separate part of the purifier house. at smaller private gas works, a single 
building might have combined the functions of the retort and purifier 
houses, in which case it was simply referred to as the ‘gas house’;

•	 coal store. the efficiency of the gas production process was impaired if 
the coal was wet so it was normal to store it in a covered yard;

•	 gas holder(s). From almost the birth of the gas industry, gas holders 
consisted of closed cylindrical vessels made of wrought-iron (later steel) 
plate, supported above a tank of water by the pressure of the gas within. 
earlier examples typically had tanks 5–10m in diameter but by the early 
20th century holders of 40m diameter were not uncommon. some holder 
tanks were above ground, constructed of wrought iron or steel, but most 
were below ground, lined with brick sealed on the outside with puddled 
clay. by the middle of the 19th century, telescopic holders with multiple 
sections (known as ‘lifts’) which collapsed inside each other provided 
greater storage capacity than a single-lift holder for the same cross-
sectional area. throughout most of the 19th century, external cast- and 
wrought-iron guide frames were used to provide horizontal stability for 
the floating lifts but from c 1890 the cheaper spiral-guided design, which 
needed no external frame, became more popular. From the 1930s, a 
few large urban gas works built waterless gas holders, based on designs 
common in germany and the us.

Figure 9.1 gas works 
buildings, Wimpole 

hall, cambridgeshire. 
the retort house is 

identifiable from its 
height and ventilated 

roof; the smaller 
building on the right 

was the purifier house 
(© Ian West)
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larger and later gas works included a number of other specialised buildings 
and structures, such as:

•	 exhauster and booster houses, containing machinery driven by steam or 
gas engines to pump the gas through the works and into the mains system;

•	 meter houses;
•	 rail sidings and coal handling facilities;
•	 control buildings, offices, and laboratories.
as gas manufacture was a continuous process, smaller gas works usually had 

a house alongside to accommodate the superintendent or manager and larger gas 
companies sometimes built workers’ housing nearby (Fig 9.2). away from the gas 
works itself, gas companies built offices and showrooms and erected street furniture 
such as cast-iron instrument and governor kiosks; local boards or councils erected 
gas lamp columns. there are no significant remains of the brief era of reformer gas 
manufacture but consideration is already being given in scotland and norway to 
the preservation of structures associated with natural gas processing.

Key sites
a complete small town gas works dating largely from the 19th century has been 
preserved as a museum in Fakenham, norfolk. other similar examples exist in 
Biggar, scotland, and Carrickfergus, northern Ireland. Many smaller examples 
of gas works buildings such as retort and purifier houses have survived, adapted 
for other purposes, both on sites abandoned by public gas suppliers when they 

Figure 9.2 gate 
house and workers’ 
housing, aylestone 
road gas Works, 
leicester (c 1879). 
the gate house now 
houses the national 
gas Museum (© Ian 
West)
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became too small, and at country houses and factories. For example:
•	 Gas Street, Birmingham – retort house and coal store;
•	 Coldharbour Mill, Uffculme, devon – retort house;
•	 Quarry Bank Mill, Styal, cheshire – retort house and gas holder tank;
•	 Shaw Lodge Mill, Halifax – ruins of retort house with retorts and gas 

holder tanks;
•	 Holkham Hall, norfolk – gas house;
•	 Wimpole Hall, cambridgeshire – retort and purifier houses (see Fig 9.1);
•	 Culzean Castle, ayrshire – gas house;
•	 Mount Stewart, county down – remains of gas house with retorts.
there are fewer recorded surviving examples of buildings associated with later 

and larger urban coal gas works, partly because it has generally been harder to 
find alternative uses for these larger structures, so many have been demolished. 
however, a great number of such buildings survive on sites still in operational 
use by the gas industry and have yet to be assessed for their historical and 
archaeological significance. the remains of two large purifier houses and an 
engine house survive at Canon’s Marsh, bristol, awaiting adaptive reuse, but 
many other buildings on this site which would have demonstrated the scale and 
integrity of a large urban gas works have been demolished. some substantial 
buildings remain, listed category b, at Baltic Street, Leith, edinburgh. It should 
be noted that the presence of toxic and hazardous residues on most former gas 
works sites makes both archaeological investigation and redevelopment costly and 
difficult.

Figure 9.3 Partially 
infilled gas holder 

tank, ascott, 
buckinghamshire. 

the building behind 
housed the c 1890s’ 

electricity generating 
plant (© Ian West)
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dozens of gas holders remain in daily use in winter by the british gas industry, 
although this number is now decreasing steadily as organisational and technical 
changes have increased the availability of cheaper forms of gas storage. some of 
these holders have grade II listing and several, particularly older examples with 
external guide frames, have become valued components of urban landscapes, 
but listing has not always ensured survival. For example, a unique set of grade 
II listed conjoined gas holders dating from c 1880 at St Pancras was demolished  
c 2001, although some of the guide columns are due to be re-erected c 2011 on the 
nearby university of the arts site. In some other european countries, including 
Ireland and germany, alternative uses have been found for the outer structures 
of gas holders but this has not yet been attempted in britain. the practice of 
placing gas holders within buildings quickly fell from favour in britain but a 
pair of gas holder buildings and the associated gas company offices survive in 
Warwick, converted into apartments. When gas works sites were cleared in the 
past, the below-ground tanks of gas holders were often simply filled with site 
debris, leaving the brick or metal tanks, coping stones and foundations of support 
columns intact (Fig 9.3). 

original gas street lamp columns and other types of street furniture have been 
swept away by urban redevelopment and modern reproductions abound. one of 
the finest collections of original gas lamp columns is in Beverley, east yorkshire, 
where there are many examples, made by local foundries in the 1820s or 1830s, in 
their original locations.

Further reading
general histories of the british gas industry and its technology include d chandler 
& a d lacey, The Rise of the Gas Industry in Britain (british gas council, 1949), 
and t I Williams, A History of the British Gas Industry (oxford university 
Press, 1981). business histories range from numerous booklets produced by local 
enthusiasts (eg k golisti in yorkshire) to more extensive regional accounts, 
including J F Wilson, Lighting the Town: A study of management in the North-West 
gas industry 1805–1880 (Paul chapman Publishing ltd, 1991), and s everard, The 
History of the Gas Light and Coke Company 1812–1949 (a & c black, 1992).

a comprehensive archaeological study of the gas industry has yet to be written. 
Many individual gas works sites have been subject to archaeological investigation 
prior to redevelopment but most results remain unpublished. examples of some 
which have been published include a Francis, Stepney Gasworks: the archaeology 
and history of the Commercial Gas Light and Coke Company’s works at Harford Street, 
London E1, 1837–1946 (Museum of london archaeological service, 2010), and  
M Mills, The Early East London Gas Industry and its Waste Products (M Wright, 
1999). a draft MPP step 3 report for the gas industry and a supplementary report 
covering gas holders were produced for english heritage in 2002 by M trueman 
but not published, although such reports may become available in the future. a 
useful study of gas street lamps and other street furniture is g Warren, Vanishing 
Street Furniture (david & charles, 1978).
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9.3 The electricity industry

Background
early experiments in the properties of electric currents utilised simple batteries 
but the key technological breakthrough was Michael Faraday’s discovery of the 
principles behind the dynamo in 1831, which enabled mechanical power to be 
converted into electricity. telegraph systems and outdoor lighting using arc lights 
provided the first practical uses of electricity, usually generated from batteries or 
by dynamos powered by steam engines or water power. the world’s first electric 
street lighting was installed in godalming, surrey, in 1881 with power generated 
at an existing water mill. the development of the incandescent light bulb around 
1880, by swan in britain and edison in the usa, enabled electricity to compete 
with, and soon overtake, gas for indoor lighting and other uses for electricity 
followed quickly. In particular, the electric motor, which developed alongside the 
dynamo, provided compact and easily controlled mechanical power for industry 
and transport applications.

the majority of early electricity generating stations produced direct current 
(dc), which was capable of being stored in accumulators to provide power when 
the generators were not running but could only be distributed over very short 
distances. Many premises such as factories, mines, and country houses therefore 
had to install their own generation plant and early public supply systems were 
confined to the centres of urban areas, where they were often municipally owned 
and supplied electricity for tram systems as well as for street lighting, industrial 
and domestic use. by 1912 there were over 400 generating stations providing 
public electricity supplies and an even greater number of private generating 
plants. alternating current (ac) allowed electricity to be transmitted over much 
greater distances by utilising transformers to increase and decrease the voltage 
but ac generation did not supplant dc until the 1920s, when the first national 
grid was created to connect local power stations, leading, after World War II, to 
consolidation of power generation into larger and fewer stations. the electricity 
industry was nationalised in 1948, with the central electricity generating board 
taking responsibility for generation and high-voltage transmission; it returned to 
the private sector in 1990.

Electricity generation
some of the earliest generating plant used water turbines to drive the dynamos 
and so had to be located by a water source, often utilising the infrastructure of 
existing water mills. Where water power was not available, horizontal steam 
engines were initially favoured but oil and gas engines were widely adopted 
for small private generating stations, from the 1890s onwards, whilst the larger 
urban stations sometimes used high-speed vertical gas engines. however, the 
steam turbine, invented in 1884, proved to be the most efficient prime mover to 
produce the high shaft speeds required for alternators. steam turbo-alternators 
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took over from reciprocating engines for most large-scale installations from  
c 1910 and remain the mainstay of power generation to this day. throughout this 
period, the steam has mostly been produced in coal-fired boilers of increasing 
size, although oil, gas, and refuse have been used as fuels, particularly in locations 
more remote from coalfields. the world’s first commercial power station to use a 
nuclear reactor to generate the steam for its turbines was opened at calder hall 
in cumbria (now part of the sellafield complex) in 1956; it was decommissioned 
in 2003, but many other nuclear power stations remain in use in britain. From 
the 1990s, many gas-fired power stations were built by new entrants into the 
privatised power-generation market, because they have lower capital costs and 
lower carbon emissions than coal-fired stations; these use both steam and gas 
turbines (known as combined cycle gas turbines). a few fairly large hydro-electric 
power stations were constructed in upland areas of britain, particularly scotland 
but also in Ireland, mostly from the 1920s onwards, and many of these remain 
in use to this day. Pumped storage schemes such as cruachan in scotland and 
dinorwig in snowdonia, which act as a critical back-up facility during peaks of 
demand on the national grid, were developed in the second half of the 20th 
century. 

Buildings of the electricity industry
the buildings associated with the earliest phases of the electricity industry were 
generally less distinctive than those of the gas industry. the smallest private 
generating plants utilising oil and gas engines or water turbines could often be 
located in existing buildings, but larger private plants had purpose-designed 
buildings, usually with three separate areas: a boiler or gas generator house, a 

Figure 9.4 electricity 
power house, Powis 
castle, c 1910. the 
right-hand portion of 
the building housed 
the engines and 
dynamos; the battery 
room was on the left 
(© Ian West)
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‘power hall’ for the engines and dynamos, and a separate room for the batteries, 
which needed good ventilation to prevent the build up of hydrogen (Fig 9.4). early 
public generating stations followed a similar pattern, albeit on a larger scale, and 
were usually located close to the centre of the urban area (Fig 9.5). the move to 
ac generation meant that battery rooms were no longer required and, as the size 
of public generating stations grew, they moved firstly to the edges of towns, on 

Figure 9.5 bristol 
counterslip 

generating station, 
built 1899 to house 

steam-driven dynamos 
for the city’s tramway 
system (© Ian West)

Figure 9.6 cooling 
towers, Ironbridge ‘b’ 

power station. built 
in the 1960s, they 

dominate the severn 
gorge and divide 

public opinion; the 
long-term future of 

this station, like many 
coal-fired stations, 

is uncertain (© Ian 
West)
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sites served by railways or navigable waterways to facilitate coal delivery, before 
the development of the national grid led to the construction of large stations 
well away from centres of population. 

all steam-driven power generation requires a considerable capacity for cooling 
the process steam. coastal or estuarial locations have often been chosen because 
of their almost limitless supply of cooling water but elsewhere cooling ponds or 
towers were used. early cooling towers were usually rectangular and constructed 
of wood or reinforced concrete until these were replaced from the 1920s onwards 
by the hyperbolic design still in use today (Fig 9.6). other structures associated 
with electricity generating plant include coal and ash handling plants, transformer 
and switchgear rooms, control and administrative blocks etc. 

away from the power stations, transformers (sub-stations) were initially 
housed in buildings or kiosks but most are now in open enclosures. the 
development of the national grid from the late 1920s saw pylons spreading across 
the countryside. these have grown in size as transmission voltages have increased 
and are often the most visible evidence of the electricity industry. the local 
electricity companies (later boards) built offices and showrooms, sometimes in a 
style which emphasised their clean, modern image in contrast to the gas industry.

Key sites
the survival of buildings associated with the electricity industry mirrors that of 
the gas industry in two respects: firstly, buildings associated with the early days 
of small-scale generation are more likely to have been retained and adapted for 
other purposes than many later, larger structures. secondly, significant buildings 
remain on sites still in use by the electricity industry and have yet to be assessed 
for their historical and archaeological significance. 

there are dozens, probably hundreds, of surviving buildings built or adapted 
to house early private generating plants at factories, mines, and country houses; 
the original purpose of these is frequently not recognised. Perhaps the most 
well-known example is at Cragside, northumberland, which is believed to have 
been the first house in the world to have been lighted by incandescent bulbs. the 
power house of 1886 contains much original hydro-electric equipment. other 
examples include:

•	 Hestercombe House, somerset – water mill converted for hydro-electric 
generation in 1895, recently restored;

•	 Longford’s Mill, Minchinhampton, gloucestershire – former water-
powered woollen mill with original water- and steam-powered electricity 
plant dating back to 1904;

•	 Ascott, near Wing, buckinghamshire – generator house complex dating 
from before 1899 (see Fig 9.3).

some sites of early small-scale hydro-electric generation have been returned 
to use, and others are under consideration, with new or original water turbines 
driving modern alternators, including Chatsworth House, derbyshire, Alnwick 
Castle, northumberland, and Gayle Mill, north yorkshire.
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a former water mill, adjacent to Powick Bridge near Worcester, was converted 
in 1894 to become the world’s first combined steam/hydro-electric power station. 
this ceased generating in the 1950s and has been converted to residential use. 
an intact example of an early public electricity generating station, built in 1903, 
survives as the Southern Electricity Museum in christchurch, dorset. other 
significant examples of this phase of the industry’s development include:

•	 Bristol Counterslip Power Station – built 1899 for the city’s tramway 
system (see Fig 9.5);

•	 46, Kensington Court, London – parts of the generating station 
established in 1886 by one of the industry’s pioneers, r e b crompton;

•	 Electricity sub-station, St George’s Place, Cheltenham, built 1895 in Italian 
gothic style. 

the tavistock canal, built in the early 19th century to connect the town to 
Morwelham Quay, was purchased in 1933 by the West devon electricity supply 
company, which constructed a hydro-electric power plant at the Quay using the 
canal and tunnel as a water supply. this still feeds power to the national grid.

Many buildings associated with hydro-electric generation remain in use in 
scotland, such as the 1920s’ Falls of Clyde station, near lanark. In Ireland, the 
shannon hydro-electric scheme was begun not long after Irish independence 
in 1922 and the power station at Ardnacrusha near limerick retains many of 
the original features, including the control room (Fig 9.7). the pumped storage 
schemes at both Dinorwig (Electric Mountain) and Cruachan (Hollow Mountain) 
have visitor centres. 

the turbine hall at london’s Bankside power station, built in 1947 to a design 

Figure 9.7 
ardnacrusha power 

station near limerick, 
part of the 1920s 

shannon scheme in 
Ireland (© Marilyn 

Palmer) 
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by sir giles gilbert scott, now houses tate Modern and provides a rare example 
of the adaptive reuse of a major component of a large, later power station. 
however, the practical difficulties of such schemes is graphically illustrated at the 
nearby Battersea Power station, the first phase of which was built in the 1930s with 
a similar architectural pedigree to bankside, where successive schemes for reuse 
stretching back several decades have yet to ensure the long-term survival of the 
buildings. large power station structures in more remote locations than central 
london face even greater challenges. 

alternative uses have yet to be found for redundant cooling towers, as illustrated 
by the pair of 1930s’ hyperbolic towers at blackburn Meadows, sheffield, which 
were demolished in 2008, despite a vigorous campaign for their retention. 
some power station cooling towers, like gas holders, have become highly valued 
components of the landscape and other such battles can be expected in the future. 
any hopes of preserving parts of nuclear power stations in the future will be 
faced with problems of radioactive contamination as well as the scale and remote 
location of the buildings.

Further reading
studies of the electricity industry have tended to focus on technical and business 
history, for example b bowers, A History of Electric Lighting and Power (Peter 
Peregrinus ltd, 1982), l hannah, Electricity before Nationalisation: a study of 
the electricity supply industry in Britain to 1948 (MacMillan, 1977), and r a s 
hennessey, The Electric Revolution (oriel Press, 1972).

greater emphasis on the industry’s physical remains is displayed by historic 
scotland’s Power to the People: the built heritage of Scotland’s hydroelectric power 
(historic scotland, 2010), and M stratton, Ironbridge and the Electric Revolution 
(John Murray in association with national Power, 1994). english heritage, too, 
has taken an interest in the future of nuclear power stations and W cocroft 
undertook a shIer report on nuclear power stations. 

the most useful contribution to the study of the physical remains of the 
electricity industry in england lie in english heritage’s MPP reports, steps 1–3 
by M trueman of lancaster university archaeological unit (1994–1998) and 
step 4 by gill chitty (2000). 

9.4 Public water supply and sewage disposal
the supply of potable water to the public has a long history, which in england 
began with the romans who piped water to their centres of population. roman 
water-lifting devices were excavated in london in 2003; a replica built by the 
Museum of london which has now been relocated to the ancient technology 
centre at cranborne in dorset. elsewhere the remains of various roman 
aqueducts are known, particularly at lincoln. In the medieval period the 
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monasteries developed supplies for themselves and the general public, directing 
water from source via leats, pipes, and conduits to conduit heads. Private and 
public conduit systems were built during the 16th and 17th centuries, known as 
the ‘conduit age’, which included the new river from hertfordshire to north-
east london in 1613. Power for these systems was gravity, water or muscle power. 
as the sources of the water became increasingly polluted during the industrial 
revolution, leading to diseases such as cholera and typhoid, the new technologies 
of that period were used to tackle the increasing demand for good-quality water. 
the Westminster doctor John snow (d.1858) established the link between cholera 
and foul water in 1850 and the scale of the problem was underpinned by statistical 
evidence such as that collected by edwin chadwick (d.1890). this influenced 
the creation of a regulatory framework that has been in place since the 1840s. 
the 1875 Public health act empowered local authorities to provide clean water 
supplies, and to collect water-borne sewage and treat it before disposal. the new 
technologies of the industrial age were put to use to tackle the increasing demand 
for good-quality water.

In upland areas natural lakes were enlarged and new reservoirs created by 
the construction of dams across valleys, this fresh water then being piped over 
a considerable distance to the major cities. the dams built for impounding 
reservoirs were constructed of masonry until the early 20th century, since when 
concrete has been used, or earth embankment dams with a clay or concrete core, 
a technique in which britain made a major contribution to the development of 
dam building. several early examples were built in the Pennines to supply water 
to growing northern mill towns, and the mass concrete arch dam at haweswater, 
constructed for Manchester corporation in 1941, was the first buttress dam in 
britain. In lowland areas water continued to be sourced from wells, boreholes, 
springs, and water courses, but when this became insufficient to meet demand, 
reservoirs were created behind embankment dams such as at abberton, essex 
(1930s), and rutland Water (1976). to deliver this water to the customer required 
extraction from the source, storage and treatment, and further storage before 
it was delivered. although gravity was used where possible, there was the need 
for pumping between most of these stages. the water supply system is thus a 
network with a number of components spread out over a large area.

Key elements and plan forms
throughout the industrial age, the supply of fresh water and the disposal of 
waste water or sewage have usually been conducted by one organisation in 
each geographical area. this section concentrates on those structures that were 
constructed during the 19th and 20th centuries. during this period, architecture 
was used by water companies as a public expression of purity, improvement, 
safety, and reliability to their customers. thus, both pumping stations and water 
towers were often elaborate in design, reflecting prevailing styles of architecture, 
with many 19th-century examples celebrating high gothic and, more recently, the 
modern movement, for example in essex and suffolk. For the water companies to 
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create a clean impression for their customers, waterworks might be set within a 
designed landscape. as a number of the larger sites were built away from centres 
of population, housing was required for the staff of the works. these houses are 
an important component part of the group of structures associated with water 
supply and sewage treatment sites. 

Water pumping stations
these were needed at a number of points within the whole supply system – to 
extract water from source to treatment works (known as low-lift stations), to 
move it from there to storage facilities (high-lift stations), and then to transport 
it from those to the customer. the first power to be used in pumping stations 
was steam – beam engines initially followed by compound vertical and horizontal 
engines. the pumping stations needed height to house the beam engines; 
light and ventilation were also required, so pumping stations have distinctive 
fenestration – tall, round-headed windows are common as are other types such 
as clerestories. later gas, diesel and then electric pumps were introduced. these 
sometimes supplemented and sometimes replaced the earlier steam plant and 
were frequently housed within the same buildings with little external alteration. 
More recent electric pumping stations have become characterless, secure, vandal-
proof boxes with no windows. In order to deal with the maintenance of the early 
heavy pumping engines gantry cranes were installed which again dictated the 
height of the buildings. Water pumping buildings are characterised by:

•	 high buildings with tall, round-headed and other types of window 
providing light and air (Fig 9.8);

Figure 9.8 the south 
essex Waterworks 
co. developed the 
stifford Pumping 
station at davy 
down in 1926–27 and 
it housed three diesel 
pumps built by sulzer 
to pump water from 
a 42m borehole. the 
pumping station has 
been restored as part 
of the davy down 
riverside Park and is 
opened for the public 
to visit (© tony 
crosby)
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Figure 9.9 
Polychromatic 

brick water tower 
in Finedon, 

northamptonshire, 
erected 1904–05 

(© Marilyn Palmer)

•	 other component structures, including housing for staff, boiler houses 
and chimneys;

•	 Presence or evidence of original and/or subsequent pumping engines and 
gantry cranes. 

Water storage
storage of the water ready for treatment or delivery to the customer was provided 
for in a number of different structures – open reservoirs, service reservoirs, and 
water towers. covered service reservoirs survive from the early Victorian period 
and are structures of civil engineering interest, being elaborate underground 
vaulted structures of brick or concrete, covered to give the impression of a 
grassed field. In consequence little is visible above ground. Water towers, which 
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are inherently more visible, were placed at a high point within the area of supply 
in order to provide the necessary pressure to move the water by gravity and to 
provide a storage buffer between the pumping station and the consumer. cast-iron 
tank water towers first appear in the 1820s; the early examples are normally round 
but later examples are rectangular. the tank is supported on a sub-structure 
made of various materials which changed over time from brick or stone to iron 
frames. In the 20th century concrete became the most common material, with the 
first concrete tower erected near liverpool in 1904. Many early water towers have 
considerable architectural embellishment (Fig 9.9). as well as providing support 
for the water tank, the sub-structure could also contain a working area, pumps, 
access to the tank, and even accommodation for the engine-man. 

Waterworks
these are sites comprising a number of component parts which, if all or most are 
of historical, architectural and technological significance will be of added group 
value. a waterworks may consist of pumping stations, open or service reservoirs, 
filter houses, staff houses, offices, and laboratories. 

Sewage treatment
as water supply improved and f lushing water closets began to be introduced, 
the problem of eff luent disposal in cities became more pressing. septic tanks 
and cess pools coupled with direct discharge into the local river or the sea were 
no longer acceptable. From the mid-19th century onwards most of the larger 
cities in the country began to construct sewerage systems. In london an act 
passed in 1858, after the infamous great stink, enabled the commencement 
of the construction of the great sewerage system engineered by sir Joseph 
bazalgette. as well as building sewerage systems, many towns also built large 
pumping stations both to help the f low of the eff luent, when gravity f low was 
insufficient, and to discharge the sewers at their outfall. eastney at Portsmouth 
(built in 1864) and crossness (built in 1865) are outstanding examples of a type 
which, when built, pumped the untreated eff luent into an adjacent river or 
the sea. In the case of inland areas, of which leicester and burton-on-trent 
are typical, the untreated eff luent would be pumped to a sewage farm some 
distance outside the city, for spreading on the land. although most major cities 
had sewerage systems by 1900, sewage treatment works, introduced from the 
1850s (the first established at leicester in 1853), were slow in development, not 
being widespread until well into the 20th century. the treatment of sewage 
was also slow to develop, with most of the basic treatment processes having 
been largely developed by the beginning of World War I. With the changes 
in technology, treatment works have undergone steady rebuilding such that 
structures of historic significance, other than pumping stations, are rare and 
are also not isolated features, being part of a complex site. during the 20th 
century, further major improvements were made to the sewerage system and 
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to the provision of sewage treatment to reduce pollution in the major rivers, 
estuaries and the sea. sewage treatment works typically consist of settling beds, 
filter beds, pumping stations, reservoirs, staff houses, offices, and laboratories.

Key sites
the Ancient Technology Centre, cranborne, dorset, houses a replica of a roman 
water-lifting device. there are numerous preserved steam water pumping engines 
throughout the country, many of which are still run periodically and operate as 
museums. these include:

•	 Ryhope Engines Museum – two 1868 beam engines in the sunderland 
waterworks (www.ryhopeengines.org.uk);

•	 Papplewick Pumping Station – two James Watt beam engines at the 
nottingham waterworks (www.papplewickpumpingstation.co.uk);

•	 Hereford Waterworks Museum, which traces the history of water supply 
and includes working triple-expansion steam engines (http://www.
waterworksmuseum.org.uk);

•	 Kew Bridge Steam Museum, which tells the story of london’s water 
supply from roman times and includes a large collection of different 
steam pumping engines (http://www.kbsm.org);

Figure 9.10 clay Mills 
sewage pumping 

station in burton-
on-trent contains 

four rotative Woolf 
compound beam 
engines made by 

gimson & co. of 
leicester in 1885 

(by courtesy of 
Ian shipley, www.

isphotographic.co.uk)
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•	 Blagdon Pumping Station and Visitor Centre – dam, reservoir and 
pumping station built in 1890s to supply water to bristol (http://www.
bristolwater.co.uk/leisure/blagdon-info.asp).

good examples of steam-powered sewage pumping stations survive at: 
•	 Abbey Pumping Station – opened 1891 to pump leicester’s sewage to the 

beaumont leys treatment works (http://www.leicester.gov.uk/your-
council-services/lc/leicester-city-museums/museums/abbey-pumping-
station/);

•	 Crossness Pumping Station – opened 1865 as part of sir Joseph 
bazalgette’s sewerage system for london (http://www.crossness.org.uk);

•	 Eastney Beam Engine House – contains a pair of boulton and Watt beam 
engines built to pump Portsmouth’s sewage to the sea (http://www.
portsmouthmuseums.co.uk/eastneybeamenginehouse.html);

•	 Clay Mills Pumping Station, Burton-on-Trent (see Fig 9.10) – contains four 
Woolf compound beam engines built by gimson’s of leicester in 1885 
(http://www.claymills.org.uk/).

In recent years, many disused water towers have been converted for residential 
use; some examples can be seen on the web site of the british Water tower 
appreciation society (http://bwtas.blogspot.com) (accessed 19 november 2011).

Further reading
a brief introduction is given in P naylor, Water Supply (shire, 2005), and 
more detail is provided by h barty-king, Water: The Book (Quiller, 1992).  
M lewis’ article ‘our debt to roman engineering: the water supply of lincoln 
to the present day’ (Industrial Archaeology Review 7:1, 1984, 57–73) considers the 
roman aqueduct at lincoln and its successors. the architecture of water supply 
is covered in J douet, Temples of Steam: Waterworks Architecture in the Steam Age 
(bristol Polytechnic, 1992), and a detailed study of water towers can be found in 
b barton, Water Towers of Britain (newcomen society, 2003). 

an excellent description of pumping stations is provided by kew bridge 
steam Museum, ‘temples of steam: the art of the Pumping station’ (Archive, 
12, 49–64). specific system histories include r Ward, London’s New River 
(historical Publications, 2003), and s halliday, The Great Stink of London 
(sutton Publishing, 2002).

there are a particularly good series of MPP reports on the water and sewage 
industries: J douet, step 1 (1995); M trueman, step 3 (2000); g chitty, step 4 
(2001); M trueman, thematic list review: Water towers (2000). 
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chapter ten

the future for the study  
of industrial archaeology

10.1 Introduction
this book, written half a century after the first organised activity which was 
labelled as ‘industrial archaeology’ took place, has tried to demonstrate how 
the subject has been transformed from a fringe activity to an internationally 
recognised element of the discipline of archaeology. We have defined industrial 
archaeology as the study of the evidence for people at work, a type of human activity 
rather than just a type of site, since ‘work’, even after the so-called ‘Industrial 
revolution’, could be based in domestic as well as non-domestic locations. the 
time frame is the classic period of industrialisation from the early modern and 
modern periods, mainly the early 18th to the 20th centuries, characterised by 
capital investment on a large scale in both buildings and equipment and the 
organisation of the labour force to maximise production, although not necessarily 
all grouped in large buildings. We have shown that industrial archaeology also 
deals with the wider economic and social landscape of this period, as much 
concerned with analysing the origins and impact of the Industrial revolution as 
with charting, recording and understanding the technological innovations with 
which it is usually associated. Particular emphasis has been placed in the book on 
the housing of the labour force in both rural and urban situations, and we have 
included some consideration of the leisure activities of the workforce although 
much more could be said on this. Industrial activity has had a greater impact 
on the landscape than any other human intervention since the clearance of the 
forests and the development of farming in the prehistoric period, especially in the 
exploitation of mineral resources, their associated processing and the transport 
networks necessary for their distribution.

the day training schools in which this book had its origins were intended 
to acquaint delegates with the significant features of industrial buildings and 
structures, and thus many of the chapters have been concerned with what one 
might term ‘above-ground’ industrial archaeology. however, one aspect of the 
development of the discipline emphasised in chapter one is the increasing 
interest in the excavated remains of industrial activity, largely because of the 
participation of professional archaeologists in development work on brownfield 
sites. We have endeavoured as much as possible to ascertain what ‘below-
ground’ activity has taken place on industrial sites and to point readers in the 
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direction of the grey literature in which most of the results of such work are 
embedded. 

We have also tried to work our way through the dichotomy of industrial 
archaeology being regarded as both an archaeological study of the ways in which 
people lived and worked in the past through the physical remains which survive 
into the present and at the same time a conservation movement to protect and 
interpret those remains. the popular and even the professional conception of 
industrial archaeology has tended to adopt its meaning as a movement to conserve 
the industrial past, which would be better termed ‘industrial heritage’, and we 
hope that we have redressed the balance by showing just how much can be learnt 
about the way our forebears lived and worked in the industrial period through 
the study of its standing and excavated remains. nevertheless, we recognise that 
the conservation and interpretation of the standing remains of industrial activity 
in the world’s first industrialised nation are an important aspect of industrial 
archaeology, and have devoted some space to a consideration of the protection as 
well as the adaptive reuse of industrial structures. 

the way in which this book came into being means that we have had to 
concentrate on industrial archaeology in the british Isles. this does not mean 
that we think that industrial activity in britain was divorced from events 
elsewhere in the world. on the contrary, british industrial development was part 
of a global economy, related both to its position in the atlantic World as well as 
to its widespread empire. the vast expansion of the iron and cotton industries, 
for example, with the consequent effect on the buildings and landscape of much 
of midland and northern britain, would never have taken place had it not been 
for the demands of britain’s global trading networks. Industrialisation rapidly 
became a world-wide phenomenon not particular to a century, or indeed country, 
and so it is vital for archaeologists to provide a distinct view of the origins, 
course and consequence of this process of technological change at a regional, 
national and international level. We are also fully aware that the discipline 
of industrial archaeology, especially in its concomitant sense as an industrial 
heritage movement, is very active in europe, america and australasia and would 
very much have liked to explore this too – but that is another book! 

10.2 The resource
one of the chief problems faced by any archaeologist studying the industrial 
period is the mass of data available, both physical evidence such as standing 
buildings, machinery, industrial landscapes, written documents, maps and 
drawings and more recently the growing amount of excavated evidence revealed 
by developer-funded work undertaken on sites of this period. We have tried to 
suggest some approaches to making sense of this data, including methodologies 
charting archaeologically the impact of new industrial-period monument 
types on a given piece of landscape; exploring the relationship of these new 
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monuments to contemporary local social groups; and undertaking historic 
landscape characterisation to help understand change at the county or regional 
level. the growth of the desk-based assessment as one of the most important 
archaeological planning tools of the last twenty years has meant that the idea of 
studying a wide range of documentary material, familiar to the first industrial 
archaeologists of the 1950s and 1960s, has also become embedded in developer-
funded archaeological projects, and we have explored the value of historic map 
regression for the industrial period. 

We have very much welcomed the increasing participation of professional 
curatorial and contract archaeologists in the practice of industrial archaeology 
in the last two decades. nevertheless, the most valuable resource for industrial 
archaeology remains the large number of volunteers who are prepared to deploy 
skills often derived from their own professional lives on, for example, recording 
and preserving machinery or conserving and interpreting industrial structures. 
Most british counties have a group of people interested in industrial archaeology 
who usually undertake a variety of activities ranging from documentary research, 
recording industrial buildings in considerable detail, maintaining industrial sites 
and displaying them to the public and, in some cases, undertaking specific 
excavation projects. as pointed out in chapter one, all the early county surveys 
of what industrial structures had survived into the 20th century were, with 
the exception of northern Ireland, undertaken by voluntary groups. Industrial 
archaeology has been very fortunate in the quality of its volunteer participation, 
and the provision of some funding and direction to channel this volunteer 
enthusiasm remains very important, given cuts to professional staff in curatorial 
and contract archaeology. 

one major concern is the provision of new blood into work on the industrial 
heritage that is generally recognised as a key element of britain’s contribution 
to world culture. Many university-based archaeology courses now include 
some industrial archaeology, usually under the broader category of historical 
archaeology, but there are few staff who have the necessary knowledge to acquaint 
students with the fundamental principles of the discipline. of equal concern is 
the perceived discontinuity between the undergraduate archaeology curriculum, 
which lecturers feel should impart understanding of the past within a theoretical 
and methodological framework, since few of their students will actually continue 
in archaeology, and the practical needs of archaeological employers from those 
who do join the profession – a disjunction that has been repeatedly stressed by 
the archaeology training Forum. yet urban development, until very recently, has 
led to a massive increase in the amount of archaeological work being undertaken 
on brownfield sites, requiring practitioners who can both draw upon the necessary 
briefs on the curatorial side and fieldworkers who can recognise the remains of 
different types of power sources or industrial processes and understand the 
human context of industry in terms of workers’ housing and social institutions. 
given changes to university funding, it may well be that the necessary skills have 
to be acquired through postgraduate training, often by distance learning or 
continuous Professional development courses which can supply training without 
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loss of salary, something that applies not just to archaeological activity or building 
recording but also to the management of britain’s internationally important 
industrial heritage.

10.3 Research agendas
although a great deal has been achieved to ensure recognition that the material 
evidence of the industrial period, whether standing remains or below-ground 
archaeology, contributes to debates on important questions like the impact of 
industrialisation on both the countryside and townscapes or the ways in which 
technological change in the processes of production was reflected in patterns 
of consumption, we need to continue to work to convince planners, developers 
and others involved in the conservation and restoration of sites of the value of 
industrial archaeology. We have, therefore, to establish priorities on particular 
sites which come up for development by drawing up, and publicising, good 
typologies of standing industrial buildings; remaining alert to new field and 
analytical techniques which can expand the range available on complex industrial 
sites; and continuing to promote contact and dialogue between all parts of the 
archaeological community, whether academic, professional or volunteer. as the 
current economic and legislative climates make both planners and developers 
more cautious, it is increasingly important for archaeological curators to be able 
to justify their recommendations. a competently prepared research agenda, 
coupled with site-specific information gleaned from a desk-based assessment and 
fabric appraisal, permits a fairly good degree of predictive modelling on most sites 
and allows even a non-specialist curator both to make confident recommendations 
and to justify them to a potentially hostile third party. We hope that this book, 
together with the national and regional research agendas already available in the 
uk, will go some way towards enabling this process to work more smoothly. 

10.4 The industrial heritage
english heritage identified our industrial heritage as the theme for its 2011 
heritage at risk programme. as its Project officer shane gould pointed out, 
the large-scale economic changes in recent decades have led to the loss of entire 
landscapes associated with england’s unique industrial heritage, notably, of 
course, coal mining and the textile industries. the heritage at risk programme 
presented an opportunity to take stock of the risks to what remained and to 
assess the effectiveness of possible solutions. this would be done, to quote 
english heritage’s own website, by getting ‘owners, developers, local people, 
voluntary bodies, academics, professionals and politicians debating the future 
of our industrial heritage before it is too late’ (see http://www.english-heritage.
org.uk/caring/heritage-at-risk/industrial-heritage-at-risk/). nearly 11% of grade 
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I and II* industrial buildings are at risk, far higher than the 3% of grade I and 
II* buildings of other types which are at risk in england.the sheer scale of some 
historic industrial processes, such as mining, quarrying and mass production, 
can be a conservation challenge in itself, while large industrial buildings present 
particular problems in reuse. 

sir neil cossons has drawn up a challenging programme for english heritage 
in Issue 67 of english heritage’s Conservation Bulletin, which was devoted to 
the industrial heritage (available as a free download from english heritage – 
http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/publications/conservation-bulletin-67/). he 
suggests that there are six priorities for english heritage in helping to ensure 
the future of the industrial heritage. these comprise: powerful advocacy in 
promoting the cause of industrial places; working with voluntary advocacy 
organisations; securing the future of those sites preserved by the voluntary sector; 
securing the future of key industrial buildings at risk; a determined programme 
to ensure the future of the more ‘invisible’ industrial heritage, such as workers’ 
housing; and pressing the case for the designation of post-war industrial buildings 
– industrial activity is a continuous one, not just a product of the 18th and 19th 
centuries. sir neil has worked tirelessly in the cause of the industrial heritage 
throughout his career, and we hope that his challenges can be met as a result of 
english heritage’s well-publicised Industrial heritage at risk initiative. 

adaptive reuse has proved to be the salvation for many redundant industrial 
buildings, as demonstrated in section 1.4 of this book, but the high costs of 
conversion and, in some cases, decontamination, remain a deterrent to many 
developers, particularly if the building is in an area of low property values. 
Industrial sites which survive as unroofed structures pose particularly difficult 
conservation challenges, although the heritage lottery Fund, founded in 
1994, has enabled many local groups to form charitable trusts to save them. 
however, the recurrent costs of maintenance as well as succession planning 
in the trusts have raised concern about the long-term future of the uk’s 
preserved industrial sites, as was outlined in a report to english heritage by sir 
neil cossons in 2008 (available as a free download – see http://www.english-
heritage.org.uk/content/publications/docs/sustaining-englands-ind-heritage.
pdf). the Industrial heritage at risk initiative has, however, made advice and 
guidance on the conservation of industrial sites more easily accessible: there 
is guidance for owners and developers on its website – (www.english-heritage.
org.uk/developers); the architectural heritage Fund (www.ahfund.org.uk) has 
established a three-year grant scheme to encourage local groups to take on 
industrial buildings; and an Industrial heritage support officer is to be 
appointed within an outside organisation to provide help to those preserving 
historic industrial sites for public access.

yet, industrial archaeology and heritage is at risk from many quarters, not 
just neglect and redevelopment. Further threats of cuts to the funding of local 
planning archaeology services continue as british archaeology undergoes its 
biggest structural change since the early 1990s, when the principle of ‘the developer 
pays’ was introduced into planning guidance and regulations. Furthermore, it is 
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not clear whether the new national Planning Policy Framework proposed for 
england will maintain the current level of protection for archaeological sites 
within the planning process, especially currently unprotected sites, many of which 
are industrial in origin. continual vigilance will be needed on the part of all those 
who work in, or care about, industrial archaeology and heritage, just as was the 
case over 50 years ago when the discipline was first launched. the council for 
british archaeology was one of its staunchest advocates back in the 1960s and 
continues to promote the discipline, as can be seen from the publication of this 
book. they were joined later by the association for Industrial archaeology and 
its many affiliated societies which represent the thousands of volunteers prepared 
to work for the future of industrial archaeology and heritage, as well as publishing 
the results of professional and volunteer research. this book is intended to be of 
assistance to all sectors, professional and voluntary, which care about the future 
of britain’s internationally important industrial heritage. 
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guidance papers 16, 19, 162
heritage at risk programme 312, 313
Monuments Protection Programme 

(MPP) 6, 13, 19, 26–7, 263
Thesaurus of Monument Types 13

environment agency 49, 249
extensive urban survey 11, 30
extractive industries see clay industry; 

lime burning; stone quarrying

factories 161
architect-designed 170, 192–3
building materials 161, 170, 189, 192, 193
demolition of 161
development of 161–2
layout and design 161
power sources see also power 

technology
proto-factories 161, 187

Fairbairn, William 87, 99, 196
Falconer, keith 3, 4, 5
farm buildings

animal accommodation 51, 52
barns 50–51
cart sheds 52
further reading 53
granaries 51–2
key sites 53
model farms 52, 52, 73

farm machinery 51, 83
felt hat making 20, 186, 220
fireproofing of buildings 273, 170, 189, 

195–7, 199, 285

flax industry 191 see also linen industry
flood control 48, 49 see also drainage
food imports 76–7
food industry 72–7

archaeological evidence for 73
bakeries 73
biscuits and breakfast cereals 74
dairying 73–4
factories 73–4
fish 75
further reading 77–8
key sites 74, 75, 76, 77
meat processing 75–6
regional nature of 72, 76

Forest of dean 32, 128, 152, 155, 156
fulling mills 186, 187, 194–5
fustian industry 215

garden history society 32, 33
gas industry 291

adaptive reuse of structures 296
by-products 292
development of 291
further reading 296
key sites 294–6
private supply 292, 293
public supply 291
structures associated with 292–4, 293, 

294, 295, 296
technology of 292

gas power 81
geographical Information system (gIs) 

11
georgian group 33
girard, Phillipe de 191
glass industry 175–8

artefacts made 177
development of 175, 176, 177
furnaces 175, 176, 177
further reading 178–9
key sites 178
locations 178
structures relating to 175–6, 176, 177
Waterford 175, 177

glass making 177–8
global economy, the 162, 184, 214, 236, 310
gloucestershire 55, 183, 185, 202, 214, 215, 

218, 220
green, e r r 3, 5
grimes, W F 2
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gunpowder and explosives history 
group 33

gunpowder Mills study group 159
gunpowder production 54, 85, 154, 156–8

further reading 160
key sites 159
landscape context 159
locations of 157
mills 157–9
power sources 157, 158

harveys of hayle 162
hemp and jute production 186
historic building recording 19
historic environment records (hers) 4
‘historic Industrial environment’ 8
historic landscape character 30
historic landscape characterisation 

(hlc) 11, 30, 31, 311
urban characterisation 30

historic scotland 19, 23, 25, 32, 33, 39
historical maps 15 see also map regression
historical Metallurgy society 8
hop growing and processing 59–60
hop kilns see oast houses
hosiery industry 188, 205, 212, 218, 220

development of 206, 208–9
domestic production 205–6, 206, 207
factories 207, 210, 211
further reading 212
key sites 211–12
locations of 209
master hosiers’ houses 207, 208, 210
mechanisation of 208–9
power sources 211
stockingers’ houses 208, 218–19
workforce 210–11
workshops 208, 211

hoskins, W g 2
hudson, kenneth 4, 5
hughes, stephen 6, 12
hydraulics 88, 100, 104–5, 278

adaptive reuse of buildings 108
below-ground remains of 107, 108
buildings associated with 107, 107
costs of 105
cranes and hoists 104, 105–6, 108, 275, 

279
further reading 109
jiggers 104, 105, 105

key sites 108
public systems 104–5
use in bridges and locks 106, 108
use for mine drainage 104
use on railways 106

ice factories 75, 75
Index record for Industrial sites 13
industrial archaeology

above-ground remains 16, 17
approaches to 9–15
cultural and social contexts of 9, 10, 18
data, amount of 10, 310
data, recording of 6, 9, 13, 19
data, sources of 13, 14–15, 310
development of 1, 2, 7, 21, 309, 311
dual nature of (research and 

conservation) 1, 16, 310
landscape context 9, 17–18 see also 

buildings, siting in landscape
methodology 6–7, 8, 10–11, 20
name of discipline 3, 309
public engagement with 29, 38, 40
rural contexts 31
scope of 7–9
thematic studies in 6, 19, 27
training in 2, 309, 311
urban contexts 30

Industrial Archaeology Review 4–5, 20
industrial heritage 1, 312–13

protection of 21–9, 31, 257, 262, 268, 
310, 313 see also legislation; listing; 
scheduling

industrial landscapes 28
Industrial Monuments survey 3–4
Industrial revolution 7, 309
industrial sites

artistic representations of 14
classification of 13, 26
excavated evidence 6, 16, 16, 17, 18, 108, 

118, 131, 137, 142, 151, 153, 175, 177, 
201, 202, 213, 227–8, 229, 230, 309

locations of 12
recording of 29
redevelopment/reclamation of see 

adaptive reuse of industrial 
buildings

size of 16, 17, 22
industrialisation 7, 8, 11, 310

dependence on power sources 80, 85
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impact on environment 22 see also 
contamination of sites

impact on landscape of 10, 11, 310
social impact of 11, 12, 311
speed of 10, 162
technology and science of 9, 12

industry
change in 33
classification of 26
decline of 5–6, 20, 162

Inland Waterways association 249
internal combustion engines 79, 80
Ireland 56, 69, 70, 90, 101, 141, 143, 175, 

191, 234–5, 248, 301 see also northern 
Ireland

iron and steel industry 85, 149, 155
assessment of sites 152
extraction and calcining 150
fuel 150–51
furnaces 150, 151, 151, 152
further reading 153–4
key sites 152–3
locations of 150
smelting 150
steel manufacture 151–2

Ironbridge Institute 13

jenny shops 194, 195
Jessop, William 241, 248, 252
Journal of Industrial Archaeology, The 5

kay, James 191
kay, John 186

lace industry 209–10, 211
domestic production 209–10, 219
factories 209, 210, 211
machinery 209–10
mechanisation of 210

lancashire 39, 163, 196, 200, 201, 214, 215, 
216, 218, 220, 234, 281
bank top 224
burnley 201, 230
chorley 158, 227
egerton 224, 230
Fylde, the 93
textile mills in 39, 101, 103, 185, 192, 

197, 198, 199, 201
Warton 173

land management 27, 28, 31

land values 223, 228, 277
leader programmes 31
leather industry

boot and shoe manufacture 181–3, 211, 
219, 220, 281

decline of 180
development of 180
further reading 183–4
key sites 183
locations 180, 183
mechanisation of 180, 182, 183
regulation of 180
requirements of 180–81
structures associated with 181, 182, 183
tanning 179–80
working systems 181–2, 183

leats 85, 139, 157, 201, 303
lee, edmund 95
legislation 21 see also corn laws

ancient Monuments and 
archaeological areas act (1979) 24

ancient Monuments Protection act 
(1882) 24

beer act (1830) 286
education acts 208
explosives act (1875) 157
heritage Protection bill (2009) 27
housing acts 227
licensing acts 286, 287, 288
Planning (listed buildings and 

conservation areas) act (1990) 25
stannary law 144, 147
Wildlife and countryside act (1983) 

29
leicestershire 183, 205, 206, 208, 209, 211, 

218, 220
lever, William hesketh 222
lime burning 120

further reading 122–3
key sites 122
kilns 120–21, 121, 122
location of 121

linear monuments 12, 18
linen industry 185, 187–8, 200

mechanisation of 185–6
listing, of buildings 24–5, 26, 27, 30, 262, 

263, 268, 296, 313
liverpool 65, 76, 105, 268, 276, 283, 284, 

285, 288
albert dock 35, 36, 273, 279
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local research and conservation groups 
4, 22

london 7, 36, 67, 105, 163, 171, 175, 178, 189, 
202, 264
as a port 65, 76
bethnal green 215
growth of 72
housing in 213, 214, 215, 216, 223, 228–9
offices in 284
public houses in 287, 288
railways in 235, 256, 257–8, 261
spitalfields 214, 229
textiles in 185, 186, 200, 206
warehouses in 272, 273, 275, 276, 278
water and sewage systems in 82, 302, 

303, 306
lubbock, sir John 24

Mccutcheon, W a 3
machinery 162, 186–7

recording of 19
machinery and structures, development 

of 16–17
malting 61, 62
maltings

building materials 61, 62
conversion of 63–4
form of 61–2, 62, 63, 63
further reading 64
key sites 64
kilns 62–3
locations of 61
power sources 63

management agreements 27, 29, 31
Manchester 7, 10–11, 36, 74, 105, 108, 163, 

172, 178, 186, 247, 283
ancoats 190, 227
canals 108, 159, 241, 249
excavations in 16, 228, 229
housing in 20, 213, 227, 228, 229, 230
offices in 285
railways in 256, 257
textiles and textile mills in 6, 12, 19, 

185, 189, 190, 192, 199, 200–201, 
202, 203, 215, 220

warehouses in 268, 269, 272, 274, 275, 
276, 277, 279, 280

water supply in 303
map regression 15 see also historical maps
marketing 73, 74, 76, 203, 215

Meikle, andrew 95
metalworking industry 219–20, 220
methods of production

artisan 215, 218
domestic 7, 65, 184, 205, 214, 215, 309
mass (factory) 113, 161, 167
merchant capital 215, 218
putting-out system, the 215

military sites and remains 6
Mills research group 33
millstones 56
mining industry 80 see also coal industry; 

drainage, of mines; iron and steel 
industry; non-ferrous metals industry; 
stone quarrying

Ministry of Public buildings and 
Works (MPbW) 3 see also Industrial 
Monuments survey

motor vehicle manufacturing works
adapted from other buildings 165, 166, 

167, 169–70
argyll Motors 166
assembly lines 167, 168
building materials 170
dennis (guildford) 166
development of 166–7
expansion of 170
Ford (dagenham) 167
further reading 171
key sites 171
layout of 167, 168–9, 170
locations of 169
longbridge 165, 168–9
purpose-built 166, 167
robotics 168
shadow factories 168
working systems 167, 168, 170

Murray, Matthew 191
museums 1, 22–3, 189, 208

national association of Mining history 
organisations 8, 33

national Monuments record 4, 13
national nature reserves 22, 29
national Parks 22, 31, 32
national record of Industrial 

Monuments (nrIM) 3
national trust 23
natural england 29, 30

countryside character Programme 30
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nature conservation designations 22, 31
newcomen, thomas 97 see also steam 

engines, newcomen engines
nisser, Marie 5
nonconformism 147
non-ferrous metals industry 134

brass 140, 142–3
copper 140

antiquity of industry 141
extraction and processing 141–2
precipitation pits 141–2
smelting 141, 142

extraction 134–5
further reading 135, 140, 143–4, 148–9
key sites 139, 143, 148
kilns and furnaces 138, 142, 145, 147
lead

assessment of sites 139
extraction 135–6
landscape context 139
processing 136–8, 137
reworking 138–9
smelting 138

tin 144, 145
antiquity of industry 144
assessment of sites 147–8
by-products 147
calciners 146–7
extraction and processing 144–7
landscape context 147
machinery 146
mills 145–6

norfolk 294
berney arms high Mill 49

north east, the 8, 175, 243
north West, the 8, 10, 185, 186, 196, 201, 

202
northamptonshire 6, 183, 219, 221, 281
northern Ireland 186, 200

ancient Monuments board, Ministry 
of Finance 3

department of environment 25, 32,  
33

norway 294
nottinghamshire 189, 206, 208, 209, 211, 

218, 219, 220, 224
Papplewick Pumping station 28, 28, 

307
nuclear power stations 96, 298, 302

oast houses 59–60
office buildings

building materials 284, 285
flagship 284
further reading 285
key sites 285
layout and form 284–5
locations 283–4
purpose-built 283, 284
speculative development of 284

owen, robert 222, 229

Parsons, charles 99
Peak district, the 134, 135, 139
Pennines, the 80, 85, 104, 135, 138, 139, 215, 

236, 303
philanthropy 222, 223
place name evidence 93, 121, 188
planning system, the 22, 24, 25, 27, 28, 29, 

30, 314 see also legislation
Planning Policy statement (PPs) 5 36

pollution 150, 307 see also contamination 
of sites

population, growth and redistribution 47, 
223, 228, 277

pottery making 113–14 see also clay 
industry
factories 113, 114
kilns 113, 114–15, 114, 115
porcelain 112
potbanks 113, 114

power technology 79–81 see also animal 
power; electric power; gas power; 
hydraulics; steam power; nuclear 
power; water power; wind power
centralised power generation 81
costs of 80, 81
transmission systems 80–81, 101, 196 

see also hydraulics
process-flow 20, 21, 52, 113
process recording 20
‘process residues’ 17, 18 see also raw 

materials; waste products
scientific analyses of 17

proto-industrialisation 213
public houses 285–9, 287

ancillary functions and spaces 286, 
287, 288, 289

antecedents 285
architectural styles 288, 289
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disappearance of 288, 289
further reading 289
increase in numbers of 286
layout and form 288–9
purchase of by brewers 286–7
restrictions on 287, 289

quarries see stone quarries
quarrying see stone quarrying

railway heritage trust 23, 262
railways 235, 242–5, 246

adaptive reuse of 256, 259, 261–2
architectural styles 256, 258, 261
buildings associated with 40, 245, 

255–7 see also warehouses; workers’ 
accommodation

contraction of 261–2
early 243–4
engineering of 244–5, 255, 259, 261 see 

also bridges
excavated remains of 255, 258, 263
hotels 257–8
impact on landscape and settlement 

255
impact on leisure patterns 255
narrow-gauge 125
power sources 245
‘railway mania’ 235
signal boxes 258
stations 255, 256, 257
train sheds 256, 259
tunnels 261
underground 235
viaducts 259, 260, 261
waggonways 132, 139, 243
wooden 243–4

raistrick, arthur 5, 7, 26
raw materials 17
register of historic Parks and gardens 

28
rennie, sir John 163, 240, 248, 252
research agendas and frameworks 8, 13, 

312
regional 8

river navigations 247, 249
rix, Michael 2, 5
roads 236 see also bridges

building of 237, 238, 239
droving 75, 233, 236

improvements to 236, 238–9
maintenance of 237, 239
military 237–8
roadside structures 239–40
toll houses and gates 238, 238, 239
turnpike roads 12, 75, 233, 237, 238,  

239
round Foundry, leeds 163
royal commission on historical 

Monuments 3, 6, 19, 27
of england 4, 259

salt, titus 224 see also yorkshire, saltaire
saVe britain’s heritage 32, 33
savery, thomas 97
scheduling, of archaeological monuments 

24, 25–7
scotland 5, 25, 27, 39, 56, 68, 69, 70, 139, 

155, 157, 175, 185, 188, 191, 211, 213, 214, 
216, 221, 223, 229, 234–5, 237–8, 248, 
294
glasgow 76, 105, 161, 163, 166, 185, 202, 

213, 228, 229, 235, 272, 276, 281, 283, 
285

new lanark 14, 29, 203, 213, 222, 224, 
229, 230

scottish natural heritage 30
scribbling mills 85, 187, 194, 195
scutching mills 195
sheffield trades historical society 4, 22
silk weaving industry 184, 185, 186, 188–9, 

191
domestic production 219
locations of 185
mechanisation of 185

sites and Monuments records (sMrs) 
4, 13

sites of special scientific Interest 29
small towns, studies of 11–12
smeaton, John 87, 98
smith, adam 229, 233
smith, david 5
social groups 10
society for Post-Medieval archaeology 33
society for the Protection of ancient 

buildings (sPab) 33
Mills group 33

south West, the 8, 72, 85, 97, 100, 102, 111, 
144, 145, 147, 149, 185, 188, 190, 196, 201, 
202, 205, 213, 214, 216
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spinning mills 39, 188–90, 190, 191, 192, 
193, 197

staffordshire 72, 73, 111, 116, 142, 157, 185, 
219, 220, 234

stanley Mills, Perth 39–40, 40
steam engine houses 100–101, 101, 146, 196
steam engines 79, 80, 129–30, 136, 146 see 

also winding engines
beam engines 97, 98, 100, 101, 102
boilers 98, 99
compound engines 99, 100
cornish engines 97, 98, 102
costs of 98, 99
development of 80, 97–9
high-speed engines 99
horizontal engines 98–9, 102, 297
inverted vertical engines 99
newcomen engines 14, 79, 80, 97, 98, 

102, 129
origins of 97
stationary reciprocating engine 99

steam power 96–7, 100
adaptive reuse of buildings 102–3
development of 100–101
form of sites 101–2
further reading 103–4
key sites 102
longevity of 96

steam turbines 97, 99–100
stephenson, robert 163, 259, 261
stone quarries 14, 123–4, 125, 125
stone quarrying 123–4, 233

ancillary structures 125
assessment of sites 126
dressing and processing 124–5
further reading 127–8
key sites 127
landscape context 125
machinery 125, 126
of slate 125
uses of stone 123, 126

tann, Jennifer 5
taxation 61, 76, 175, 180
taylor, John 137
telford, thomas 12, 238, 240, 248, 252
temperance movement 76, 286, 287
textile finishing

‘beetling’ 200
bleaching 199

dyeing 200, 211
mechanisation of 199
power sources 201
printing 200–201
structures associated with 200, 201

textile industry 184 see also cotton 
industry; linen industry; silk weaving 
industry; textile finishing; woollen 
industry
adaptive reuse of buildings 202–3
antiquity of 184
decline of 184
development of industrialisation 187, 

191
further reading 203–5
key sites 201–3
landscape context of 186, 189
locations of 185, 186, 192
manufacturing processes 187–8, 191, 

194, 195
mechanisation of 186–7, 189, 190, 191, 

199
power sources 185, 187, 191, 192, 195
structures relating to 187–8, 202
workshops 215, 217–18, 218

textile mills 85, 161, 186, 187, 188–90, 
193, 194, 196, 202 see also fulling 
mills; jenny shops; scribbling mills; 
scutching mills; spinning mills; 
weaving mills; weaving sheds
architectural style 192–4
arkwright-type 189, 195
building materials 185, 189, 193, 196
form and layout 184–5, 189, 192, 194, 

195, 196
integrated 191–2

thermodynamics 99
tide mills 57, 89–90
tobacco 76
transport 72, 116, 125–6, 131–2, 147, 233 see 

also air transport; canals; coastwise 
shipping; railways; roads
access to markets 233–4
access to raw materials 233–4, 247–8
consequences of development of 234
costs of 233, 234, 235–6
development of 234
funding of 235, 237, 248, 262–3
further reading 242, 246–7, 265–6
increased capacities 234
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key sites 242, 245–6
mutual dependency of methods 234, 

244, 249
power sources 235
viability of new routes 234

trevithick society 4, 102 see also cornish 
engines Preservation committee

trevithick, richard 98
trinder, barrie 73
turnpike roads see roads
twentieth century society 33

unesco see also World heritage sites 
1, 22

urbanisation 73, 234
utility industries see electricity industry; 

gas industry; water supply and sewage

Victorian society 26, 33
Vogel, robert 5
voluntary groups 24
volunteers 3, 4, 5, 16, 311, 314

Wailes, rex 3
Wales 23, 25, 26, 27, 72, 136, 141, 143, 155, 

185, 223, 228, 248
anglesey 141, 143
north 10, 124, 125, 127, 136, 139, 141
register of historic landscapes 28
south 133, 142, 147, 148, 153, 161, 223, 

238, 244
warehouses 115, 183, 210, 211, 250, 267

adaptive reuse of 268
ancillary structures 272
architectural styles 268, 274–5, 278
bonded 76, 273
building materials 268, 269, 273–4, 

278
canal 267–9, 270, 271
co-operative 283
further reading 271, 276, 280
goods handling, changes in 277
industrial 272–6
key sites 271, 276, 280
layout and form of 268–9, 271, 272, 

273–4, 275, 278, 279
locations of 268, 272
mercantile 272, 273–4
multiple-occupancy 274–5
power sources 269, 275, 278–9

railway 257, 262, 277–80, 278
showroom 272, 273, 275
textile 272–3, 274, 274, 275
transhipment centres 277, 279

waste products 17, 18, 129
quarry spoil 18
recycling of 18, 138
slag heaps 18
use as make-up material 18

watchmaking 219–20
water courses 80, 88–9, 125, 203 see also 

leats; river navigations
remodelling of 88, 247

water mills 85, 86, 88 see also corn mills; 
tide mills
norse mills 56, 86

water power 79, 84, 129 see also electric 
power, hydro-electricity
advantages of 80
antiquity of 84
constraints of 80
development of 85
further reading 90–91
key sites 90
landscape context and layout of sites 

88–9
structures relating to see also water 

mills
water supply and sewage 302–8

antiquity of 302–3
architectural styles 303
dams and reservoirs 303, 305
further reading 308
key sites 307–8
power sources 304
pumping stations 304–5, 304
sewage treatment 306–7, 307
structures associated with 303–4
water quality 303
water towers 305–6, 305
waterworks 306

water turbines 87–8, 297, 300
water wheels 79, 85, 87, 88–9, 89, 136
Waterways trust 23
Watt, James 98, 129
weaving mills 192, 197, 198–9, 211
weaving sheds 39, 198–9, 198

adaptive reuse of 199
form of 39

Wedgewood, Josiah 113
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West country, the see south West, the
West Midlands, the 5, 8, 59, 60, 175, 219, 

251
Wiltshire 75, 215, 218, 220

swindon 226, 259
wind mills 91, 95 see also corn mills

adaptive reuse of 96
ancillary buildings 95
archaeological evidence for 93
landscape contexts of 93
post mills 57, 91–2, 92
skeleton mills 93
smock mills 91, 92, 94
survival of 94
tower mills 57, 91, 92–3, 94
wind engines 93

wind power 79, 91
advantages of 80
antiquity of 91
constraints of 80
further reading 96
key sites 95–6
uses of 94–5

wind turbines 95
winding engines 130
woodland 31, 155

grant schemes 31
management of 22, 31, 155

woollen industry 184, 188, 197
domestic production 185
factory production 185
locations of 185
power sources 190

work, experience of 20
workers’ accommodation 20, 76, 132, 139, 

147, 213, 258, 304 see also workshop 
dwellings
back-to-back housing 222, 224, 227–8, 

228, 230
building materials 224–5

cellar dwellings 224, 227, 228, 230
colonies 189, 213, 222, 224, 230
commercial building companies 225, 

229
courtyard houses 228–9
excavation of 213–14, 228, 229, 230
further reading 221–2, 230–32
key sites 220–21, 230
living conditions 228, 229
model housing 223
Port sunlight 222
quality of 223, 224, 228
renting of to workers 223, 226
speculative developments in 213, 215, 

219, 224
tenements 229
terraced houses 222, 223–4, 223, 225–

7, 225, 226, 230
workshop dwellings 20, 161, 187, 213, 214, 

216–17, 217, 218, 220, 230
farmhouses 214, 215, 218
forms of 216
handloom weavers’ cottages 214, 215, 

217
World heritage sites 1, 22, 28–9, 144, 

146, 203, 213
nomination documents 13–14

Wrigley, Joshua 97

yorkshire 8, 93, 95, 124, 157, 178, 213, 214, 
251, 281, 283
akroydon 224, 227
dales 75, 135, 139
leeds 36, 163, 183, 191, 215, 227, 268, 

278, 283, 285
saltaire 196, 213, 224, 227
sheffield 4, 7, 151, 153, 219, 268
textiles in 6, 101, 184, 185, 190, 192, 193, 

200, 201, 214, 215, 218, 220
york 76, 228, 229, 230, 232, 256, 258
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